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June 3, 2016 

VIA HAND DELIVERY 

President London Breed 
c/o Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board 
San Francisco Board of Supervisors 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 
City Hall, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

Re: Appeal of CEQA Categorical Exemption Determination 
Planning Case No. 2013.1383E 
Building Permit Application Nos. 2013.12.16.4318 & 2013.12.16.4322 
3516-3526 Folsom Street ("Project Site") 

Dear President Breed and Honorable Members of the Board of Supervisors: 

235 Montgomery Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, California 94104 
Telephone (415) 956-8100 
Facsimile (415) 288-9755 
www.zfplaw.com 

This office represents neighbors of the proposed project at 3516-3526 Folsom Street 
(BPA Nos. 2013.12.16.4318 & 2013.12.16.4322, the "Project"). The appellants-Bernal Heights 
South Slope Organization, Bernal Safe & Livable, Neighbors Against the Upper Folsom Street 
Extension, Marcus Ryu, and Ann Lockett--oppose the above-captioned Project, inter alia, on 
the grounds that the Project's categorical exemption ("CatEx") determination violates the 
California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"). 

Pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.16, Appellants hereby appeal 
the March 26, 2014 CatEx determination. A.true and correct copy of the determination: is 
attached hereto as Exhibit A. True and correct copies of the proposed Project plans are attached 
hereto as Exhibit B. A copy of this letter of appeal will be concurrently submitted to the 
Environmental Review Officer. 

This appeal is supported by a large number of community organizations and hundreds of 
neighbors. True and correct copies ofletters of support for this appeal, and in opposition to the 
Project, are attached as Exhibit C-inCluding the Sierra Club and the Bernal Heights 
Democratic Club. 

The Project received a CatEx under CEQA Guidelines Section 15303(a), a "Class 3 
exemption" for "construction of up to three single-family residences." However, Class 3 
exemptions "are qualified by consideration of where the project is to be located-a project that is 
ordinarily insignificant in its impact on the environment may in a particularly sensitive 
environment be significant." Cal. Code Regs. tit. 14, § 15300.2(a). Moreover, "[a]ll exemptions 
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for these classes are inapplicable when the cumulative impact of successive projects of the same 
type in the same place, over time is significant." Cal. Code Regs. tit 14, § 15300.2(b). Lastly, 
"[a] categorical exemption shall not be used for an activity where there is a reasonable possibility 
that the activity will have a significant effect on the environment due to unusual circumstances." 
Cal. Code Regs. tit. 14, § 15300.2(c). 

This Project is not merely the construction of two single-family homes. The Project Site· 
is unusual and highly sensitive to environmental impacts-located over one of San Francisco's 
three primary natural gas transmission lines, inaccessible to emergency response vehicles, 
adjacent to the Bernal Heights Community Garden, including a proposal for the steepest street 
with driveways in the City, and with utilities to be installed for six houses. 

The Project implicates a number of adverse environmental impacts beyond what would 
usually be expected from the construction of two single-family homes, including but not limited 
to: 

• The Project ultimately consists of six new single-family residences. It includes two 
proposed houses with a new street adjoining four additional undeveloped lots. Property 
owners of the other undeveloped lots have publicly stated their intent to build houses on 
these properties once the Project is approved, and the Project proposes to install utilities 
to the six vacant lots for that purpose. 

• The proposed Project is in a hazardous area, including one of the City's three primary gas 
transmission lines. This rare locale is unlike other sites where the City's gas transmission 
pipelines run. In 1989, the Department of Public Works replied to an inquiry by stating, 
"It was too dangerous to ever develop." It is the only High-Consequence Risk Area in 
San Francisco where a vintage, 26-inch PG&E gas transmission pipeline is unprotected 
by asphalt-shallowly buried under soil at an undetermined depth-for 125 feet as it runs 
up a steeply pitched hillside before it reenters the protection of an asphalt street-cover on 
Bernal Heights Boulevard. The cumulative effects of six new houses, a new non
conforming street, and repeated earth moving equipment next to, over, and near the aging 
pipeline on a radically steep slope pose a significant threat to public safety. 

• According to UC Berkeley pipeline safety expert Professor Robert Bea, the list of 
concerns regarding this particular section of PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 is 
"identical" to the causes leading to the San Bruno explosion. 

• PG&E's troubling pattern oflost records, credibility, and misinformation poses a 
significant concern given the unique location of this section of PG&E Gas Transmission 
Pipeline 109. PG&E has failed to produce records of original welds and past 
maintenance--all precipitating reasons behind the catastrophic San Bruno blast. 
Although PG&E maintains there has been regular surveillance of this undeveloped area 
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for hazardous encroachments, a large pine tree grows directly over the pipeline
violating PG&E's own pipeline-safety guidelines. 

• PG&E's maintenance efforts do not ensure against accidental rupture due to earth 
movement during construction, a common cause of pipeline explosions. The transmission 
pipeline has a reduced pressure load due to concerns about its.age and integrity. PG&E 
has failed to produce records of original welds and past maintenance, which would 
determine if the pipeline could better withstand earth-movement construction activity and 
heavy-duty equipment in close proximity and moving directly over it. 

• The Project's sidewalk and landscape plans violate PG&E's Safety Guidelines by 
proposing to plant trees directly over the pipeline. According to a study commissioned by 
PG&E, 90 percent of all trees growing within five feet of pipelines cause damage to a 

· pipeline's protective covering, underscoring the Planning Department's disregard for the 
Project's safety impacts. 

• The Project's proposed steep street poses a significant public safety threat because it 
cannot be graded down to allow for emergency vehicle access, due to the pipeline's 
location. The pitch of the street will likely be greater than 37 percent due to clearance 
requirements between transmission pipelines and utilities, making it among the steepest 
urban streets in the world. It is substandard in width, yet it includes no turnaround. 

• The Project Site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and 
residents. It is too pitched and too narrow for cars to turn around. Vehicles will have to 
back down into a blind residential intersection. It is located on a major cross-City 
thoroughfare, Folsom Street Drivers often drive up this part of Folsom Street in the 
mistaken belief it will take them directly downtown. 

• The two existing homes' driveways and parking Oocated below the Project Site) will be 
functionally eliminated, as the new street extension will cut through them at an 
incompatible slope and elevation. Likewise, the proposed new houses lack functional · 
parking due to the proposed street's nonconformities. The Project's steep street plans 
contain dangerous break-over angles and nonfunctional access to the existing and 
proposed garages. The result will be a substantial impact on community parking and 
traffic. Additionally, senior residents who rely on their homes' existing off-street parking 
will lose their mobility. 

• The proposed street will not be an "accepted" street by the City but rather will require 
maintenance by the existing fronting homeowners-who do not want the street or the 
related liability. Liability issues and future responsibility for maintenance are unclear in 
cases of accidents caused by the steepness of the street and sidewalk. 
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• The Projects have no on-street parking; the cumulative effects of eight houses in a row 
with no on-street parking and no functional off-street parking will be seriously 
detrimental to the traffic and parking in this area of congested narrow streets. Delivery 
trucks, construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street
blocking both the intersection of Chapman and Folsom Streets and access to Upper 
Banlcs, Nevada, Prentiss, and Chapman Streets. This is the only viable vehicular entry to 
the houses in this area The other, via Prentiss Street, is so steep that fire trucks, 
construction vehicles, and delivery trucks often get stuck using it. 

• Bernal Heights Park's limited public parking-and the Community Garden's parking, 
adjacent to the Project along Bernal Heights Boulevard-will be significantly impacted 
by construction and delivery parking, as well as ·residents' and visitors' parking. 

• The Project will cast significant shadow on the Bernal Heights Community Garden and 
will block light to adjacent properties. 

• The Project's lack of on-street parking will significantly impact the "wheel-chair 
friendly" status of Bernal Heights Park. This particular area on Bernal Heights Boulevard 
will become permanent parking for the Project's residents, visitors, delivery trucks, and 
additional cars. There is already limited available flat parking space for the wheel-chair
enabled to park. 

• The Project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will create a 
significant public health impact. Although not provided for in the Project, pickup will 
likely be located far below on the sidewalk at the bottom of the proposed new street-in 
front of current residents' homes on Folsom and Chapman. 

• Drainage, including run-off from the Community Garden at the top of the Project area, 
Will be significantly impacted by the introduction of the proposed street. 

• The Project would create a wall blocking significant public vistas from Bernal Heights 
Boulevard. 

• The Project does not comply with existing law or design guidelines, including but not 
limited to the East Slope Design Guidelines governing articulation, massing, privacy, and 
setbacks. For this reason, the East Slope Design Review Board filed a request for 
Discretionary Review of the Project with the Planning Commission. In total, the Project 
was subject to 19 requests for Discretionary Review. 

If allowed to proceed without the legally required environmental review, the Project will 
forever alter the unique, rural and special character of this particular piece of 
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undeveloped land. The effect will be to ruin, negate and destroy the neighborhood's 
distinctive natural beauty, in violation of applicable law. 

The Project is not rightly subject to a CatEx under Guidelines Section 15303(a) because 
the Project will likely have significant unmitigated environmental impacts that have not been 
analyzed by the City. While the CatEx states that "there are no unusual circumstances 
surrounding the current proposal that would suggest a reasonable possibility of a significant 
effect," the CatEx solely evaluated geotechnical impacts. It contained no review whatsoever of 
the other significant adverse impacts and is therefore fatally defective. 

Appellants reserve the right to submit additional written and oral comments, bases, and 
evidence in support of this appeal to the City up to and including the final hearing on this appeal 
and any and all subsequent permitting proceedings or approvals for the Project. Appellants 
request that this letter and exhibits be placed in and incorporated into the administrative record 
for Case No. 2013.1383E. 

· 1 Appellants respectfully request that the Board of Supervisors revoke the CatEx 
determination and require further environmental review pursuant to CEQA. If the CatEx 
determination is upheld, Appellants are prepared to file suit to enforce their and the public's 
rights. 

Very truly yours, 

ZACKS, FREED&ON, PC 

Ryan J. Patterson 
Attorneys for Marcus Ryu 

cc: Environmental Review Officer 

Encl. 

San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
Sarah.B.Jones@sfgov.org 
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June 3, 2016 

To Whom It May Concern: 

We hereby authorize Zacks, Freedman & Patterson, PC to file an appeal on our behalf Qf the 
CEQA Categorical Exemption Determination for Building Permit Application Nos. 
2013.12.16.4318 & 2013.12.16.4322 (3516-3526 Folsom Street, San Francisco; Case No. 
2013.1383E). 

Signed, 

Bernal Heights South Slope Organization 
By: Kathy .Angus 
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June 1. 2016 

To Whom· It May Concern: 

We hereby authorizeZacks, Freedman &. Patterson, PC to file an appeal on oor behalf of the 
CEQA C~tegorical Exemption Determination for Building Permit Application Nos. . 
2013.12.16.4318 & 2013.12.16.4322 (3516-3526Folsom Street, San Francisco; Case No. 
2013.1383E), 

Signed,. 
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SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

Certificate of Determination 
Exemption from Environmental Review 

Case No.: 
Project Title: 
Zoning: 

Block/Lot: 
Lot Size: 

Project Sponsor: 
Staff Contact: 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 

2013.1383E 
3516 and 3526 Folsom Street 
RH-1 (Residential - House, One Family) Use District 

'.fil-X Height and Bulk District 
5626/013 and 5626/014 
1,750 square feet (each lot) 
Fabian Lannoye, Bluorange Designs, (415)533-0415 

Heidi Kline -(415) 575-9043, Heidi.Kline@sfgov.org 

1650 Mission St 
Suite400 
San Francisco, 
CA94103-2479 

Reception: 
415.558.6378 

Fax.: 
415.558.6409 

Planning 
lnfonnation: 
415.558.63TI 

The proposed project would allow the construction of two 3,000-square-foot single-family residences on 
two vacant lots. Each residence would be two stories over a basement and measure 27 feet in height from 
the lowest to highest portion of the structure_ The project is located within the Bernal Heights 

neighborhood, on the west side of Folsom Street at its terminus west of Chapman Street. 

EXEMPT STATUS: 

Categorical Exemption, Class 3 {California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 
15303(a) 

REMARKS: 

See next page. 

DETERMINATION: 

certify that the above determination has been made pursuant to State and local requirements. 

Environmental Review Officer 

cc: Fabian Lannoye, Project Sponsor 

Ben Fu, Current Planning 
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Exemption.from Environmental Review Case No. 2013.1383£ 
3516 and 3526 Folsom Street 

Project Approvals 
• Zoning Administrator approval of a variance from tandem parking requirements in the Bernal 

SUD district in Section 242 of the San Francisco Planning Code. 
• Building Permit from the San Francisco Department of Building Inspection. 

Approval Action: The proposed proj~ is subject to notification under Section 311 of the Planning Code. 
If discretionary review before the Planning Commission is requested, the discretionary .review hearing is 
the Approval Action for the project. If no discretionary review is requested, the issuance of a building 
permit by DBI is. the Approval Action. The Approval Action date establishes the start of the 30-day 
appeal period for this CEQA exemption determination pursuant to Section 31.04(h) of the San Francisco 
Administrative Code. 

REMARKS: 

Geotechnical. The dimensions of each lot are 25 feet ~de by 70 . feet deep. Both lots ·have an 
approximately 32 percent slope from the north to south side of the lot. Each residence would be 
~onstructed on a flat building pad with concrete retaining walls used in the front and rear yard areas to 
provide access to the garage and create usable outdoor living areas. The buildings would be constructed 
using a spread footing and/or mat foundation, requiring excavation several feet in depth. 

A geotechnical report was prepared for each of the two proposed residences (3516 and 352.6 Folsom 
Street) and includes information gathered from a site reconnaissance by the geotechnical engineer and 
two soil borings, one on each lot.1 Both borings encountered 3 to 4 feet of stiff clay and sandy soil over 
chert bedrock. No groundwater was encountered, thoµgh based on the hillside location and soil and 
bedrock morphology it is possible that groundwater seepage from offsite irrigation could be encountered 
during excavation on the. project site. 

The geotechnical reports include the same evaluation and recommendations given the adjacency of the · 
two lots and similar geoteclmical/geological site conditions. The project site was evaluated for potential 
liquefaction, lIDdslides, surface rupture, lateral spreading, and densification and was found to have a low 
risk. The geotechnical reports indicate the project site is not within an identified landslide or liquefaction 
zone as mapped by the· California Divisions of Mines and Geology.2 The project site is in an area that 
wollld be· exf>osed to strong earthquake shaking. However, the 2013 San Francisco Building Code 
(Building Code) requires the Site Classification and Values of Site Coefficients be used in the design of 

1 R Allen Gruen, Reparl: Geotechnical I:nvestigation Planned Resiknce at 3516 Folsom Street, and Report GeotechniCal 

Investigation Planned Residence at 3526 Folscnn Street; August 3, 2013. Copies of these documents are available for 

public review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, as part of Case File No. 

2013.1383E. 
2 California Department of Conservation,. Seismic Hazard Zones, City and County of San Francisoo, November 17, 

2000. Available online at 

http:f/gmw.consrv.ca.gov/shmp/download/quad/SAN FRANOSCO NOR1H/maps/ozn sf.pd£. Accessed December 

18,2013. 

SAN FRANCISCO • 
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Exemption from Environmental Review Case No. 2013.1383E 
3516 and 3526 Folsom Street 

new structures to minimize earthquake damage. The geotechnical reports include seismic design 
parameters for use in the project design by the ~tructural engineer, in compliance with the Building Code, 
during the Department of Building Inspection (DBI) building permit plancheck process. 

Both geotechnical reports conclude that the proposed improvements could be safely supported using a 
spread footing and/or mat building foundation, provided adherence to the site preparation and 
foundation design recommendations included in the reports. The project sponsor has agreed to adhere to 
the recommendations and incorporate the foundation design parameters into the plans submitted for the 
building permit plancheck process, subject to final review by DBI. Thus, the proposed project would have 
no significant geotechnical impacts. 

Exemption Class. Under CEQA State Guidelines Section 15303(a), or Class 3(a), construction of up to 
three single-family residences is exempt from environmental review. The proposed project includes the 
proposed construction of two 3,000-square-foot single-family residences. In addition, the project site is 

not located .in a particularly sensitive or hazardous area. Therefore, the proposed project would be 
exempt from environmental review under Class 3(a). 

Summary. CEQA State Guidelines Section 15300.2 states that a categorical exemption shall not be used 
for an activity where there is a reasonable possibility that the activity will have a significant effect on the 
environment due to unusual circumstances. There are no unusual circumstances surrounding the current 
proposal that would suggest a reasonable possibility of a significant effect. The proposed project would 
not have significant geotechnical or other environmental effects. The project would be exempt under the 
above-cited classification. For the above reasons, the proposed project is appropriately exempt from 
environmental review. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEP~ENT 3 
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CD PROPOSED BASEMENT PLAN 

@PROPOSED 1st FLOOR PLAN ....• _ 

~ GROSSAREA: 

Basement: 
1st Floor: 
2nd Floor: 
Total: 

285.7S.F. 
992 S.F. 
950S.F. 

2,227,7 S.F. 

2 car garage required 

@ {3) PROPOSED 2nd FLOOR PLAN 

0 PROPOSED ROOF PLAN 

.. MASS REDUCTION: 

Mass Reduction per Sect 242(e)(3): 650 S.F. REQUIRED 

Basement: 
1st Floor: 
2nd Floor: 
3rd Floor: 
Total: 

50.0 S.F. 
140.0 S.F, (81.5 + 37.5 + 21) 
179.9 S.F. (98.4 + 81.5) 
486.7 S.F. (327 + 159,7) 
858.6 S.F. Mass Reduction Proposed 
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CD PROPOSED BASEMENT PLAN 

0 PROPOSED 1st FLOOR PLAN 

~ GROSS AREA: 

Basement: 360.0 S.F. 
1st Floor: 922.4 S.F. 
2nd Floor: 922.4 S.F. 
Total: 2,~04.B S,f, 

2 car garage required 

@ 0 PROPOSED 2nd FLOOR PLAN ..... _ 

0 PROPOSED ROOF PLAN 

1111 MASS REDUCTION: 

Mass Reduction per Sect 242(e)(3): 650 S.F, REQUIRED 

Basement 
1st Floor: 
2nd Floor: 
3rd Floor: 
Total: 

67,9 S.F. 
124,55 S.F. 
124.55 S.F. 
430.58.F. 
747.5 S.F. 

(11+56.9) 
(96,75 + 25.8) 
(98.75 + 25.8) 
(298 + 132.6) 
Mass Reduction Proposed 
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Fou:N.·oE.p :is·?2 

San Fr~dsco Bay Chapter 
Serving Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin and San Francisco counties 

SAN FRANCISCO GROUP-

--.. 

Please reply to 1474 Sacramento St., #305 San Francisco, CA 94109-4002 

March31,2016 

To Whom it May Concern: 

SUPPORTING UPPER FOLSOM STREET CEQA APPEAL 

The Sierra Club San Francisco Group supports the withdrawal or appeal of the categorical exemption for the 
Bernal Heights Upper Folsom Street Right-of-Way Housing Development (Planning Dept. Case No. 
2013.1383E, hereinafter the "Project'') and supports the preparation of an Environmental Impact Report for 
the Project. · 

The San Francisco Group speaks for the Sierra Club on city issues, on behalf of its 6,000 members and are 
one of the four chapters in the 4-county Bay Chapter's 30,000 members including Marin, Alameda, Contra 
Costa and San Francisco Counties. Our members, as well as the general public, will be directly affected by 
the Project's adverse environmental impacts on parkland, open space, and the Bernal Heights neighborhood. 

The Upper Folsom Street Project r~ceived a Class 3 categorical exemption under CEQA Guidelines Section 
15303(a). Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2(c), however, a "categorical exemption shall not be 
used for an activity where there is a reasonable possibility that the activity will have a significant effect on the 
environment due to unusual circumstances." This proposed Project involves anumber of unusual 
circumstances that will result in significant adverse environmental impacts. 

*The exemption was granted to this proposed Project based on the fact that "the project site is not located in a 
particularly sensitive or hazardous area" Yet the proposed access to the Project will be builtover a 26-ihch 
30-year-old gas transmission pipeline on a City right-of-way with an approximately 35 percent grade slope -
including significant excavation. The Project site is adjacent to Bernal Heights Park and Bernal Heights 
Comniunity Garden, in a densely populated area City departments have stated they do not talce responsibility 
for the safety of the pipeline, which is one of only three major gas lines_in San Francisco. Despite federal 

recomm~ndations, no iiI.formed assessment has taken place to assure local residents of the safety of this 
Project. This circumstance poses a risk of catastrophic environmental impacts, yet no environmental review 
has been completed. 
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BERNAL HEIGHTS DEMOCRATIC CLUB 
Chartered since 1988 to give the residents of Bernal Heights an effective voice in government 

April 20, 2016 

To: SF PLANNING COMMISSION 
RODNEY FONG, COMMISSION PRESIDENT 
planning@rodneyfong.com 

DENNIS RICHARDS, COMMISSION VICE-PRESIDENT 
dennis.richards@sfgov.org 

MICHAEL ANTONINI, COMMISSIONER 
wordweaver21@aol.com 

RICH HILLIS, COMMISSIONER 
richhiliissf@yahoo.com 

JOHN RAHAIM, DIRECTOR OF PLANNING 
John.Rahaim@sfgov.org 

JONAS P. IONIN, COMMISSION SECRETARY 
Commissions.Secretary@sfgov.org 

DAVID CAMPOS, DISTRICT 9 SUPERVISOR 
David.Campos@sfgov.org 

FROM: Bern.al Heights Democratic Club 
bernalheightsdemclub@gmail.com 

CHRISTINE D.JOHNSON, COMMISSIONER 
christine.d.johnson@sfgov.org 

KATHRIN MOORE 
mooreurban@aol.com 

CINDY WU, COMMISSIONER 
cwu.planning@gmail.com 

The Bernal Heights Democratic Club supports the opposition to the Upper Folsom Street Development in 
Bernal Heights, based on significant public safety concerns. There is clear danger from the major aging PG&E 
gas transmission pipeline; extreme steepness and narrow width of the proposed street; and unresolvable 
limited access to emergency vehicles. 

It is our understa.nding that the two proposed lots now seeking permits will be followed by four more 
immediately adjacent. These types of construction will do nothing to address San Francisco's housing crisis, 
and are unsafe and inappropriate developments on these lots. 

We appreciate your consideration of our input in this matter. 

Bernaf Heig_htsDC@aol.com 

follow or message BHDC on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/bernalheightsdemocraticclub 

FPPC #923351 
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Neighbors Against The Upper Folsom Street Extension 

We the undersigned Bernal Heights neighbors are opposed to the building.of 
two (2) houses nt 352~ nnd 3516-Folsom Street We S:l4·ppc:nt the request for 
Discretionary Review by Neighbors Against The Upp~r. -Folsom Street 
E'-.'tension. 
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Neighbors Against The Upper Folsom Street Extension 

. We the undersigned Bernal Heights rieighbors"are oppdsec:i'to·the building·of 
two (2) houses at 3526 .and 3516-Folsom S~reet. We-SUf>p'Ot't·the-requesdor 
Discretionary Review by Neighbors Against The Upper Fors·om Street 
Exte·nsion. 

Name Addr~ss 
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Ne·ighbors Against The Upper Folson1 Street Extension 

We the undersigned Bernal Heights neighbors are·opposedto the building of 
two (2) houses at 3526 and 3516 Folsom Street. We support the request for 
Discretionary Review by Neighbors A,gainst·'fhe Upper Folsom Street 
Extension. · 

Name Address .. 
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Neighbors Against The Uppe·r Folsom Street Extensio·n 

vVe the untlersigne<.l Bi;rnal Heights neighbors·. are opposea..fo the huildirig·of. 
two (2) houses at 3526 and 3516 .. Folsom Street. We support tlte request for 
Discretionary Review by Neighbors Against The Upper Folsom Street 
Extension. ·· 

Name · Addr~s.s 
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Neighbors Against The Upper Folsom Street Ext~nsion 

We the undersigned Bernal Heights neighbors are o.pp6sed to the huikl.ing of 
two (2) houses at 3526 and 3516. FOlsom Street. We support the request for 
Dis~retionary Review by Neighbors Against The'UppeiFols"o"1h Street · 
E}..'tension. 

Name 
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fO.U~DED J.8~2 

San Francisco Bay Chapter 
Serv:ing Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin and San Francisco counties 

The U.S. Department of Transportation's Office of Pipeline Safety states that most gas transmission.pipeline 
accidents occur on rights-of-way by private contractors - exactly the situation being proposed. A new, 

privately built access road over a major transmission pipeline - with the potential for multiple future adjacent 
private excavations on a steep slope - is unusual in San Francisco, if not unique. The proposed Project 
exposes a dense urban population to an unacceptable risk of environmental catastrophe, with no 

environmental review. 

*San Francisco highly promotes its "transit first" philosophy in order to reduce the number of cars in the city. 
Yet this Project includes a variance for multi-car garages and_ sets a precedent for large-scale houses in a 

neighborhood with traditionally smaller-scale housing and single car garages. Traffic impacts are likely. 

*CEQA Guidelines Section 15303 (2) can exempt construction of up to three single-family residences. 

Guidelines Section 15300.2(b ), however, prohibits the use of a categorical exemption where "the cumulative 

1pact of successive projects of the same type in the same place, over time is ·significant." In this case, there 
are six undeveloped lots in the proposed Project area;. the current Project includes two 2,500- 3,000 square 
foot homes: If this Project is approved, it will s~t a precedent for the other four lots for further development in 

the near future. 

*The proposed Project will have a number of additional impacts, including massing, loss of sunlight, and 
destruction of open space. The Project site is a potential historic resource, located within 300 feet of a 
possible urban bird refuge, within a steep slope district, _and requires unusually extensive excavation. 
Moreover, as the categorical exemption determination notes, the Project site "is in an area that would be 
exposed to strong earthquake shaking." It notes that the Project's geotechnical reports recommend "seismic 
design parameters" to be used "during the Department of Building Inspection (DBI) building permit 
plancheck process." It is inappropriate to suggest the use of mitigation measures in a categorical exemption, 
especially where those mitigation measures constitute undefined subsequent changes to the Project

precluding an "accurate, stable and finite project description." County of Inyo v. City of Los Angeles (1977) 

71Cal.App.3d185, 193. 

For these reasons, we request that the City withdraw the categorical exemption for Case No. 2013.1383E and 

complete an BIR for the proposed Project. Should the City fail to complete an BIR the Sierra .Club San 

Francisco Bay Chapter supports the appeal of the Project's flawed environmental determinations and opposes 
the issuance of Project permits, including BP A Nos. 201312164322 and201312164318. 

'incerely, 

2530 San Pablo Ave., Suite I, Berkeley, CA 94702 Tel. (510) 848~0800 E~mail: info@sfbaysc.org 
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SIERRA 
CLUB 

San Francisco Bay Chapter 
Serving Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin and San Francisco counties 

& . 
· ... ' .. ·. 

l • • 

,.· ... ··~ 
Becky Evans 

Vice-Chair, San Francisco Group 
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From: 
Sent 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject 

Samir Halteh <shalteh@gmail.com> 
Tuesday, March 29, 2016 7:05 PM 
Ryan Patterson 
Lupe Hernandez 
Folsom Street Extension 

Flag for follow up 
Completed 

Hi Ryan - please find my statement below. Hope 1his helps! -S 

To Whom It May Concern: 

My name is Samir Halteh and I have been a resident of the 300 block of Bradford Street, currently 1he steepest 
street in San Francisco) since September 201 L 

In my relatively short period of time living on the block I've been witness to two separate car accidents as a 
result of the steep grade of 1he street. That does not even include others that other residents of the street have 
witnessed (including a few over-turned vehicles). 

The :first accident happened when a gentleman employed to repair a garage door on the block got stuck on 1he 
steeper portion of the street. He was unable to turn around because 1he street was too narrow and because of the 
high center of gravity of his vehicle. When he tried to get down in reverse, he ended up losing control of the 
vehicle and it crashed into two separate parked cars which then ricocheted it into two separate homes. 

The second accident occurred when a taxi mistakenly navigated up 1he street. While attempting a three-point
turn, he drove up a curb which caused the vehicle to be lifted off the ground, suspended between the steepest 
part of the street with the part above it. He was unable to move since the car appeared to be in a position where 
it would flip over. We ended up having to call SFPD which later brought in SFFD as well as a tow truck to help 
get the car to safety. · -

On top of these incidents, there are countless people who navigate up the street looking for parking and end up 
getting stuck. I have watched countless times as they destroy our landscaping and privacy walls trying to get 
down. 

Every call to a repairman or a delivery comes with a sense of dread (and good amount of forewarning) due to 
the grade of 1he street. 

. Replicating a street that is too narrow, steep, and without access from both sides is irresponsible, in my opinion. 
·It strikes me as remarkably shortsighted to build.homes with. garage· pifrking and street access in a location that 
so obviously cannot facilitate it safely. If the homes are to be built, I believe that the only solution is to give 
1hem a~cess via staircase like those on Joy street. 

Best, 
Samir Halteh 
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3 54 Bradford Street 
San Francisco, CA 94110 
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From: 
Sent 
To: 

Aaron W.<adwplanner@gmail.com> 
Monday, April 25, 2016 5:49 PM 
Ryan Patterson 

Subject: Fwd: Upper Folsom Street Proposal - Folsom at Powhattan street . . 

Here you go Ryan. 

Sent from my portable telephone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "A-RON D.W." <adwplanner@gmail.com> 
Date: March 30, 2016 at4:48:36 PM PDT 
To: richard.sucre@sfgov.org 
Subject: Upper Folsom Street Proposal - Folsom at Powhattan street 

Dear Mr. Sucre: 

I am writing to express my concerns as a Bernal resident over the proposed street addition at 
upper Folsom street near Powhattan. 

I reside on Bradford Street, the steepest hill in San Francisco. I believe the Folsom street addition 
will be of a similar slope. We have had issues with emergency vehicles not being able to 
navigate the hill. We have had cars where the emergency brake has snapped resulting in damage. 
We regularly have vehicles blocking passage in one direction or anoth~r. My father recently lost 
control of his balance and fell, breaking his leg. We have had people with belongings in 
shopping carts that have lost control of the carts, causing damage to vehicles. 

I urge your committee to consider the potential hazards of inserting such a narrow and steep hill 
into the existing fabric of this location of Bernal. 

Thank you. 

1 
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Planning Department 

1650 Mission street 

Suite400 

San Francisco, CA 

94103-9425 

i: 415.558.6378 

F: 415.558.6409 

WHAT IS AN APPUCATION FOR A BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
APPE4L FEE W1\IVER? 

r 
r 

Section 350 of the San Francisco Planning Code establishes an exemption from pa~g the 
full fees when the Requester's income is not enough to pay for the fee without affecting their 
abilities to pay for the necessities of life, provided that the person seeking the exemption 
demonstrates to the Planning Director or his/her designee that they are substantially affected 
by the proposed project. 

Section 352(n) of the San Francisco Planning Code establishes a waiver from the Board of 
Supervisor Appeal fees if th;e appeal is filed by a neighborhood organization that has been in 
existence for 24 months prior to the filing date of the request, is on the Planning .Department's 
neighborhood organization notification list and can demonstrate to the Planning Director or 
his/her designee that the organizatibn is substantially affected by the proposed project. 

WHEN IS .AN APPLICATION FOR A BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
APPEAL FEE WAIVER APPROPRIATE? 
An Application to Request a Board of Supervisors Appeal Fee Waiver is appropriate when 
the Board of Supervisors appeal fee affects the requester's ability to pay for the necessities of 
life, in the case of an individual; or when a neighborhood organization in existence 24 months 
prior to the filing date of the request and on the Planning Department's notification list can 
demonstrate that the organization is substantially affected by the proposed project. 
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· HOW DOES THE PROCESS WORK? 

An individual seeking an exemption should not file this 
application, but must contact Ms. Yvonne Ko at the 
San Francisco Planning Department at (415) 558-6386. 

Aneigliborhood organization seeking a Board of 
Supervisors Appeal Fee Waiver must complete the 
attached application, along with necessary supporting 
materials, and submit it to the Planning Information 
Center (PIC) at 1660 :Mission Street. 

WHO MAY APPLY FOR A BOARD OF 
SUPERVISORS APPEAL FEE WAlVER? 

Any individual or neighborhood group who will file 
for a Board of Supervisors Appeal and who believes 
that they qualify.for a waiver of the fee may file this 
application .. An individual seeking an exemption should 
not file this application,,butmust contact Ms. Yvonne 
Ko at the San Francisco Planning Department at ( 415) 
558-6386. 

2 SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING OEPAA1MEHT V.04.25.2011 
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APPLICATION FOR 

Board of Su rvisors Appeal Fee 

1 . Applicant and Project Information 

aiver 

... A.f'.P,l!J.C~tfl':~i=i:'': JCLL:~ z:,,,::'.,::·~:';;;;::: ... =:·: ;i;:·,:·:o,!:'.o''i~.!::£ .. ',.:.'..: {: : : :,/,:;:,.,,:: /,,:: ' ..• ~::.~::,:::;::;::;.;·:":'.:··:;:~:?:,, i ::: D',· ,., ,,:,;'".:T0~'-:':'.~:-;.::;,:::;::::~'.~;;;
1
i 

c/o Kathy Angus 

I APf'ElCAN'tiiJ56fiE5s ··"···-' ··· · ·· ... ,., ...... ··· ......... •· · - · :-:-:.:,:. ;:~''/.:::r:~··::'e:~1::':J:::'~' ::'.':p1;fit:a;:t1C?~-~~::·:3I:.i:J~.:.;:.::i:~:i~'i>:,:~,~::0'.~.:::~,::,:~::.::£:.,::::~ ( ........ ~ .. ; ......... :,;, ................... :::f·:'f:;.::··~::~:.:,:;..::.i:~· .. ;: •. :·:::•:,::'i!::E:·~::::::'.-::i"~::.r"_c::: i (415 ) 640-4568 ' 

\ ~!:~~a~c~:~~~~A 94110 __ r1;::~;~:~~-:~::;~:~::;:1~~~:;;:::~::::T::::s:L·f·:·::·~+;;.;:;:~ 
L_. ___ ... ·---..... --··-·---· --- .... ~···· ..:. ......... ··-········· .. ··-·- -·- ..... ·-

j~:NEii3'8EiO.~H.69.b.:'Qii~I?A-il~N·:l\iAM~r:::·;::-,:;:;:::::::;:.:::::~:s<' ::;: .. -~: .. ; .. 
I Bernal Heights South Slope Organization 

rEJ~l'JaOAHO!)J).!Q~~\~tJON1\DQR$s;: :: : _,.; ;::::'°,::;:•-': .. : ... : .· _, · ......... , .. , ·. :·•;>praEPKOhlE:'.: . . ··•··: ... : ·. ,,.,, .-, ... : . .-. : •. · .. ·; ,- : .... : ..... ,: . ·l 
I c/o Kathy Angus i ( 415 ) 640-4568 I 
1 · ~::~~~c~:~~~~A 94110 ::~~-~~~~s@~·~:·;,l~~om .... ,,; ~;: .... :-'/·::;,~:~4 
L---------------·----·--··· ... l 
jJ'f.lpjEt:if;tio.oB~~L~:~~,:::X··';;::s;;-::~:,d~',::::~::~1~T,:. ,:·;:'..;;;: .·. :·.· .. ::: ·: :· ., __ ~ ...... .-
13516--3526 Folsom Street 
!
1
1:-'f>_ ... _t:A_:_:_·.·.·_N_· .NiN_ '&_.c_:·.A.·_sE_··.·,i-J.· .. ·a.·~~_.;:_·,' .. :'.: .. :.:·.:_ .. _:•_;::._:;,_:_'._:·_·::_::::.._··.· .. ·: -.._:;_:_,_ •. _:::::,:_:_;;:. · - ' .. : .•. :.''·' :·::::

1
-::,siJiLlliNi3)P.ERMITAPP.1::1cATJ0JiJ·JiJo' .:::::-:--:, .. , · .. ,.;:;=·:::::::r·'riP.l'EoF'oEc1si-Or~i'1iF ANY) .. ,,.,,., .... , .... ':··1 - ;:.: .. ,·; .. : .. :-. ... ; . ' ,, '· . . . . .......... ,•.::::::·;-·::.:::: . .-: ... :•· ..... ; ......... ·.!,.:·. . . . . . .. ····'"·'·· .. ·''-'"''''~·:C:i 

~013.1383E____ L_2.?..,_3-:~~~~ ~2~~1~ ~- 2.°.~.~:12.~1~ .. ~322 ..... 13/26/~4, 5/5/16 __ J 

2. Required Criteria for Granting \Naiver 
(All must be satisfied; please attach supporting materials) 

lgj The appellant is a member of the stated neighborhood organization and is authorized to file the appeal 
on behalf of the organization. Authorization may take the form of a letter signed by the President or other 
officer of the organization. 

~ The appellant is appealing on behalf of an organization that is registered with the Planning Department 
and that appears on the Department's current list of neighborhood organizations. 

Qg The appellant is appealing on behalf of an organization that has been in existence at least 24 months prior 
to the submittal of the fee waiver request Existence may be established by evidence including that relating 
to the organization's activities at that time such as meeting minutes, resolutions, publications and rosters. 

~ The appellant is appealing on behalf of a neighborhood organization that is affected by the project and 
that is the subject of the appeal. 
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For Department Use Only 

Application received by Planning Department 

Submission Checklist: 

i ! APPELLANT AUTHORIZATION 

n CU.RRENT ORGANIZATION REGISTRATION 

0 MINIMUM ORGANIZATION AGE 

0 PROJECT IMPACT ON ORGANIZATION 

n WAIVER APPROVED 0 WAIVER DENIED 
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ZACKS & FREEDMAk. 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

. OPERATING ACCOUNT 

PAY TO THE 
ORDER OF 

235 MONTGOMERY STREET, 4TH FLOOR 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 9410f. 

San Fcancisco Planning Department 

\!FIRST RE .IC BANK 
PRIVATE BANKING-SAN F.RANCISCO 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111 

11-8166/3210 

2691 

6/3/2016 

. $ **562.00 

Five Hundred Sixty Two and 00/100*****************************"*********************************************************~ - DOLLARS 

MEMO 

San Francii:;co Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street 
Suite400 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

CEQA Appeal Fee re: 3516-3526 Folsom St. 

. . 

ex. 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as _a dead-end street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Sam Orr (signed) 

Signature 
Sam Orr · 

Printed name 
July 12, 2016 

Date 

61 Gates St., San Francisco, CA 94110 

Address· 
sam.orr1@gmail.com 

Email 
415-816-5140 

Phone number (Optional) 
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Carroll, John (BOS) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Categories: 

Good afternoon, 

Carroll, John (BOS) 
Monday, July 11, 2016 3:15 PM 
fabien@bluorange.com; ryan@zfplaw.com; Fabien@novadesignsbuilds.com 
Givner, Jon (CAT); Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne, Marlena (CAT); Sanchez, Scott (CPC); Jones, 
Sarah (CPC); Cooper, Rick (CPC); Gibson, Lisa (CPC); Starr, Aaron (CPC); Rodgers, 
AnMarie (CPC); Kline, Heidi (CPC); lonin, Jonas (CPC); BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative 
Aides; Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS); BOS Legislation, (BOS); Carroll, John 
(BOS); Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS); Horner, Justin (CPC); Range, Jessica (CPC) 
Appeal File Documents Update - Reissued CEQA Categorical Exemption Determination -
Proposed 3516-3526 Folsom Street Project- July 19, 2016 

160676 

Please find linked below a number of documents added to the hearing file for the 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street appeal, 
received by the Office of the Clerk of the Board. 

Planning Department.: Reissued Exemption Determination for the project- Dated July 8, 2016 
Please note, this new Exemption Determination effectively rescinds the March 26, 2014 determination. 

If you have any questions about the reissued exemption determination from Planning, contact Justin Horner, 
{415) 575-9023, Justin.Horner@sfgov.org. 

Appellant Letter - Received July 8, 2016 

Project Sponsor Letter- Received July 5, 2016 

The appeal hearing for this matter is scheduled for a 3:00 p.m. special order before the Board on July 19, 2016. 

I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the link below: 

Board of Supervisors File No. 160676 

Thank you, 
John Carroll 
Legislative Clerk 
Board of Supervisors 
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
(415)554-4445 - Direct I (415)554-5163 - Fax 
john.carroll@sfgov.org I bos.legislation@sfgov.org 

• tlli!J Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form. 

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation and archived matters since August 1998. 

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and 
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying 
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the 
Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available ta all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not 
redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a 
member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members 
of the public may inspect or copy. 
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Carroll, John (BOS) 

- .. om: 
.mt: 

Jones, Sarah (CPC) 
Friday, July 08, 2016 4:03 PM 

To: BOS Legislation, (BOS);-Rahaim, John (CPC) 
Cc: Givner, Jon (CAT); Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne, Marlena (CAT); Sanchez, Scott (CPC); 

Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC); Starr, Aaron (CPC); Kline, Heidi (CPC); lonin, Jonas (CPC); BOS
Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS) 

Subject: RE: Appeal of CEQA Categorical Exemption Determination - Proposed 3516-3526 Folsom 
Street - Timeliness Determination Request 

Attachments: 3516-3526FolsomCatEx. pdf 

Importance: High 

Categories: 160676 

To Whom it May Concern:· 

Upon further review of the categorical exemption in question, I concluded that it did not describe the whole of the 
project as it was ultimately construed at the time of the Approval Action. A new categorical exemption has been issued 
and is attached herein. This new exemption effectively rescinds the exemption determination dated March 26, 2014 
and voids the project approvals. Please consult with the City Attorney's Office regarding next steps for the hearing 
scheduled for July 19, 2016. 

Thank you. 

rah Bernstein Jones 
_,wironmental Review Officer 
Director of \Environmental Planning 

Planning Department I City and County of San Francisco 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103 
Direct: 415-575-9034 I Fax: 415-558-6409 
Email: sarah.b.jones@sfgov.org 
Web: www.sfplanning.org 

From: BOS Legislation, (BOS) 
Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 2016 9:39 AM 
To: Rahaim, John (CPC) 
Cc: Givner, Jon (CAT); Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne, Marlena (CAT); Sanchez, Scott (CPC); Jones, Sarah (CPC); Rodgers, 
AnMarie (CPC); Starr, Aaron (CPC); Kline, Heidi (CPC); Ionin, Jonas (CPC); BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; 
calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS); BOS Legislation, (BOS) . 
Subject: Appeal of CEQA Categorical Exemption Determination - Proposed 3516-3526 Folsom Street - Timeliness 
Determination Request 

Good morning Director Rahaim, 

~i,e Office of the Clerk of the Board is in receipt of an Appeal of the CEQA Determination of Categorical Exemption 

Jm Environmental Review for the proposed 3516-3526 Folsom Street project. The appeal was filed on June 3, 2016, 

1 
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by Zacks, Freedman, and Patterson, on behalf of Bernal Heights South Slope Organization, Bernal Safe & 
Livable, Neighbors Against the Upper Folsom Street Extension, Marcus Ryu, and Ann Lockett. 

Please review for timely filing determination. 

Thank you in advance, 

Brent Jalipa 
Board of Supervisors - Clerk's Office 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
(415) 554-7712 I Fax: (415) 554-5163 · 
brent.jalipa@sfgov.org I www.sfbos.org 

• ~ Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form 

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the Californja Public 
Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required 
ta provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral 
communications that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all 
members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from these submissions. This means that 
persenal information-including names, phone numbers, addre.sses and similar information that a member of the public elects to submit to the 
Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors' website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect 
or copy. 
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SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

Certificate of Determination 
Exemption from Environmental Review 

Case No.: 
Project Title: 
Zoning: 

Block/Lot: 
Lot Size: 
Project Sponsor: 

Staff Contact: 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 

2013.1383ENV 
3516 and 3526 Folsom Street 
RH-1 (Residential-House, One Family) Use District 
40-X Height and Bulle District 
5626/013 and 5626/014 
1,750 square feet (each lot) 
Fabien Lannoye, Bluorange designs 
415-533-0415 
Fabien@novadesignsbuilds.com 
Justin Homer- (415) 575-9023 
Justin.Horner@sfgov.org 

/ 

1650 Mission St 
Suite 400 
San Francisco, 
CA 94103-2479 

Reception: 
415.558.6378 

Fax: 
415.558.6409 

Planning 
Information:· 
415.558.6377 

The project site is located on the block bounded by Bernal Heights Boulevard to the north, Gates Street to 
the west, Powhattan Avenue to the south and Folsom Street to the east. The project site is located along 
the west side of an approximately 145 foot long unimproved segment of Folsom Street, north of Chapman 
Street, that ends at the Bernal Heights Community Garden. This unimproved right-of-way is known as a 
"paper street." Undeveloped land along this unimproved segment of Folsom Str~et has been subdivided 
into six lots, three on each side of Folsom Street. PG&E Natural Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 runs 
along Folsom Street under the project site. The project site is at a slope of 28%. 

The proposed project involves the construction of ~o single-family residences on two of the vacant lots 
along the west side of the unimproved portion of Folsom Street, and the construction of the connecting 
segment of Folsom Street to provide vehicle and pedestrian access to the project site. Both single-family 
homes would be 27 feet tall, two-story-over-basement buildings and would each include two off-street 
vehicle parking spaces accessed from a twelve-foot-wide garage door. 

(Continued on next page). 

EXEMPT STATUS: 

Categorical Exemption, Class 3 (California Environmental Quality Act [CEQA) Guidelines Section 15301)'. 
Seepage2. 

DETERMINATION: 

the above determination has been made pursuant to State and local requirements. 

Environmental Review Officer 

cc: Fabien Lannoye, Project Sponsor 

Richard Sucre, Current Planner 

Vima Byrd, M.D.F. 

Supervisor Campos, District 9, (via Clerk of the Board) 
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Exemption from Environmental Review 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION {continued): 

Case No. 2013-1383ENV 
3516-3526 Folsom Street 

The 3516 Folsom Street building wo~ld be approximately 2~230 square feet in size with a side yard along 
its.north property line. The 3526 Folsom Street building would be approximately 2,2,10 square feet.in size 
with a side yard along its south property line. The proposed buildings would include roof decks and a 
full fire protection sprinkler system. The project sponsor proposes to create a mural on the south fa~ade of 
the 3526 Folsom Street building. The propqsed buildings would be supported by a shallow building 
foundation using a mat slab with spread footings. 

The proposed Folsom Street extension improvements would include an approximately 20-foot-wide road 
with an approximately 10-foot-wide sidewalk on the west side of the street, adjacent to the proposed 
residences. The proposed sidewalk would be stepped, would incorporate landscaping that would 
perform storm water retention, and would provide public access to Bernal Heights Boulevard/Bernal 
Heights Park (along the west side of the Bernal Heights Community Garden). The proposed project 
would not creat~ direct vehicular access to Bernal Heights Boulevard as the Folsom Street extension 
would terminate at the Bernal Heights Community Garden. Construction of the street ext~nsion would 
require the removal of the existing landscaped area within the public right-of-way where Folsom Street 
meets Chapman Street. An existing driveway utilized by both the 3574 Folsom Street and 3577 Folsom 
Street buildings would also be removed; however, the extension would provide access to the two existing 
residences. 

The proposed project would include the installation of new street trees (subject to approval from PG&E) 
and· street lighting on the west side of the street. No on-street parking would be provided along the 
Folsom Street extension. In addition to providing utilities for the proposed .residences, the project sponsor 
would install utilities for the four vacant lots located on the "paper street" segment of Folsom Street (one 
on the west side and three on the east side). No residences are proposed at this time on those lots; the 
proposed connections would be provided to minimize disruption in the case of future development. 
Construction would continue for approximately 12 months and would require excavation of up to 

· approximately 10 feet below the eXisting ground surface. 

Project Approvals 

Approval Action: If discretionary review before the Planning Commission is requested, the discretionary 
review hearing is the Approval Action for the project. If no discretionary review is requested, the 
issuance of a building permit by the Department of Building Inspection (DBI) is the Approv:aI Action. The 
Approval Action date establishes the. start of the 30-day appeal period for this CEQA exemption 
determination pursuant to Section 31.04(h) of th~ San Francisco Administrative Code. 

EXEMPT STATUS {continued): 

CEQA Guidelines Section 15303, or Class 3, provides an exemption from environmental review for 
construction of new, small facilities or structures. Section 15303( a) specifically exempts up to three single
family homes in urbanized areas, and Section 15303(d) specifically exempts utility extensions and street 
improvements to service such construction. 

SAN FR4NCISCO 
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Exemption from Environmental Review Case No. 2013-1383ENV 
3516-3526 Folsom Street 

The proposed project would ·construct two-single family homes on two·Iots, with utility extensions and 
street improvements to service the two structures. Therefore, the proposed project qualifies for an 
exemption from CEQA under CEQA Guidelines Sections 15303(a) and {d). 

DISCUSSION OF ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: 
CEQA Guidelines Section 153002 establishes exceptions to the application of a categorical exemption for 
a project~ AB discussed in this certificate of exemption, none of the established exceptions apply to the 
proposed project. 

CEQA Guidelines· Section 153002, subdivision (a), provides that a Class 3 categorical exemption cannot 
be used where the project may negatively impact an environmental resource of critical or hazardous 
concern which is "designated, precisely mapped, and officially adopted pursuant to law by federal, state, 
or local agencies." For the reasons discussed below under "Resources of Hazardous or Critical Concern," 
there is no possibility that the proposed project would have a significant effect on the environment 
related to this circumstance. 

CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2, subdivision (b), provides that a categorieal exemption is inapplicable 
when the cumulative impact of successive projects of the same type in the same place, are significant. 
For the reasons discussed below t:Inder "Cumulative Impacts,'' there is no possibility that the proposed 
project would have a significant effect on the environment related to this circumstance. 

CEQA Guidelines Section 153002, subdivision (c), provides that a categorical exemption shall not be used 
where there is a reasonable possibility that the activity will have a_signifii::ant effect on the environment 
due to unusual circumstances. For the reasons discussf!!d in this certificate of exemption, there is no 
possibility that the proposed project would have a significant effect on the environment due to unusual 
circumstances. 

CEQA Guidelines Section 153002, subdivision (d), provides that a categorical exemption shall not be 
used for a project that.would result in damage to a scenic resource within a highway officially designated 
as a state scenic high~ay. Neither Berrial Heights Boulevard nor any other nearby street is a designated 

. state scenic highway. Therefore, there is no possibility that the proposed project would have a significant 
effect on the environment related to this circumstance. 

CEQA Guidelines Section 153002, subdivision (f), provides that a categorical exemption shall not be used 
for a project that may cause. a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource.· For 
the reasons discussed below under "Historic Resources," there is no possibility fhat the proposed project 
would have a significant effe~ on a historic resource. 

Resources of Hazardous or Critical Concern. According to the CEQA Guidelines, Categorical 
Exemptions may be used for Class 3-eligible projects except in cases where the project may negatively 
impact an environmental resource of critical or hazardous concern which is "designated, precisely 
mapped, and officially adopted pursuant to law by federal, state, or local agencies." 

The project site is mapped in an area subject to the Slope Protection Act, adopted by the Board of 
Supervisors (BOS) in 2008. This ordinance created procedures for additional review of slope stability by 
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DBI for properties within certain mapped areas and established a Structural Advisory Committee for 
review of permit applications within this area. The BOS found that the public health, safety, and welfare 
would be best protected if the Building Official requires permits for new construction in these· areas to 
undergo additional review for structural integrity and potential effects on slope stability, including 
submission to the Structural Advisory Commission for consideration. If the Structural Advisory 
Commission finds that a project would result in unsafe conditions that cannot be addressed to the 
satisfaction of the Committee, the Building Official must deny the permit Thus, the existing regulatory 
program and requirements are sufficient to ensure that the proposed project would not result in a 
significant impact related to slope stability. Adherence to this ordinance has been found to adequately 
protect the public health, safety, and welfare.. · 

The project site contains no other environmental resource of hazardous or critical concern fuat has been 
designated or precisely mapped. Therefore, the proposed project would not have a significant impact on 
environmental resources of hazardous or critical concern and this exception to the Categorical Exemption 
does not apply. . 

" 

Utilities. PG&E Transmission: Pipelin~ 109 runs under Folsom 
Street from the 280 freeway to Bernal Heights Boulevard, 
including under the . project site, after which it circles Bernal 
Heights Park's eastern edge before continuing onto Alabama 
Street, Cesar Chavez Street and neighborhoods along Potrero 
Hill, Dogpatch and fue Central Waterfront. The Pipeline's 
alignment takes it through a variety of residential 
neighborhoods in the southeast area of fue City, and other 
similar pipelines run beneath streets in oilier areas of the city 

(see Figure ~). The presence of a gas transmission pipeline 
beneath areas adjacent to residential development is not unusual 
in San Francisco or throughout fue state because residential 
homes are commonly served by gas lines. 

According to PG&E, Pipeline 109 was installed in 1981 and was 
successfully strength tested at the time of installation. It has a 
maximum allowable operating pressure of 150 pound per square 
inch gage which is 19.8% of the pipe's. specified minimum·yield 
strength. It is patrolled at least quarterly, and is surveyed for 
leaks at least annually. The system PG&E uses to combat 
pipeline erosion is inspected every two months. PG&E also 
performs External Corrosion Direct Assessments, which involve 
excavation and physical inspection of the pipeline: 

PG&E has stated that the construction of the two homes Will 
present no particular issues wifu respect to patrolling and 
maintaining fue pipeline, as fue proposed home sites are no 
closer to the pipeline fuan existing residential properties on 
Folsom Street and other areas of San Francisco. 
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PG&E natural gas lines run under a number of small and large streets in San Francisco that have 
experienced, and will continue to experience, maintenance that includes earth movement, excavation and 
related work in proximity to a natural gas transmission line. 

Section 42162(a)(1) of the California Government Code requires that any contractor or resident that 
excavates on private property must call 811 (Underground Service Alert (USA) North) at least two 
business days before excavation. USA will inform PG&E of the request to excavate and, in the· case of 
work done in proximity to a pipeline such as that proposed by the Project Sponsor, require that a PG&E 
standby employee be contacted. PG&E staff must physically observe a· safe excavation and must be 
present for any excavation within ten feet of their transmission lines, and will instruct and guide the 
excavating party, on-site, to avoid damage to the pipeline. These practices apply in the case of both 
housing construction and road improvements anywhere in San Francisco adjacent to a gas transmission 
pipeline. These practices, as required by" law, are in place to ensure construction activities do not 
substantially affect underground services, including natural gas pipelines. Furthermore, PG&E 
regulations require review of proposed plans for any work within 10 feet of their facilities. Therefore, 
these regulations would ensure that no significant environmental effect would occur from construction in 
proximity to PG&E' s natural gas pipeline. 

In light of the above, there is no possibility that the proposed project would have a significant effect on 
the environment related to unusual circumstances with regards to the presence of the PG&E natural gas 

pipeline. 

Emergency Access. While the width and grade of the proposed street improvement preclude the San 
Francisco Fire Department (SFFD) apparatus from traversing the proposed street, the proposed project 
would be required to conform to Fire Code Section 503.1.1, which mandates all portions of the exterior 
walls of the first story of any constructed building to be within 150 feet of an approved fire apparatus 
access road. Both Folsom Street and Bernal Heights Boulevard are accessible to SFFD apparatus and are 
within 150 feet of all portions of the exterior walls of the first floor of both proposed homes. Furthermore, 
the proposed homes include automatic sprinkler systems. As the proposed houses are within 150 feet of 
approved fire access roads and include automatic sprinkler systems, the proposed project conforms with 
the Fire Code and the project therefore does not present a hazardous condition with respect to public 
safety related to emergency access. 

Aesthetics. The project site is located downhill from Bernal Heights Park and Bernal Heights Boulevard. 
The Urban Design Element of the General Plan includes three maps relevant to the proposed project 1) 
Street Areas Important to Urban Design and Views, 2) Quality of Street Views, and 3) Plan to Strengthen 
City Pattern through Visually Prominent Landscaping. Neither Bernal Heights Boulevard nor Folsom 
Street is included on the map "Street Areas Important to Urban Design and Views". · Bernal Heights 
Boulevard, Folsom Street and Chapman Street in the area of the proposed project are designated as 
having average views on the "Quality of Street Views map". Bernal Hill is identified as an important 
vista point to be protected on the "Plan to Strengthen City Pattern Through Visually Prominent 

Landscaping map". 

The proposed project (two buildings reaching a height of 30 feet) would not obstruct views from Bernal 
Heights Park. The Bernal Heights East Slope Design Guidelines include roof treatment guidelines to 
minimize or avoid obscuring views, and the north elevation of the proposed project would comply with 
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the Bernal Heights East Slope Design Guidelines. Furthermore, the proposed roofs of the two buildings 
would sit below the elevation of Bernal Heights Boulevard. 

Therefore, the. two proposed 30 foot. tall buil~gs would not result in a substantial demonstrable adverse 
effect to any scenic v~ews or resources. 

Historic Resources. The project site is currently vacant, undeveloped land, and does not i?clude any 
historic resources. Neither the project site nor the immediately surrounding neighborhood is within a 
historic district designated under federal, state or local regulations. 

AB the proposed project requires excavation up to a depth of 40 feet, it was subject to a Preliminary 
Archeological Review (PAR) by a Planning Department Archeologist. The PAR determined that the 
proposed project would result in no effect on archeological resources.1 

Thus, the proposed project would not result in an adverse impact to a historic. resource. 

Geotechnical. The dimensions of each lot are 25 feet wide by 70 feet deep. Both lots have an 
approximately 32 percent slope from the north to south side of the lot. Each residence would be 
constructed on a flat building pad with concrete retaining walls used in the frori.t and rear yard areas to 
provide access to the garage and create usable outdoor living areas. The buildings would be constructed 
using a spread footing and/or ~at folindation, requiring excavation several feet in depth. 

A geotechnical report was prepared for each of the two proposed residences (3516 and 3526 Folsom 
Street) and includes information gathered from a site reconnaissance by the geotechnical engineer and 
two soil borings, one on each lot.2 Both borings encountered 3 to 4 feet of stiff clay and sandy soil over 

. chert bedrock. No groundwater was encountered, though based on the hillside location and soil and 
bedrock morphology it is possible that groundwater seepage from offsite irrigation could be encountered 
during excavation on the project site. 

The geotechnical reports include the same evaluation and recommendations given the adjacency of the . 
two lots and similar geotechnical/geological site conditions. The project site was evaluated for potential 
liquefaction, landslides, surface rupture, lateral spreading, and densification and was found to have a low 
risk. The geotechnical reports indicate the project site is not within an identified landslide or liquefaction 
zone as mapped by the California Divisions of Mines and Geology.3 The project site is in an area that 
would be exposed to strong earthquake shaking. However, the 2013 San Franci5co Building ~ode 
(Building Code) requires the Site Classification and Values of Site Coefficients be used in the design of 
new structures to minimize earthquake damage. The geotechnical reports include seismic design 

1 Preliminary Archeological Review Log, September 26, 2013. A copy of this document, and all documents cited below, are available 
for public review at the San Francisco Planning Department. 1650 Mission Street, SUi.te 400, as part of Case file No. 2013.1383E. 
2 H. Allen Gruen, Report Geotechnical Investigation Planned Residence at 3516 Folsom Street, and Report Geotechnical Investigation Planned 
Residence at 3526 Folsom Street, August 3, 2013. Copies of these documents are available for public review at the San Francisco 
Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, as part of Case File No. 2013.1383E. 
3 Califomia Department of Conservation, Seismic Hazard Zones, City and County of San Francisco, November 17, 2000. Available 
online at http://gmw.consrv.ca.gov/shmp/download/quad/SAN FRANOSCO NORTH/maps/ozn sf.pdf. Accessed July 8, 2016. 
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parameters for use in the project design by the structural engineer, in compliance with the Building Code, 
during the building permit plan check process. 

Both geotechnical reports conclude that the proposed improvements could be safely supported using a 
spread footing and/or mat building foundation, provided adherence to the site preparation and 
foundation design recommendations included in the reports. The San Francisco Building Code ensures 
the safety of all new constrllction in the City. Decisions about appropriate foundation and stlilctural 
design are considered as part of DBI's permit review process. Prior to issuing a building permit for the 
proposed project, DBI would review the geotechnical report to ensure that the proposed project complies 
with buildiilg safety and seismic design standards, as well as compliance with the requirements of the 
Slope Protection Act. Therefore, potential damage to structures from geologic hazards on the project site 
would be addressed through compliance with the San Francisco Building Code. Thus, the proposed 
project would have no significant geotechnical impacts. 

Shadow. The project site is located to the southwest of the Bernal Heights Community Garden. 
Therefore, a shadow analysis W(i$ prepared by the Project Sponsor/Architect. The shadow analysis 
provides simulations that show that the proposed project would cast new shadow on the Bernal Heights 
Community Garden, but that shadow would be limited to only certain periods.in the winter and summer 

. and the new shadow would only fall on a portion of the southwestern comer of the community garden 
mainly in the evening after 5:30 pm. In most cases throughout the year, the shadow cast by the proposed 
project either does not fall on the community garden or is contained within shadow already cast by 
existing structures on Gates Street~ 

While the proposed project would cast new shadow on the community- garden, it is not expected to 
substantially affect the use or enjoyment of the Bernal Heights Community Garden such that a significant· 
environmental effect would occur. 

Transportation. Using the Pla~g Department's 2002 Transportation Impact Analysis Guidelines for 
Environmental Review (October 2002), the proposed project is estimated to generate approximately nine 
daily automobile trips. The change in traffic in the project area as a result of the proposed project would 
be indiscernible to most drivers. The proposed project would add a negligible increment of vehicle traffic 
to the cumulative long-term traffic increase on the neighborhood's roadway network. Thus, the project 
would not substantially affect the neighb?rhood's existing or cumulative traffic conditions. 

Planning ~ode Section 242 requires, generally, two functional off-street parking spaces per residential 
unit in the Bernal Heights Special Use District. The proposed project includes two parking spaces per 
residential unit (four, in total). Guests and visitors arriving by car would be able to utilize nearby on
street parking. According to the Department's transportation i:i:npact analysis guidelines, the parking 
demand for the proposed project is three spaces. As the proposed project includes four spaces, there 

would be no parking shortfall. 

San Francisco does not consider parking supply as part of the permanent physical envirorunent and 
therefore, does not consider changes in parking conditions to be envirorimental impacts as defined by 
CEQA. Parking conditions are not static, as parking supply and demand varies from day to day,_ from 
day to night, from month to month, etc. Hence, the availability of parking spaces (or lack thereof) is not a 
permanent physical condition, but changes over time as people change their modes and patterns of 
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travel. The small number of projected vehicle trips generated by the proposed project, approximately 
nine per day (which includes vehicle trips by the residents who would utilize the project's off-street 
parking), would not result in a parking deficit and therefore any secondary impacts from· a parking 
shortfall on the envirorunent would not ensue, including increased traffic congestion, emissions, safety or 
noise . 

. In light of the above, the proposed project would not result in any significant transportation impacts. 

Biological Resources. Nearby Bernal Hill is a natural area that has been evaluated for the presence of 
birds and bird habitat. According to San Francisco Recreation and Parks' Significant Natural Resources 
Areas Management Plan (SNRAMP), two sensitive bird species have been observed at Bernal Hill: Say's 
phoebe (Sayornis saya) and Wilson's warbler (Wilsonia pusilla). There is also a single area of important 
bird habitat, which includes the entire grasslands area of Berri.al Hill. 

The project site contains trees and vegetation not unlike those found on Bernal Hill. The Project Sponsor 
would be required to comply with the Federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) as·well as California 
Department of Fish and Grune Code 3513 regarding the protection of nesting birds dming construction. 
California Department of Fish and Wildlife (DFW) biologists have broadly defined the nesting season as 
February 1st through August 15th (although there are more specific dates for certain species of birds). 
If timing restrictions make it impossible to avoid the nesting season, the construction areas should be 
surveyed for nesting birds and active nests ·should be avoided. A biologist should inspect the 
construction areas for active nests. If adult birds are observed flying to and from a nest, or sitting on a 
nest, it can I?.e assumed that the nest is active. Construction activity within 300 feet of an active nest 
should be delayed until the nest is no longer active:· The active nest should be watched, and when the 
chicks ~ave left the nest and activity is no longer observed around the nest, it is safe to continue 
construction activity in the nest area. 

As the proposed project would be required to comply with the MBTA and DFW regulations, and as there 
is abundant substantially similar, and protected, habitat available nearby on Bernal Hill, project 
construction would not have a significant effect on any bird species or their habitat and the development 
of these two lots, adjacent to other similar development, would not result in a significant impact on bird 
species or habitat. 

Water Quality. The proposed project would not generate wastewater or storm.water discharges that have 
the potential to degrade water quality or contaminate a public water supply. Project-related wastewater 
and stormwater woUld flow to ·the City's combined stormwater/sewer system and would be treated to 
standards contained in the City's National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit for 
the Southeast Treatment Plant prior to discharge into San Francisco Bay. Additionally, the proposed 
project is required to comply with the Stormw.ater Management Ordinance, which require the project to 
maintain or reduce the existing volume and rate of stormwater runoff at the site by retaining runoff 
onsite, promoting stormwater reuse, and limiting site discharges before entering the combined sewer 
collection system. 

The proposed project would also be required to comply with requirements of the Construction Site 
Runoff Ordinance, which regulates the discharge of sediment or other pollutants from construction sites 
and prevents erosion and· sedimentation due to construction activities. Furthermore, before the street 
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improvement permit can be finalized, SFPUC must review and approve the proposed plans. Therefore, 
the proposed project would not have significant environmental impacts related to water quality. 

Cumulative Impacts. CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2, subdivision (b), provides that a categorical 
exemption is inapplicable when the cumulative impact of successive projects of the same type in the same 
place, are significant. For the reasons discussed below there is no possibility that the proposed project in 
combination with reasonably foreseeable cumulative projects would have a significant effect on the 
environment. 

The project as proposed in the Environmental Evaluation application is for the construction of two single
family residences on two vacant lots located on the "paper street'' segment of Folsom Street as well as 
utility extensions and street improvements that would serve the two homes and four undeveloped lots 
along this segment of Folsom Street. The four adjacent lots are all under different ownership than the 
project lots and no Environmental Evaluation applications are on file with the Planning Department for 
development of tho~e lots. Any future development proposals on the adjacent lots would require further 
environmental review and City approval. 

Since the 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street project is the first proposed development on the "paper street'' 
segment of Folsom Street, the project sponsor would be required to construct pedestrian and vehicular 
access to this segment of Folsom Street. The project sponsor has also agreed to construct utilities to 
service .the remaining four undeveloped lots so as to avoid any need to excavate the improved section of 
Folsom Street in the event homes are proposed for the four remaining vacant lots in the future. At this 
time, it is unknown whether utilities would come from Bernal Heights Boulevard to the north or from 
Chapman Street to the south. 1his would be determined by PG&E and the SFPUC once the project is 
entitled. It is anticipated that utility lines would run under the entire length of the street extension, which 
would reduce. or avoid the need for future utility-related construction activities should development 
occur on the adjacent lots. 

Pursuant to CEQA, cumulative impacts refer to two or more individual effects which, when considered 
together, are coJ:lSiderable or which compound or increase other physical environmental impacts. The 
proposed project would construct two single-family homes, improve a segment of Folsom Street, and 
provide utilities for the two proposed homes and four adjacent lots. While there are no Environmental 
Evaluation applications on file with the Planning Department for the four adjacent lots, the 
improvements proposed by the project would facilitate future development of those lots. The cumulative 
effects of the proposed project in addition to development of the four adjacent lots are addiessed below. 

Shadow. The vacanflots to the east of the project site would have the potential to shade the Bernal Heights 
Community Garden. If those lots are developed, they would be required to undergo environmental 
review in accordance with CEQA and would require a shadow analysis. As discussed above, the 
proposed project would shade a portion of the southwestern comer of the community garden mainly in 
the evening after 5:30 pm. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in a considerable contribution 
to any cumulative shadow impact that could result from development of the adjacent lots. 

·Transportation. The addition of two single-family residences would generate an estimated 9 daily vehicle 
trips. Should development occur on the four adjacent lots, which are each permitted to construct one 
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single-family residence, it is estimated that an additional 18 daily vehicle trips would be generated. The 
addition of 18 daily vehicle trips in combination with the proposed project's 9 daily vehicle trips would 
be dispersed through-out the day and woulci not be considered a substantial number of trips that could 
adversely affect the local transportation system. 

In addition, any subsequent development would be requrred to comply with the same regulations as the 
prop<;>sed project including, but not limited to, compliance with the San Francisco Building and Fire 
Codes, Slope Protection Act, PG&E regulations for work in proximity to their pipeline, the SFPUC s 
Stormwater Management Ordinance and Construction Site Runoff Ordinance, the MBTA and DFW 
regulations protecting nesting birds and the Bernal Heights East Slope Design Guidelines. These 
regulations would ensure that development of the adjacent lots, would not result in significant effects to 
geology/soils, emergency access, water quality, utilities, biological resources, and aesthetics. 

Thus, the proposed project would not result in a considerable contribution to any cumulative 
environmental impacts. 

Condusion. The pr6posed project satisfies the criteria for exemption under the above-Cited 
classification(s). Jn addition, none of the CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2 exceptions to the use of a 
categorical exemption applies to the proposed project. For the above reasons, the proposed project is 
appropriately exempt from environmental review. 
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ZACKS, FREEDMAN & PATTERSON 
A.PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

July 8, 2016 

VIA HAND DELIVERY AND EMAIL 

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board 
San Francisco Board of Supe~'Visors 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 
City Hall, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
bos.legislation@sfgov.org 

Re: Appeal of GEQA Categorical Exemption Determination 
Planning Case No. 2013.1383E 

235 Montgomery Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, California 94104 
Telephone (415) 956-8100 
Facsimile (415) 288-9755 
www.zfplaw.com 

Building PennitApplicationNos. 2013.12.16.4318 & 2013.12.16.4322 
3516-3526 Folsom Street ("Project Site") 

Dear Ms. Calvillo: 

Enclosed, please :find the following: 

1. 236 letters in support of the CEQA appeal; 
2. A letter from pipeline expert Professor Robert Bea (UC Berkeley, Emeritus); and 
. 3. A report from structural and civil engineer Patrick Buscovich. 

Please kindly include these items with the appeal file. Additional materials vv:ill be submitted 
prior to the appeal hearing. 

Thank you. 

tr; 
Very truly yours, ~4~. r-.. :i. 

G::'.:). 

ZACKS, FREEDMAN & PATIERSON, PC 

Isl Ryan J. Patterson 

Ryan J. Patterson · 

Encl. 
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UNNERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY 

TELEPHONE: (925) 631-1587 CENTER FOR CATASTROPHIC RISK MANAGEMENT 
DEPARTMENT OF CML & ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 

E-MAIL: bea@ce.berkeley.edu BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94720-1710 

June 29, 2016 

Re: Inquiry about Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 from concerned SF residents 
Proposed Project at 3516-3526 Folsom Street, San Francisco, CA 

Dear Neighbors of Gas Transmission Pipeline 109: 

Given the background informatio_n you have provided, yes, you should be concerned. There are several point$ in 
your summary that provide good basis for your concerns: 

1) Old (1980's) PG&E gas transmission pipeline installed in area with highly variable topography, 
2) Lack of records on the construction, operation, and maintenance of the pipeline, 
3) No definitive guideliries to determine if the pipeline is 'safe' and reliable\ 
4) Apparent confusion about responsibilities (government, industrial-commercial) for the pipeline safety, 

reliability, and integrity. 

This list is identical to the list of concerns that summarized causation of the San Bruno Line 132 gas pipeline 
disaster. · 

The fundamental 'challenge' associated with communicating your concern is tied to the word 'safe'. 
Unfortunately, it has been very rare that I have encountered organizations that have a good understanding of 
what. that word means, and less of an understanding of how to demonstrate that a given system is 'safe enough.' 

During my investigation of the San Bruno disaster, I did not find a single docriment (including trial deposition 
transcripts) that clearly indicated PG&E or the California PUC had a clear understanding of the word 'safe': 
"freedom from undue exposure to injury and harm." Further, it was clear they did not have a clear 
understanding of the First Minimal Principle of Civil Law: "It is lawful to impose risks on people if and only if 
it is reasonable to assume tha{they have sufficient knowledge to understand the risks and have consented to 
accept those risks." · · 

Much of this situation is founded in 'ignorance'. It is very rare for me to work with engineers or managers who 
have an accurate understanding of what the word 'safe' means - and no cJue about how to determine if a system . 
is. either ·safe or unsafe. The vast majority of governmental regulatory agencies are even worse off. 

I have attached a graph that helps me explain the important concepts associated with determining if a system is 
either safe or unsafe. The vertical scale is the annual likelihood.of failure. The horizontal scale is the 
consequences associated with a failure. The diagonal lines separate the graph into two quadrants: Safe and Not 
Safe. If the potential consequences can be very high, then the probability of failure must be very low. 
Uncommon common sense. · 

On the graph, I show a system that was designed for a particular 'risk' (combination of likelihood and 
consequences of failure). When it was constructed, the risk inereased due to construction 'malfunctions' - like 
bad welding. When the system was put into service,_ the risk increased further - perhaps. due to poor corrosion 
protection and due to the area around the pipeline being populated with homes, businesses, schools and other 
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things that' increase the potential consequences of a major failure. Once it is determined that the system that was 
. originally designed to be safe is no longer safe, then it is necessary to do things that will allow the system to be 
safely operated-reduce the likelihood of failure (e.g. repair the corrosion) and reduce the consequences of 
failure (e.g. install pressure control shut off sensors and equipment that can detect a loss of gas and rapidly shut 
down the system)--or replace the segment of the pipeline that no longer meets safety-reliability requirements. 

After I completed my investigation of the San Bruno _disaster, I prepared a series of 'graphics' that summarized 
my findings. A copy of the. file is attached. I hope it will help you understand how to better communicate your 
valid concerns regarding this development. · 

Robert Bea 
Professor Emeritus 
Center for Catastrophic Risk Management 
University of_ California at Berkeley 
email: bea@ce.berkeley.edu 
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G- . 1· t t• as pipe rme cons rue ion . 
·A report in January fro_m)the National Transportation Safety Board said that the nat~ral 
gas pip,eline that exploded in San Bruno in September 2010 had more than 100 spots 

/_---- 'Jith inadequate welds. These welds were eitner girth or seam weldst d~fined below. 

/ 

--'Girth 
welds 
Within the 44 .. foot section of the damaged 
pipeline were six smaller piecest known as 
.. pups, n al I welded end~to .. end at the girth 
on .. site in 1956. 
Source_: ti on al Transportation Safety Board 

~~~ 

Seam 
welds _____ _ 
Done at a factory. pipes were made by rolling steel sheets 
and welding them at the s~m .. Investigators found 
numerous welds only penetrated halfway through the 
steel when they should have gone all the way~ 
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Figure 48: Etched metallographic cross section of the longitudinal seam in pup 3· taken 10 inch north of girth weld C3. The 
mlcrostructure of the weld was consistent with a.fusion wetdlng process along the outer diameter surface of the seam. 

Blue arrows-weld pool boundary along outer diameter surface seam. 
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Figure 35;: Micrograph of ttle initiation site iti pup 1 at th,e 21.4 indh m_ark, the deepest po·int of 
the crack arrest mark. The profile of the ar"">est mark fs indicated by the black arrows .. 
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Board of Supervisor 
CityHall . 
San Francisco, CA ~ \ '. \ l~. \ \: 
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July 8,201 \ '. ·, 
Job Number: 14.145 

Patrick Buscovich Civil Engineer 
3516Folsom 
RahulShaI 

The following is a Civil Engineering Study and analysis of the proposed "Street": It is 
Current and unimproved dirt hill 

· • The Bureau of Street Use and Mapping (BSUM) have 'standards for street design 

and construction for the city to maintain a street after it is built. The current 

design is so out of conformance with city stan~ds, the city will never accept thiS 

street for maintence .. The street has varying slope from the intersectjon up the hill 

and the sidewalks are not level with each other. Warping of a street like this is not 

allowed. The :fronting property owner will then have to mamtain this street in 

perpetuity. In Addition, drainage down the stree~ may flood the downhill homes 

• This proposed street will be one of the steepest streets in San Francisco at+/- 36% _ 

slope. It will be 16 feet wide with no vehicle turn around at the top. It is a dead 

end street. Streets·this steep are almost always thru streets or at a minimum have 

a turnaroUn.d. Without a turn around at the top, cars will back down the street in 

reverse. California vehicle code (CVC) discourages this manuever due to loosing 

control of a vehicle. 

• Most vehicles, other than a specialized car, will not be able to drive onto this dead 

end street and into the homes. Most passenger cars ~ stop at the comer of 

Folsom & Chapman and park. 

• It will be a challenge to turn around and change direction on this street in a 

vehicle, .based upon the narrow: width of 16 feet and e~eme slope. Average. cars 

length range from 15 feet to 18 feet long. It will be difficult to have an average 

car turn from uphill, to 90° to curb, to ·down bill .. At 16 foot wide, an 18 foot car 

does not fit in the 90° position. Further, at 3 6° slope, vehicles with a medium to 

high center of mass will experience «tipping over" when turning around in the 90° 

C:\Documents and Settings\angie\Desktop\14.145 - BSUMVehicle Access Standards.doc 
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position. Thus any vehicle that are tall (i.e. mail truck, pick up, delivery v~, 

garbage tmck, etc) or have a long wheel base (sedan) will not be able to drive 

onto ~s dead end street The only passenger car that could use this dead end 

street is low height, short wheel base, compact cars. Backing down the hill is not 

going to be a viable or safe solution. Ironically, the only vehicle that can turn 

~ound on this street (i.e. compact car) will not be able to transverse the base of 

the dead end street. The base is a flat intersection, a transition section and a steep 

hill (36°). Most cars will bottom out the tail pipe going uphill or the front fender 

going down. Even with a transition se~tion of the street going from flat 0°, a short 

transition of 18ci·and then street 36° is not enough. No extension of car beyond 

the rear wheel or front wheel will work To ·cross the intersection and go up/dowri 

this street will require a car with no front or rear end. This vehicle will also need 

to cross a very steep sidewalk and down a warp driveway; this will require a high 

undercarriage .. A compact car with a high undercarriage and no front or rear end. 

The only vehicle that meets this description is a off road Jeep. It iS short, has a 

low center of mass, high undercarriage clearance and no front or rear end. It is 

not a passenger vehicle. It is for off road driving which is what will be required to 

drive this hill. This vehicle is not meant for speed in excess of 50 MPH. 

It is also importallt to note that garbage truck will not go up this street and 

Recology will not walk'up tlie street to pick up recycling. Recycling bins will 

have to be left at the comer of Folsom and Chapman. With two homes now and 

two proposed with 4 more sites ready, the size of~ garbage zone will be large. 

There is no sidewalk envision at the comer so no garbage zone is available. This 

is pr.oblem that needs to be addressed now in the street design for these homes to 

be livable. · 

Additionally, the mail truck will not go up this street. The mailman will· 

have to hike up this street leaving his truck at the comer. This will potentially 

C:\Documents and Settings\angie\Desktop\14.145 • BSUM Vehicle Access Standards.doc 
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create a traffic issue at the intersection of Folsom and Chapman. I also hope that 

the projept sponsor has talked to the US Postal Service to confirm. they will hike 

the street to ·deliver the mail. Otherwise, a mail boxed will be required by the 

USPS at the ln.tersection of Chapman and Folsom. There is no location I see that 

works for a mail box, let alone the recycle garbage bin zone. 

The proposed :two homes will need off street vehicle' parking. Plausibly one 

vehicle could be a true off road Jeep, which could drive this street. The jeep will 

also be able to traverse the sidewalk cross slope. Most passenger vehicles can not 

traverse the extremely warped driveway. Exiting the garage and backing up the 

driveway will create a blind spot for the driver. At a minimum, a second car will 

be used at this house. Due to the steepness of Bernal t question the viability of a 
·. 

bike to replace a ca;r but at a millim.um, one addition car will be used for a house 

of this size. This second car is not going to be a jeep but a passenger car. This 

car will not be able to use the garage parking in the house but will use Street 

Parking. On this 16 foot section of Folsom St there is no street parking. For 

planning purpose, six home time 1 car per home need to be accounted for 

neighborhood parking; For guest visits, more parking will be require. A simple 

study shows the need fur 10 additional street parking spot in a neighbor with an 

acute shortage of on street parking. These ''10 cars" not go up and down the 

street or across the sidewalk down the warped driveway. Th.ere is no street 

parking in front of these homes. These 10 cars are going to park in a 200 foot 

w~g radius on the adjoining_ block of Foisom street, below the intersection or 

the adjoining block of Chapman. In this walking radius there are roughly 50 to 60 

street parking spots that are almost always full. Adding 20% more parkhlg is 

. impossible. The garage in th.es~ homes will not work and a 16 foot wide Street 
. . 

with no street parking in front of homes will congest parking in this neighbor and 

will cause issues with Proposition Statement 2 "neighborhood character is 

C:\Documents and Settings\angie\Desktop\14.145 - BSUM Vehicle Access Standards.doc 
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conserved and protected". I am also concerned that this parking congestion issue 

will impede emergency vehicles (Police, Fire, and EMS). 

Summary 

In summary, the vehicle issue and parking demand will create a traffic 

mess for this neighborhood. This problem has simply not even been addressed by 

the project sponsor. It will be borne by the neighborhood. This problem is 

exacerbating by the size of the homes and number of bedroom proposed by the 

project by the project sponsor. This Will be :fue steepest street with driveways in 

San Francisco, if not the State. In addition, the lack of tbru or turn around will, in 

my professional opinion, create.a signific 

C:\Documents and Settings\angie\Desk.top\14.145 - BSUM Vehicle Access Standards.doc 
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Patrick Buscovich S . .E. 
Education: 

Org-aniza tional: 

Licenses: 

Experience~ 

Univen>ity ofCalifomie, Betkeley .Baclie[om of Science, Civil Engineering 1978 
- Masters ofScicncc. Strm;lural Engineering 1979 

Svuc orc.rtfumia, B111ldingSh.ntlatds CO!llnrission 
Commissioncr2000-2002 · 

Ciiy & CounlyofSan Francisco.~ ol'Bulldiiig T:nspection {DBI) 
Commissioner\ Vice l'reside11t 1995 -1996 

. Chair. SF H0>ismg Code Up dale· 1995 
UMB Appeals Board 2005-;:-2006 
Cod<> Advismy Commitfoe 1990 - I 992 

Chair ofScclion l-04 Sub-Committee. 
Structnrnl Ellgineen Association ofNorthem California (SEAONC) 

President 1997- 1998 
Viccl'rcsidcnl 1996- 1997 
Board ofDirectors ! 994 - 1999 
Collq:e of Fellows Clcctcd 2002 
EdwinZochc:r Award 1999 

S!ructural Engineen Associnlion ofelllifomia: (SfiAOC) 
Boord of Directors 1996-2000 

Applied Technology Council (ATC) 
President 2007 -2008 
Board ofDirectoro 2000-2009 

Califmnie, Civil Engineer C32863, 19l! I 
Stmctnrn! Bngfoecr 82708. 1985 

./'<Jlrick 1J11sc:o1•fcl1 it1~I Assr>e/a/es. 8irnclW?1l.E1ig/1,.cr-Seltlor Principal (1990 to Pre.<"111) • 
Specio//zillg h1 Exlsllilg H11ildl11g$, Seismic 8/re11gtiie11/11giSlruall11'al lleliabliltatla11, B11IMl11g Cotlc1Pcn111/ Cm•wltatf011, Peer Rt!l'i<!u; F.:rperl Tf'itnewForensic 
E11glneerf11g . 

Code Consulting and P= Review fur projects in San Fl'llllcisco {Planning DeparlmeJlt, Fire Pr<,..enting, Street Use & Mapping, Building Doparbnent. 
Board of Appeals), 
Permit Consultml in San Francisco (DBI. DCP, SFFD, BSUM & BOA). 

• Expett Wimess/Fon:m;ic Englnec.U.g/CollapSo & Failure Analysi$ 
Sol,;mic Rdrofit Consultation. 
Mcmbccofthc following SEAONC/DBI Committoes: • 

CommiUee to revise San Fmnei:roo Building Code Section Hl4F/S304.6. 
l98S-1990Com1Ilitt= lo drnft Ssn Francisco UMB onlimmce. 
1993 Committee to revise the San Francisco UMll ordinance. 
SEONC Blue-Ribbon panel to ret~se earthquake damage trigger, 1998 
SC<Jrotnry, Blue Ribbon Panel on scismio amendments to the 1998 Sl'BC, 
Secretary, Blue Ribbott Pllllel Advising The San Prnnolsco Building Deparrmcnt on CA PSS. 

~o-Aulhored of the following SF Building Code Sccrions. 
EQ d<unagotriggccSFBC 3404.7.2, Repair3405.l.3. Change of0<xmpnncy3408.4.l.,Lateral Forces Existing Bwldiug 1604.l 1.I 

Author SFBC Adminls!mlive Bulletin: AB102 (Seismic alteration) & AB 103 (CFC) ' 
Coordhiator/Spealrer for SBAONC San Francisco UMB Seminars 1992, 1993 & 1994. 
Speaker nt 2009 SEAONC Seminar on San Ftanciseo UMB Code. 185(\ to Present. 
Memberofl993 Snn Francisco UMB BondAdviso.yBoard. 
Speflket at 11ll1llef0t1$ ~ Frnnoiseo Depnrtmenl of l:luildillg lnspeetion Seminars on UMB. 
Spe;d<et at n1mteroo& code wodcsbops for 1he San Francisco Department Building Inspection. 
Co-snthor of 1990 San Francls<:n UMB Appeals Board Lcgislulion. 
Co-aolhot of San Fillllelsco Bw10ong Cooe Earthquake Damage Trigger fur Seismic Upgrade, Committee Rewrite 2008. 
/l!s a San Fmncisco Building Commissioner: 

Di=ted formnletfo11 ofBuilding Occllpam:y Ros11mplion Plan (BORP) 
Chnired the !99S -.pdate on lhc Ssnl'Ilmcisco .How:ing Code.. 
Directed funnulatioa ofUMB lcnaJtt pmtcction progr:mi . . 

Consultmit lo lhc Cily of Sun Frnncisco for evaluation of buildings damaged in the Loma Prieta &thquoke (October 17. 1989) lo assist ~ Burenu of 
Buil<ling Inspection regarding shoring or demolition of"Rcd-Tagccd" structmcs (SOHA). 
Consultant to Sno Francisco Oepnrtment ofBufldfo& Inspection on the Edgehill Lund Slide 1997. 
C<>J1.'<Illt.mUo IOO's of private clkats for tM!lualing of damage to their bllilnmJlS fro111 lhe October 17, 1989 Loma Pricta Earthquake. 
Project Adminislr.Jtor for multi-temn seislnie invesligatinn of Sm1 .Francisco City-owned BnildinJlS per Proposition A, 19&9 ($3.SO million bond). 
(SOHA). 
Project Manager :for sclsmic stn:n&tltening of the Marin CMc: Center(SOHA). 
Siroctuml Engineer for lhe Orpheum Th eat or, Cumin Theater and Golden Gato Theater. 
Consulllllll nit numerous downtcw11 SF High Rise Buildings. 
Rohabilitotion & Seismic Strcngthe11ing di:sign for IOOO's of commercial and residential buildings in San .Francisco. 
Comniereial Tenanllmprovemcnl 
Sttnctnre Rehabilitation of Historic Building. 
Structurnl consaftnnt for IOOO's <>f single fomily homes mid epnrtment buildings alteration m San FJ;ancisco 

Previous Employment 

Public Service: 

Awards: 

· SOHA 1980-1990, Asrociate 

• PMB 1979-1980, Senior Designer 

Assocfation ofHay Area Government -Advisrny Panels 
Holy Family Dai' Home- Board ofDircctor 
Community Aolion Plan for Seismic Safety (CAPPS), Advisory Panel, 

Congressional Award. 2003. 
SFDBI C¢:11ific:atc ofReeol!lliliOll, 19%: 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review~ Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental revieW, however this particular plot of land, encompassing. 6 lots and a street rig_ht of way, poses 
significant. potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
... Construction by a private developer over a 26'' PG&E Q.as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and properly. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The Sart Bruno 
tragedY- is fresh in our minds . 

... Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a streetwhere·space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

, The project•s lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

- The proiect site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

~ The structures would create a north-facing_ solid wall blocking sig_nificant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open~space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that the~e protocols will be thoroughly 
adheredto. · ·· 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

Name & Sig.nature · · 
~\\rO..VU>~~c..@ ~W.alJ-C<0Vfl. 
Email 

Address SF 6/Yl \ 'D 

Phone (optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Berna/Helghts CEQA CatEx· Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Franciscp resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush~to-build in San 
Francisco. l ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing development a1 3516-3526 Folsom Streetin Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 ~the same type that blew up in Saf'! Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipefines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation actMties are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before constructlo~ beglns is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in tliis area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, _it will 
rank among the steepest in the world" too steep for emerg~ncy vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn~arol,lnd at top. Vehicles wiil have to back 

down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safefy issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and eotential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established·ct;QA protocols before any accigents. /]appt;n. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA categorical Ex.emption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

(k.w~ 
Signature 

j\.. V\. V\.. ~ (V\ IA. rv e. \ ~ +-
Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERV1SORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appealon July 19th 
· The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o residen~ 1 urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. l ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA') Categoricat 

·Exemption ("CatEx"} involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street~ directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - ihe same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike _other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines ;n the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for Its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
· particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it wl!I 
rank among the steepest in the world~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicle$. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn~around at top. Vehicles wlll have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential pubHo safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before an~ accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Ex.emption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Address 

Printed name Email 

1f (1y 
Phone number {Optional) 

4523 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
·Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26 11 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in Sa~ Bruno~ 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF; n_o pavement or street cover protects thls pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior C§Use of accidental mptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly ar.ea of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a prop.6sed street so steep, it wifl 
rank among t.he steepest in the world ~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

J 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensu&; good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 

addressed through estabUshed CEQA protocols before any acci~ents hapgen. 

I urge. you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumsta in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

· Address 

Printed name Email 

1/~ I 1& 
D te 1 Phone number.(OptionaO 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS-

Support Bernal Helghts CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an ·appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA'') Ca1egorical 
Exemption C'CatEx.'1 involving a new housing development al 3516~3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 -the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission ·pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline:.. it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelfnes in the Unifed States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before con~truction begins 1s plain common sense. . 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini~divislon of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The developm_ent will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergericy vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other _SF governmental ag~ncies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Signature 

I'& , Csu U::f~ ')T-· 5 F 'f </If O 
Address . . 

}i-ek;o JOr?e rvse{\) _____ ~----
Printed nlame Email. 

aj? ~'~ Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Franciscp resident, l urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to--build in San 
Francisco. 1·ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"). Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 -·th.e same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is · 
only covered. by dirt. Excavation activmes are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. ldentifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction beglns is plain common·sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

· ·Several fire trucks have gotten stu* in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on~street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it wifl 
rank among the steepest in ·the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-tum~around at top. Vehicles will have to back ' 

down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed ,by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails~ that known and potential public·safefl{ hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any acgidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA categorieal Exemption appeal on July 19th: There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

6ate' 

~ ·o ~ T 1 t.. (.. r 1vc;s -fl-vr: 
Address 

tf-e~, Y-r
1 Je__-/-fj er, CO'Z) 

Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on.July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident •. I urge you to prioritize our public Si:!fety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom ·Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no -pavement or street cover protects this pipeline- it is 
only covered by dirt. ExcavatioQ activities are the ma/or cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction b~glns is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congE1sted narrow streets that create 
. particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucl(S, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in thi~ area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it wm 
rank among the steepest in the world. - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is· proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevaHs - that known and potential 9ublic safety hazards be 
addressed through estab{ished CEQA protocols before anv accidents hape,en. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that n~cessitate environmental review. 

IQ Jus'kv Sf rE: c4· 9 ~'!.>I 
Address 

Printed name Email 

Io te Phone number (Optional) ... 
4527 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake · 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, l urge y9u to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-buiJd in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act {"CEQA') Categorical 
Exemption C'CatEx') involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to.be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage ·2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

. . 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sens~ 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on"street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep. it will 
rank among the steepest In the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-enQ street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection.· 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

f urge you to support the Bemar Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that ne~essitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Signature 

Printed name 

'1/5/I {. 
Date 

Address 

, 
7 Email 

Ph.one number (Optional) 

4528 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal_ on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge y9u to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense.. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult ~ccess issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles, 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses win 
have .no on-street parking~ The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank amo,ng the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Oepartment approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safe1y issues would be addressed by o1her SF governmental agencies. · 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

' 
I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exe.mption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Signature 

Printed name 

1-/r,/ft. 
·Date 

'21.{ if}- S71u1 tvq s t)v ;;:- S_p U "T Cf/~ I 
Address 

Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 
! 

. l 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public 5a:fety over the rush~to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption {"CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vin1age 26" 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109·:-the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by d.irt. Excavation activities are the ma;or cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating p.ubHc safety street issues 
before construction begins ls plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six house~ will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 

down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed.by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safetv hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

6dv~ 
Signature 

Printed name 

Date 

3o 9f-,'//i11gs Ave. . 7F Cffl3 I 
Address 

Email 

Phone number.(Optional) 

4530 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July_ 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
f rancisco. r ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in. Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 -the same type that blew up in Sa~ Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines ;n the United States. ldentifyi_ng and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is pl_ain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create . . 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in· this area. The ultimate future mini-qivision of six houses wil! 
have no on-street parking; The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steep~st in the world ~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicl.es. It is proposed as a dea<f..end street with no-tum~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Printed name 

~!1t{llt 'b ie 

Address 

Email · 

Phone number (Optional) · 

4531 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Suppot1 Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I ufge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx'1 involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street" directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmissi0n Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covere~ by dirt. Excavation actfvft;es are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas . 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense; 

This hilfy area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 

particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery irucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed stre.et so steep, it will 

. rank among the steepest in the world" too steep for emergency vehicle access and ·many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. · 

Th~ SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by o1her SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safetv hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

-c::; 
$(p3 (eti&Jl~ f+ue_.

1 
SJ~ 9f l UJ 

Signature Adclress 

110 llV b (.\_V0.,___ I e...{ \ 
Email 

Phone number· (OptionaO 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal.on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to~build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type thafblew up in San Bruno . 

. Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in s·F, no ·pavement or street cover protects this pipeline~ it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures· on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is p1ain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck. in this area. The ultimate future .mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be access~d by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end .street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles wiil have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning' Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only. saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safetv hazards be · 

addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. · 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Ex.emption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

~~--~~~-~--~~L-~ ~~~1P~k~--8~~~#_.Z~~ 
Address 

t lldMi{ts-6) o~~lo~ll· l6f10 
Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Suppo~ Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members1 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-bulld in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type thatblew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas _transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover pmtects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hiUy area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
patticularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire 1rucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ult'tmate future mJni-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will_ 
rank among the steepe.st in the world ~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
§ddressed through estabfished CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~iJreA 3')~ 'f}O>rer·{ Ave. 
Address 

5£ C/¥//0 

Email 

oa/e / Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS-

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board .Members, 

As a San Francisc,o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush~to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 2au 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF', no -pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipeiines in the United states. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins ls plain common sense. 

This hilly area of BemaJ Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world ~ too steep for emergency vehicle f{ccess and many regular · 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead--end street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental ~gencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails -; that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed-through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. · 

I urge. you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this_ construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Printed name Jf rvl1t.e 

Address 

Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
4535 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA catEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear. Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safefy over the rush-tO-build in San. 
Francisco; I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

8cemption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
. . 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or ·street cqver protects fhis pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 

. before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly.difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks. and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
. have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safetv. hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQ_A Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~'},,o r~rn~j Sf Ck /{tf//o 
Signature Address 

, )u I ~lJl;:1 '1 t l' 
Printed name Email 

1~!e I t(a Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO TH.E SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS_ 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July.19th 
· The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA "} Categorical 
Exemption_ ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal · 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 2$" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same .type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas tra.psmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipefirie - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation actMties are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas · 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have ·gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world ~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-ar9und at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safely issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through estabfished CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 1.9th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Email 

ate \ Phone number (Optiqnal) 

4537 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Berna! Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA11

) Categorical 
.Exemption ("CatEx''} involving a new housing development al 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street-.direcUy over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

·PG&\:: Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas trans1)1ission pipelines in SF,. no pavement ct street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt.. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission p;pelfnes in the United States. Identifying and· mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future. mini~division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be acce$sed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world~· too steep for emergency vehicle aceess and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turri-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department .a(Jproved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be . 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before amc accidents happen. 

J urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th: There are 
unusual circumstances fn this construction project that necessitate environmental rev1ew. 

_· ~-· ~_-_M_cn_~_· .~_-__ s_·+~. _f_4t· tD 
Address 

EmaO 

Phone number (Optional) 

4538 

\ 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community Is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, l urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build In San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA EnvironrnentaJ Quality Act ("CEQAj Categorical 
Exemption C'Cat~") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street~ directly over, near, and around the vintage 261

' 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in Sa~ Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pip~line - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction llegins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini..;division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development wiU be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world M too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street witl') no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction per:mits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen,. . .. · 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
· unusual circumstances in this construction project tha~ necessitate environmental review. 

Sincere1y, 

ignature 
1h Ck-lz~Ut: 

A.ddress 

c?aooi~ ~MJd 
Printed name Email 

1Js \Hu 
Oat Phone number (Optional) · 

4539 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritiZe our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline.109" the same type that blew up in Sa~ Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating publio safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly <lffflcult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten styck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it Will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at t.op. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

. . 
Please ensure a.ood governance prevails - that known and potential publio safetv hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocofs before anv accidents happen. 

l urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmentarreview. 

Sincerely, 

zc; 
Signature Address 

Printed na.me Email 

.-, ltef 1(.e 
Phone number (Optional) 

4540 
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LETTER TO THE SF. BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Suppott Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public. safety over the rush-to-.build in San 
Francisco. l ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA ") Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx'1) involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E.Gas Transmission Pipeline 109- the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

· Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeffne - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activitJe,s are. the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. · 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularty difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, deiivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The deve.lopment will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it wm 
rank among the steepest in the world- too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction pennits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 

addressed through established CEQA protocols before an\( accidents happen. 

I urge you to support fhe Bemaf Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sin~ 

IS-o E- \ v~"v- j S 1- s F (A q cf/~ y 
Signature Address 

:r;\h ~~~\Q_< 
Printed name 

~J/ "( 1 le 
Email 

·date Phone number (Optional) 

4541 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS · 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, t urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new-housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

· Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26° 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that bfew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike ·other gas transmission pipeJines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
onl~ covered by dirt. Excavaflon activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on.gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public- safety street issues 
before construction begins ls plain common sense. · 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

· yehlctes. It is proposed as a dead"end street with no~turn~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

P/ease ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential Rlfblic safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEOA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in 1.his construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~~£~ I II 
Signature Cl.JitTi W 

~CtiiftPf 
Address 

Printed name · Email 

'trt&bt, 
D te / Phone number (Optional) 

4542 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on Jf!IY 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, l urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush~to-build in San 
Francisco. l ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act. (''CEQA") Categorical 
Exemptiq"n ('"'Ca1Ex") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep. street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 

. PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 -the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline- it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the ma[or cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmissjon pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction beglns is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernat H~ights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly di.fficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and co~struction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The Ultimate future mini~division Of six houses Will 
have no·on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safefy issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevafls - that known and potential public safety hazards be 

addressed through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

I urge. you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project. that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely., 

Da(e 1 

Address 

Email 

Phone number {Optional) 

4543 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA Cat~ Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o residentt I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build. in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act {"CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx'1 involving a new housing develo prnent at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

Heights to be access~d by l;l. proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109-the same type that blew up in San Bruno. . . 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the m?ior cause of accldenta/ ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of.Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks,· and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck fn this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The deve.topment wilt be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank ·among the steepest in the world - too. steep fqr emergency vehide access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a bUnd intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based 01t design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails- that known and potentjal public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

f urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

15 l !tf.J.0€RSo0 
Address 

Email 

Phone number (Optional) 

4544 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge y9u to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San · 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx"} involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up In San Bruno. 

Unlike other ·gas tran~mission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the ma[or cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United states. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mlni~division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehlcles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles will have fo b,ack 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails- that known and potential pubjic safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

, 1 urge.you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review . 

. Sincerely, 

Address· 

Ema.ii 

Phom~ number (Optional) 

4545 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community Is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ecEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx''} involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 "the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. gxcavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures .on gas 

transmi§Sion pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating.public safety street issues 
before constructlon begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and co·ngested narrow streets that create 
particular!~ difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. !he ultimate future mini..clivision of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steepJor emergency vehicle access ·and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead--end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. · 

Please ensure good governance prevails - tha.t known and potential public safety hazards be· 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents (Iappen. 

I urge .you to support the Bernal.Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely,' 

-s!M~ 103> ~ ,r;;.- 5v ql{JJV 
Address 

Printed 7me 
-:i / tf I~ 

Ema fl 

Phone number (Optional) 

4546 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support. Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members1 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge y9u to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to~build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental QuaUty Act ("CEQA'') Categorical 
Exem.ption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing developrnentat 3516-3526 Folsom street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over,· near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission ~ipeline 109-the same type that blew up in Sa~ Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures· on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. . 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehtcles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. Th.e development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, if will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with noAurn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies . 

. Please ensyre good go.vernance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents hapgen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights C.EOA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, · 

vmk! ~ 
Signature , 

mt& nk K't11JtVtl 
P.rinte name 

.Address 

Email 

5F 14-llD 
~1 f,11:,~ f:l. 

Phone number (Optional)_ 

4547 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA Cat& Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community Is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San ~rancisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush~to-build in San 
Francisco. l ask that you support an appeal of.a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street~ directly over, near, and around the vintage 26,. 
PG&E Gas Transmission PJpeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

. . . 
l 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF," no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety &~reet issues 
before construction begins ls plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
l:iave no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. it is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only1 saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Pfease ensure good governance prevails ~ that known E}nd potential public sa~etv hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA .protocols before any accidents h,appen. 

. I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review •. 

Sincerely, 

~h Address 

.fs/l_(J~y fi2Sfe.~/!;/IL. /'/'e-r-
Printed name Email · 

Date .Phone number (Optional) 

4548 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community Is at· stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, l urge ypu to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appear of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing devefopment at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

, . 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed st~ep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26 .. 
·PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

' 
Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins ls plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Berna.I Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access. issues for emergency· vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It.is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles wm have to back 
down into a blind intersection, 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on .design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good govem9nce prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

r urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction _project that necessitate environmental review. · 

Sincerely, 

· Signature · 

bn+\ t:fJ fi 2-£..j 

O te 

I0\3~~St-. 
Address 

to\--t>.O~-\d @sbQa \oba..2, "'er 
~~ ' 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Franciscp resident, I urge you to.prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. l ask that you suppoi:t an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act {"CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx"} involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - direGtly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in Sa~ Bruno .. 

. · 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the mator cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights Is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create . 
particularly difficult access iss4es for emergency vehicles, deliveiy trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Severarfire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, U will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too $leep for emergency vehicle acc~ss a:nd many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street ~ith no~turn-around attop. Vehlcles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be address.ed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance pmvai/s - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CJ;QA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review, 

Sincerely, 

Email 

Phone number (Optional) 

4550 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community"is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Frantjsco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA'') Categorical 
Exemption {"CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street~ directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109.: the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. 1dentifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights Is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency ve~icle acce?s and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies_ 

Please ensure good .governance Prevails - that known and potential public safetv. hazards be 
addressed through estabfished CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Address 

Email 

· ate] Phone number (Optional) 

4551 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS-

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

De~r Board Members, 

As a San Franciscp resident, I urge you t6. prioritize.our public safety over the rush--to-build In San 
Francisco. t ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx''} in~olving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109. - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmjssfon efpe/ines in, the United States. Identifying and mitigating public. safety street issues 
before constructlon beglns is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
· particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. T~e ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on·street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world ~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

· vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with rio-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
<;!own into a blind intersection. 

The Sf Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance erevails ~ that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through estabffshed CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA categorical Exemption appeal ori July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

5,2" 'l:JLL~ _lr; 
Address . ~ 

Phone number (Optional) 

4552 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge y9u to prioritize our public safety over·the rush-to·build in San 
Francisco. l ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruetures on gas 
transmission pipelines in fhe United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before constructfon begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particutarly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delive.ry trucks, and construction vehides. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ulfimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. lt is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria onlyl saying 
public safety issu_es would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governanoe prevails - that known ancf potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA grotocols before any accidents happen. 

l ur.ge. you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
onusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Printed name 

Date 

??77 \ f\ udkf\)JD Sf q j I f o 
Address 

/ 

Email 

Phone number {OptionaO 

4553 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
· The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to·build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical · 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near. and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF I no -pavement or street cover protects this piperine - it is 
·only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
tra,nsmlssion pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense.. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for· its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles wil! have to back· 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria _only, saying . 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance P@Vai/s - that known and potential public safetv hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unuSt.1al circumsta ces in this construction project thatnecessitate environmental review. 

EmaU 

Phone number (Optional) 

4554 

Q_ 



LETIER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc!> resident, 1 urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption C'CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessect by a proposed steep street- directly over. near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 -the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in· SF1 no pa.vement or street cover protects this pipeline - it Is 
only covered by .dirt. Excavation activities are the ma/or cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plaln common se.nse. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini·division of six houses will 
have no on~street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep. it will 
rank among the steepest in the world~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. lt is proposed as a dead-end ·street with no-turn~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

. . 
The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design.criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencie&.' 

Please ensure g_ood governance prevails-that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before an)( accidents happen, 

t urge you to support ijie Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely. 

~·tl~ 
Signature 

0 \ Q\ ~ e-. R, frJ. "° e_f'-t'--------~--
Printed name . · . ) Email 

:J \2;)~l~ 
Phone number (Optional) 

4555 



LETTER TO THE s·F BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Franciscp resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption {"CatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over. near, and around the vintage 26" 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in· SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline -.it is 
, only covered by dirt, Excavation activities are the maior cquse of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
befom construction begins is plain common sense.. : · 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehi<?les, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the ste.epest in the world - too steep for emergef)CY vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~end street with no~tum~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safeiy issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good qovernapce prevails - that known and potential public safety hazafds be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols be(ore any accidents happen. 

I urge you io support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Signature Address 

Printed name Ema if 

4V5- ffi\-4~5 
Date Phone number (Optional) . 

4556 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

· Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. 1. ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"} Categorical 
Exemption t'CatEx") involving a new housing devel9pment at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by .a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26° 
.PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 -the same type that blew up in Sa~ Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or $tre·et cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accjdenta/ ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United states. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain ce>mmon sense. 

This hilly. area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potent;af public safety hazards b~ 
addressed th.rough established CEQA erotoco/s before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernat Heights CE~A Categor;ical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~S~alr: 
Printed name 

"l~t~ \1y 

tkA-'( "fA,RIC C;,iu 517 q-4-i 10 
Address 

Wtl.@~"f~(d.IM~~i ·~ 
·Email 

Phone· number (Optional) 

4557 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heigh(s CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Franciscp resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ecEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 -the same type that blew up in Sa~ Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no p~vement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the ma/or cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines ;n the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles, 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it Will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle aceess and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits. based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure.good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 

addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I ~rge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. · 

Sincerely, 

s gnature. Address t'.$. • 

~\\I\\) BB\R, 
Email 

Phone number (Optional) 

4558 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc..o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act {"CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in· Bernal 

I 

Height$ to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in Sa~ Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly dlfficult access Issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-divi~ion of six houses will 
have no on-street park.Ing. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around.at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permtts based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

f urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

~ ignature 

_i0W'()CL D . 
· Printed name 

1i'¢1Lfr 
Phone number (Optional) 

4559 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Franciscp resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. t ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act {"CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over. near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 ~the same type that blew up in Sa~ Bruno. 

Unlike o.ther gas transmission pipelines in SF, no -pavement or street cover ptotects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation actMties are the major cause of accidental rugtures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hflly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several ·fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The ·development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around a.t top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into ~ blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmenta{ agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safetv. hazards be 
addressed throuah established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Emal!· 

Phone number (Optional) 

4560 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Suppott Bernal Heights CEQA catEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

. . 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge y9u to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to~build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing. development "'t 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Height~ to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in Sa~ Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavemenfor.street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Exoavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission· pjpelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

. ./ 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses wm 
nave no on-s.treet parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among th~ steepest in the world - too ·steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. 1f is p~oposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top~ Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on desii;in criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known a_nd potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge. you to support the Bemar Heights CEQA Categoricar Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances l~ this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Address 

1"cku 3.£ :?@c!} Hu>-t'i Cc7!t!e 
7/ Email . 

D te \ . Phone number {Optional) 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Suppoit Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26'.' 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation actiVities_ are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating pub fie safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area. of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks. and construction vehf cles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be. accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the W<irld - too steep for emergency vehicle ·access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~end street With no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. · 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety is~ues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and pote.qtia/ public safetv hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen, 

I t..1rge you to support ihe Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this constructipn project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

. Sign# ffj 1q~ fvtaJQS-f1-c /11AQ,' °ll[/{2-
Address . · 

a! rtgc~.vvr~ &)~1\. m 
~ 

Phone number (Optional) 

4562 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco: I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption {"CatEx'1 involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heigbts to be accessed by a prop.osed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 

·PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street ccver protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas · 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction beglns is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested ·narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have g~tten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development Wi!I be accessed by1 a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regtllar 
vehicles. \t is proposed as a dead-end street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back. 
down into a .blind intersection. 

!he SF Planning Department approved the constrdction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

~ . 
Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. · 

Sincerely, · 

Address 

Email· 

Phone number (Optional} 

4563 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

S~ppOlt Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act {"CEQA") categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx') involving a new housing development at 3516-3'526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over; near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 ~ the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is · 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruR,tures on gas 
transmissfon pipelines in the United States. ldentifylng and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The· ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. tt is proposed as a dead-end street with no-tum~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 

down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF gov.em mental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevail€ ~ that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents hapPen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessii~te environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~~h l/1fl/2 

Signature Address 

Email 

Phone number (OptionaQ 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Franciscp resident, I urge y9u to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. l ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") categorical 
Exemption ('CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - dlreetly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is· 
only covered by dirt. Excavation actMties are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins ls plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known· for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehlcfes, delivery trucks, ancf construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this ·area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will · 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

. vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addre~sed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potenti9/ public safef\! hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

l urge. you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th:lhere are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental .review. 

Sincerely, 

Address 

~~~~; 
Email 

Phone number (Optional) 

4565 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bemal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush~to-build in San 
· Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the· same type that blew up in Sa~ Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas · 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hiily area of .Bernal Heights is known for tts twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergen.cy vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on~street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it wiU 

rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. · 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
p·ublic safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails~ that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support ihe Bernal Heights CEQACategorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this constructio.n project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~s_ ~' 
Addres? 

Printed name Email 

1oPJ t~ Phone number {Optional} 

4566 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Suppolt Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, . 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
.Francisco. f ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516"3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26 11 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

· This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on~street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It-is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed _by other SF governmental age_ncies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety ha~ards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents hapPen. . . . . 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
µTiusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Date Phone number (Optional) 

4567 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"} Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx'? involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street~ directly over, near, and around the vintage 261

' 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline' - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation actiVifies are the m'!'jor cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the Unffed States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights· is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini~division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, It will 
rank among the steepest in tha world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~end street with no-turn~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

. . 
The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safetv hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th_ There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review_ 

Sincerely, 

Address 

Printed name Email · 

~-ft')~ 20f r 'f ~ ~ S 
Date ·Phone number (OptionaQ 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake · 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in. San 
Francisco. l ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatExj involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no ·pavement or street cover prot~cts this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the Um1ed States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, dellvery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-divisi~n of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. lt is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-a.round at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection, 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

l urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Signat~re 

1t,·/yv... k 13<?"'' Cl 

Printed name 
1 

Date 

Address 

·Email 

Phone number {Optional) 



. LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members; 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmenfal Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ecatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 f'olsom Street in Bernal 
Heigh,ts to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

· Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no ·pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruetures on gas 

transmission pipeJ;nes in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world~ too steep f?r emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

-
Please ensure good governance prevails ~ that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstan~s in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal He.ights CEQA CatEx Appeal. on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Memberst 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx"} involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

· Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission eipelines in the United States.·ldentifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particular:fy difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck iri this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development wm be accesseq by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~end street with no-turn~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
· public .safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies .. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed· through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

ullllsual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

ciltf·A'= ~(}Ak47 Lf-3 G/&0onvl st bY:9·1flrb 
Signature Address 

fie,{03. ~oclfl S 
/ Email 

pate 1 Phone number (Optional) 

4571 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at sta.l_ce 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Franciscp resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to..:build in San · 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Envir6nmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516~3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 ~the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipefine - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on g9s · 
transmist;ion pipelines in the United states. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Beri:iaJ Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues ·for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among !he steepest in the world - too steep for· emerge.ncy vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. lt is proposed as a dead..and street with no-turn~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved.the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying_ 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safetv hazards be 
addressed through establisl]ed CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge.you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th .. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

gnature 
/46-1S VM Ne& l}w flrl::3 g;: Hf Cfl/J to 

Address .-

_,Ch/.u Ntt,r4 
Printed name Email 

-')l :bl /~ 
Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Franciscp resident, 1 urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to~build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA'1 Categorical 
tx.emption ("CatEx'1 involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 -the same type that blew up in Sa~ Bruno. 

Unflke other gas transmission pipelines in SP, no pavement or street cover protects this piperine - it rs 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipefines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for tts twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steept it will 
rank among the s\eepest in the world~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead.,.end street with no~tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind lnterse.ctlon. 

The SF Planning Department approved the constructiC?n permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF ·governmental agencies. . . . 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 

addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen 

I urge. you to support the Bernal Heights .CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that neqessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~~rJvl!F Address 

W 1 ns~n SL X\u \ t:t:-
Printed name Email 

. ·J!tf;/I.& 
Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx_ Appeal on- July_ 19th 
The safety of our community ls at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Franciscp resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("Cat.Ex") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep stree.t - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26n 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109" the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures qn gas 
transmission p;pefines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before constructJon begins is plain common sense. · 

• r 

This hilly area of Bernat Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, an~ construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on~street parking. The development will be accessed _by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies, 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety haz9rds be 
addressed throygh esta~lished CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Cel6 1>W1tt\kl 0{. 
. Signature 

J21f\NNk 
Address 

Printed name Email 

-:t\il1re 
Date Phone number (OptionaO 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community Is at ~take 

Dear Board Members, 

" As a ~an Franciscp resident,· 1 urge you to prioritize our public s~fety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA'1 Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be·accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipetine 109 ~the same type that blew up in San·sruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline -·it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the mafor cause of accidental rutttures on gas 
transmission pieelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating pubUc safety street issues 
before construction begins ls plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucl<s, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division 9f six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind Intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the· constru~tion permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails ... that known and potential public .safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you fo support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construcUon project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Signature Address 

Printed name 

Ctt v~'e . Ja i.-1dv °'- @ ~41\ , CtVVi 
Email 

Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

De?.r Board Members, 

As a San Francis® resident, l urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San B.runo. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are -the major cayse of accidental ruptures bn gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigat,ng publfo safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. ;4fVW":~ 

. ~·:·-;l;~~· :• . . j .: :~ 
. ,•\. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicle?, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this-area. The ultimate future mini-diVision· of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a prop-osed street so t?teep, it wifl 
rank among the steepest in the world * too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues wouJd be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before .anv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Si9natUre 

\~---t~ ~ b\- S~ (A. ~\-~.X1.\ 
Address 

Me.-~ 
Printed name Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake · 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public ~afety over the rush-to~build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmentai Quality Act ("CEQN) Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 ~ the same type that blew up iri San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas 'transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only ·covered by dirt Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States, Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
p_articularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks~ and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck In this area'. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicies will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails ~ that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

l urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~JL / Signa re 

Ch)\te L~ 

Phone number {Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS-

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge y9u to prioritize our public s~fety over the rush-to-buitd. in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act f'CEQA ") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

. . 

. . 
Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement ot street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only cov~red by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for Its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck ln this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 

· have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world,. too steep for emergency vehicle access and many reg~lar 

vehicles. it is proposed as a dead-enQ street with no~turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind i11tersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the constructio_n permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and qotential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Email 

Phone number (Optional) 

4578 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to~build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act \'CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 -the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission p;pelines in the United States. ldentifying and mitigating publfc safety street issues 
before construction begins ls plain common sense, 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly -difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest In the worid- too steep.for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles.· It is proposed as a dead~end street with no-turn~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria onty, saying 
. public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails ~ that known and potential public safetv hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. . . 

Sincerely, 

Address 

Printed name Email 

Date Phone number (Optional) 

4579 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Franciscp resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a .CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical . 
Exen:iption ("CatBt) involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal · 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 ·the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines ln SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
"transmission pipelines ;n the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 

. before construction begins is plain common sense. , 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles; delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck In this are§, The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on'."street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it wi{I 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed a~ a deact..end street with no-turn-a.round at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the ~onstrucUon permits based on design crite~ia only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies." 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential eubfic safefv hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before §nv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this. construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

' ; iA J ~ _ j 0?14 "/<aritli!,f!,w'- fl~w 
Signature f 

k4 +-hi eet~ -J. : Ri·, { l ; p_s . 
Printed name 

Date 

2 07 (VJ OU i hr~ e_ S .. + 
Address 

k p S -f@ CoWtCl<Sf. Vlei-
Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal f!eights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake · 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act CUCEQA") Categorical 
Exemption CUCatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26n 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. ldentifying and mitigating publi.c safety street issues 
before constructio~ begins is plain common sense. · · 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that cr~ate 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the. world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~nd street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by oiher SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails- that known and eotentlal)2ublic safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents hapgen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~~~///[}rJfJ(/1/'f S:f S.FJJY//{J 
Signature . Address : 

La urn. Eresle r e~~;t-drr~il cth21 
Printed name 

Phone number {Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS-

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption (uCatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
.Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that bfew up in San Bruno. . . 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street COV$r protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation af!livities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. ldentifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before con.struction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult acce~s issues for emergE;}ncy vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you .to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption. appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 3rJJ MauHfieSheci Sfi cit 11/Jto 
Signature Address 

·nae~&.\ ·IN 1'\ t'< - Ha~t10 l ~ l ~ 
Printed name 

Qj/03/6016 
Date 

Ema if 
'.; 

(qt5) 421./ ~ 0·1 Sb 
Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Membersr 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge yqu to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Qualtly Act ("CEQA ") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

· Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 -.the same type that blew up in San Bruno. · · 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline ~ it is 
only covered by dirt Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines In the United States. ldentifying and mitigating publ'ic safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense • 

• r 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is k11own for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles. delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-stree.t parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. · 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental.agencies. 

I 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known cind potential public safety hazards be 

addressed throygh established CEQA protocols before any accidents hagmzn. 

l urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Pri ted name 

:Ju(:j )r ~Of & 
Date 

Address 

Phone number (Optional) 
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_July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review~ Our safetv and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Stre~ have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, hoWever this particular plot of land, encompassing 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
,, Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag_edY. is fresh -in our minds. 
~Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

- The proiect site's proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

- The structures would create a north-facing_ solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols witl be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complet~ environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also req_1..1est that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

Sincerely, 
\S\~ 

r;Jprne & Sign 
-~\ ~k{\__ 'lJ-_ 
Email 

1 ~-tr:;· ~~Sow--C;t-
AddressS r: t e_A. qt..\ I. \_t) 

l'--(1-l l~ 
Date 

Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
Soard of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for EtJvlronment Review - Our safety and even our Jives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
significant, potenti~lly life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
.., Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety pr-otocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of lif~ and property. All 
safety· guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. · The ·san Bruno 
trag~dY. is fresh in our minds • 

.. Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Resic;lents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is' the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

1 The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

~ The project site's proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

,, The structures would create a north-facing_ solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all larid use near pipelines, and we expect assurarwes 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that the5e protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. · 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by. 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

Sincerely, J Cl~.f '/fu hd-t? rJin t-tt-k:. 

Jttl'1 ft:. -
Address 

Hl5--7t.1-4(14K 
Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco; CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review - Our satetj! and even our lives are at stake. 

. Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Fol$om Street hav~ been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing. 6 lots and a street rig}lt of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: . 
- Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~dy is fresh in our mi11ds . 

.. Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. . 

, The pr<>ject•s lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

- The proiect site's proposed steep street presents a si9.11ificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. · 

.. The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking_ significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

, This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this. undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking iss~es are 
addressed. 

Email 

t'1 tc.~'- <!),,,. .. /,,- -
/

"1 • ' '"~lc...C..:.( 
1/v• 
'/ I 

~{ J n I 
I /o?-

Address 

Phone {optional) 

4586 

I 
Date 



July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors · 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review~ Our §afetv and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review •. however this particular plot of land •. encompassing_ 6 tots and a street right of way •. poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
> Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential toss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with. residents. ·The San Bruno 
trag~dy is fresh in our minds. 

> Haz;;irdous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages a,nd the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking. on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes_) Dellverytrucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

>- The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. · 

> The proj~ct site's proposed steep street presents a sig_nificantthreat to drivers and residents,. 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. · 

> The structures would create a north-facing solid.wall blocking sjgnificant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

. . 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline lnfonned Planning. 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence. from you and the responsible City agencies. that these. protocols. will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your oppo~unifY- to keep Y.Our promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and alt appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the. safety measures and o:versight are. transparent to. the impacted. aeigtibors and the. trafficlparking. issues. ara 
addressed. 

Sinc.erely~ { 

~U~ •avrnmana Nan::&sign; 
140 Peralta Avenue 07/04/16 

Address Date 
rayver6@hotmail.com 

: Email Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
·Soard of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review - Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two tots at3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have boon given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rig_ht of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
- Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place. resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The Sari Bruno 
trag_edy is fresh in our minds. 
~Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
. have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) _Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles1 and visitors will be forced \o park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. . 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health. and safety. 

-:- The proiect site's proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

,. The structures .would create a north-facing_ solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Ptanni.ng 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the resp~nsibJe City agencies that 'these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportµnity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review ls undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted n~ighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

'. -- f!.t !t1 
~ 

Name & ~;:rl"c,.f{: Q_ t)vrt f.;;!,l().,...--- Address lfi ·s: fvf ,21il {) 
Email Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Rgguest for Environment Review - Our safetv and evep our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land. encompassing_ 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
significant, potentially life.-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
... Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E g~s pipeline without industry 
· recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~dY. is fresh in our minds . 

.. Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered · 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction yehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the stree~ blocking 
access to many homes. 

1 The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. . 

- The project site's proposed steep street presents a sig,nificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

,. The structures would ~reate a north-facing_ solid wall blocking significant Pllblic vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard al.ong the open~space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible· City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

s /} . I /_,./ 4q\li> \ 
I I~ r,.,._,t+o.r ~ / /"\\LI li,, 

Addres~ tS j i.lf q 7 g O · · Date 

Phone (optional) 

fame & Signature 
. d'2ur7ur I '1 e 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request tor Environment Review ... Our safety and even our Jives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
$ignificant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
... Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline without indus1:ry 

recommended safety protocot·in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
tragedy is fresh in our minds. 

,,Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is fue potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many·homes • 

• The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

- The proiect site's proposed steep street presents a sig.nificant threat to driv~rs and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

,. The structures would create a nortlrfacing_ solid wall blocking. significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. · 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

1"'//(0 
)0f 1 h>(?e;vA sf ? ( L{ I ( ~ 

Address . Date 

Phone (optionaQ 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors. 

Urgent Request for Environment Review - Our saf~ and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two tots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental revJew, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rig_ht of way. poses 
significant, pbtentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These inc1ude: 
.,; Construction by a private develo~r over a 26" PG&E g.as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared With residents. ihe San Bruno 
trag~dY. is fresh in our minds . 

. .-Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used wm be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking. on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
c6nstruction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. · 

F The project's lack of planning for garbage; recycling, and compost pickup wm impact both 
public health and safety. 

- The proiect site•s proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City . 

.. The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking sig_nificant public vistas 
from Bemal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure. that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also req_uest that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

7. ~ \{. - { (, 
Address Date 

Phone {optional) 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Han, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent RegueSt for Environment Review - Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

·. Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Fotsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
. environmental review, however this particular plot of land. encompassing_ 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
significant, potentially !ife..threatening1 Sa.fety hazards. 

These include: 
... Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline without industry . / 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life ~md property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~dy is fresh in our mindS . 
...-Hazar~ous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusabl~. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street.where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicle$, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. . 

~ The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

- The proj~ct site~s proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. , · 

.. The structures would create a north-facing_ solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. · 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols th~t should be followed for all land use near pipelines1 and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. · 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and afl appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also reqµest that 
the safety mea$ures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffictparking issues are 
addresseQ. · · 

· Sincerely, 

N}t\\iA L trz f A¥ ~·,J 
.~awe~nature ~ 

LW~ 
Email 

Address : 

Phone (optional) 

4593 

Date 



JulY1 2016 · 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review - Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two tots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review1 however this particular plot Of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street right Qf way, poses 
significant, potentially life-ihreatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
"' Construction by a private developer over a 26'' PG&E gas pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. AH 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~dy is fresh in our minds • 

... Hazardous traffic c0nditions ·at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on~street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.} Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and Visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. · 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

- The prolect site's proposed steep street presents a sig.nificant threat to drivers and resident;>, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

· * The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Sc:tfety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
arid evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. · 

. This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable. hillside. We also reqµest that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

/\AVlD'f,A:.l"--(\.- ~ 

Aw..~" l \-\~ 
Name & Signature · 
~~ ~l.{C!.k ~ ~ 
Email \ Phone (optional} 

. 4594 



July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review - our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rigtrt of way_, poses 
significant, potentially flfe.-threatening, safety hazard$. . 

These include: 
:.. Construction by a private developer overa 26" PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety ·protocol in place, resulting in the· (>otential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The Sar'! Bruno 
trag~dy is fresh in our minds. . 

.-Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two gar<;i.ges and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusaple. Residents will be ·forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivei:y trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. . 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

-· Tiie project site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

- The structures would create a ilorth~facinQ.. solid wall blocking_ siQ.nificant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Boarct and Pipeline Informed Planning . 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

. This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also reqµest that 
the safety measures and oversight are transpar~nt to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 



July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review- Our safety and even our Jives are at stake . . 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given ~tegorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing. 6 lots and a street rig_ht of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
,,, Construction by a private deve!oper over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place. resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~d~ is fresh in our minds. 

;Hazardo.us traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking. on a street where space is already 
s~vereiy inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the bas~ of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

, The project's 1ack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety . 

... the proJect site's proposed steep street presents a significant th~eat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City . 

.. The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City.agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your pror:nise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also reqµest that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

lrJ= Cves-~ ~· 71/t--/;~_· 
Address Date 

Phone (optional) 

4596 



July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

. Urgent Request for Environment Review .. our safety and even ou~ /Ives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
.. Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline without industry . 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~dy is fresh in our minds. 
~Hazardous traffic conditions at the corner of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no .on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking. on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential fOr 4 additional new homes.) .Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickUp will impact both 
public health and safety. . 

- The proiect site's proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to .drivers and resid_ents, 
and a Habillty issue for homeowners and the City . 

.. The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking_ significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for an land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
~~~ . 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impa~ted neighbors and the t~ffic/parking issues are 
addressed. · 

Email Phone (optional) 

4597 



July,2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review - Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
significant, potentially tife.-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
- Construction by a private developer over a 26'• PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~dy is fresh in our minds . 

... Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets.. The projects 
have no on-street parking .. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park. at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. . 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will imp~ct both 
public health and safety. 

- The proj~ct site's proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City . 

., The structures would create a north~facing soJid wall blocking_ significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for au land use near pipelinesf and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols wm be thoroughly 
adhered to. , 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and.all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undevelop_ed and vulnerable hillside. We also· request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

Sincerely, 

J4;;;~ Sf,o'Jl, ~I~ 
Name & Signature ~ Address 

j-Q /,?I ce,_ OL-r d- / ~ -----------
Email V , 1: C ,,. . Phone {optional) 

/ o.. r...-ro (; ._,~ . 
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July; 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Haff, San Francisca, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review - Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental reviewt however this particular plot of land, encompassing. 6 tots and a street rigJit of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These inclUde: 
' ,,. Construction by a private developer over a, 26" PG&E g_as pipeline without industry · 
· recommended safety protocol in place. resulting in the potential loss of life and.property. All 

safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
tragedy is fresh in our minds. 

,,,Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking on a street where space is already 

. severely inadequate. (And; there is the potential for 4 additional new homes,) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehiC!es, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, bloci<ihg 
access to many homes. . . 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. · 

- The proiect site's. proposed steep street presents a sig_nificarit threat to driVers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

M The structures wo~ld create a north~facing solid wall blocking_ sig,iificant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park, 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land ulie near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly · 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also reqµest that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

1/LJ/c;>o/k 
Date 

Phone (optional) 

4599 



July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA'94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request tor Environment Review~ Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
- Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~dy is fresh in our minds . 

.. ·Hazardous traffic conditions at the ~omer of Folsom and Chapman streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents wiU be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

' . . 
, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 

public health and safety. 
- The project site•s proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents •. 

and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 
, The structures would create a north-facing_ solid wall blocking significant public vistas 

froni Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation S~fefy Board and Pipeline lnfonned Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by. 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

Sincerely, 

'):$_v1N. "fivf;tl-j. ~ b5'°s---_i-.:1fl.-<;t- Sf 'Jlt/3\ 7/l// t~. 
Name & Sig.nature ~ Address · 
Kub. f Cc;l:!f:ri1ttZi!.J1Je'1_f{()l..'J['j· cc~ 

Date 

Email Phone (optional) 

4600 



JUiy, 2016 
Board olSupervisors 
City Hall. San Fran~isco. CA 94102 

Oear Supervisors. 

.YrgentRequestfor-EnvironmentReview .. Our-safe:tf and even·our"liws-areatsfllke. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 FolsQm Street have been given categorical exemption frol"(l 
enVironmenta1 review1_howeverlhis particular plot of land,_ encompassing_ 6 lols and a street right of way,_ poses 
~ignificant, potentially life-threatening, Safety hazards. · 

These include: · 
- Construction by a private developer over a 2.6" PG&E gas pipeline without industry 

reco.mmended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. AU 
safety guidelines ~nd oversight must be transparent and shared With residents, The San Bruno 
trageqY. is fresh in our minds. _ 

#liazardous tra~c conditions at fhe comer ofF()lsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used witl be rendered 
unusable~ Residents Will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequa\e. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Defivery trucks, 
construction venicles, and visitors will be forced to paik at the base of the street, blocking 
access tQ many homes. - . . 

' The project~s lack of planning for garbageJ racycling, and compost pickUp will impact both 
public health and safety. · 

- The pro~ct site's proposed steep ~t presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents .. 
and a liab11fty Issue for homeowners and the City. · 

.. lhe structures would c;;reate a north-faci~Q solid wall blocking_ sig_nificant public vistas 
Jrom Bernal ttelgl\ts Boulevaro along the open-space park. , 

There are specific National TransportatiQn Safety Board and Pipel~ne Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that. should be followed for all land ~e near pipelines,. and vie: expect assurances 

. ·and evidence from you and the responSible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to~ 

- . 
This is your oppottunily to keep your promise to assure that citizens Of Sao Francisco are safe by -

requinnglhat a complete environmental review I$ undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped B:_Od vulnerable hillside. We ~so req_uest fhat 
'the scifefy measures and overslgnt are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking Issues are 
addressed. · · · 

4601 
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JUiy, cUlO 

Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review - Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing 6 lots and a street right of way, poses .. 
significant, potentially life--threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline without industry 
recommended safety protocol Jn place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
tragedy is fresh in our minds. 
Hazardous traffic conditions at the corner of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced-to search parking on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 
The projecfs lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 
The project site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 
The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
AH1ance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the· responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulne(able hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. ' · 

ct'l-· t.(0 

Name & Signature 
7:f-Ff5 2.Sffi ST ) F cf. g/4 /J& 

Address Daw 
l-A i.-<?-1.1 t<- • fro li'llA) e.. 
Email Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall. San Franci$co, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request tor Environment Review~ Our sgfetv and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review •. however this particular plot Qf land •. encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rig.tit of way,_ poses 
significant. potentially ·life-threatening; Safety hazards. 

These include: 
. ~Constructicm by a priVate developer over a 26 .. PG&E g_as pipeline Without industry 

recommended safety proto_col .in place, resulting in fue potential loss of life and property. AU 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with re$idents. The San Bruno 
trag_edy ii;; fresn in our minds. 

e Hazardous traffic conditions· atlhe comer of Folsom and "Chapman ·$reels. The projects 
have no on-street parking. two garages and the driveways currently used wm b& rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search paiking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And. there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and Visitors will be forced to paik at the.base of the $1teet, blocl<ing 
access to many homes. , 

a The project's lack of planning for gatbage. rei;:ycliog, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health arid safety. · 

•.The pro~ stte•s proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City . 

• The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking_ sig_nifioant public vistas . 
·rrom ·eemai Heights Boolevard along the open-space pa~ 

lb~re are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
ADiance protoeols that should be followed for all land use near plpelil)es;_ and we expect assurances 
·and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assur'e that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requirinU that a C0'1tplete environmental review"is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hilfside. We also request that 
'the saleiy measures and over$ight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

Sincerely • 

. ~ "-!Ni?tl4t_; 
Name & Sig_nature . 
'"~?\ ew ~e: y.(.\J.o~. ~ 
-Email ·Phone (optional) 

4603 



July, 2016 
Soard of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Fr~ncisco, CA.94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment, Review - Our saftf!ty and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this. particular plot of land, encompassing 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. · 

These ii:tclude: 
> Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E ga$ pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. AU 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents~ The San Bruno 
tragedy is fresh in our minds. 

> Hazardous t.,.ffic conditions at the· comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used wilt be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 

· access to many homes. 
· > The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup Will impact both 

public health and safety. 
> The projec:t site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents1 

and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 
> The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking significant public vistas 

from B.emal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
' . 

Alliance prQtocols that should be followed for all land u$e near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to.· 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this· undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the trafficfparking issues are 
addressed. 

Sincerely, · Zepporah Glass 
2..::-yY<r'lr«•h c1~~$ 
~~Q(,....ss. 

Name & Signature 
Zglass?S@gmail com 

Email 

7/5/16 
820 Lawton St. 

Address Date 

Phone ( optionaO 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, l urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. l ask that you support ~n appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx''} involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsoni Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline:- it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense . 

. . 

This hilly area of Bernal Heighis is known for it~ twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularlY difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-~ivlsion of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn~around at top. Vehicles will have .to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and e.otentia/ public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protoools before any acc;dents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal· Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

sincerely, 

· Signature 

·l\hu) h 17-all ( '€-t-
Printed name Email 

?,1 I ?cJ/1 b 
Phone number (Optional) 
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July 5, 2Q16 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

DearSt~~s, 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
significant. poientiat.ly !rr&~hre-.ateirWng. SEf.e'i.y haz.aroo. 

These include: 
:.- Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
tragedy is fresh in oor minds. 

,,. · Hazardous traffiC conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on~street parking: Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unu?able. Residents will be forced to search parking on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 

· construction vehldes, and visitors wifi be forced fo park a?. Ow base ot the stre.et. blocking 
access to many homes. 

,,_ The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
pubfic health and safety. 

,,. The project site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a HabiJity issue tor homeowners and the City. 

> The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that-should be foHowed for au I.and use near pipelines .. and we- expect assurances 
and ~yftj~rr_c:;e from you and the responsib1e City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. · 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and an appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hiffside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
-addressed .. 

Sincerely. fYJ. 

A> - !l. <!! t.' .j 4.-

~a~ Sle~icka 608 Peralta Ave., San Francisco 7/5116 
~uo 

Name & Signature Address Date 

nrslepicka@gmail.com 217-556-9449 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hau, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors1 

Urgent Request for Environment Review .. Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental reView, however this particular plot of laD.d, encompassing_ 6 tots and a street rigJ1t of way, poses 

. significan~ potentially life-threatening, safety hazards_ 

These include: 
..,. Construction by a- private developer over a 26" PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety .Protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag.edy is fresh in our minds . 

..-Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The pr9jects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be fOrced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking. 
access to.many homes. · 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety . 

.,. The proiect site•s proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

,. The structures would create a north-facing_ solid wall blocking:significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline lnfo~ed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly · 
adhered to. · 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
. requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and au appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is aj:>proved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also .request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addresse . 

!/IJ7 ~'l)n J~ 7{t ( Ile 
Add{9~t<;J l l/0/-ffl<fo Date 

Phone (optional) · 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review - Our safetv and even our liveS are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 351~ and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however 1his particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots arid a street rigJit of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. . 

These include: 
"' Construction by a private developer over a 26i' PG&E gas pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life_ and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and. shared with residents. The San Bruno 
tragedy is fresh in our minds. _ 

,.-Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
sever~y inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

' The project's lack of planning for garbage. recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

- The project site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

, The structures would create a north-facing_ solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pip~line Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for aU land use near pipelines1 and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate sa,fety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the trafficlparking issues are 
addressed. · 

Sincerely, 

Cr\sf\l\f.i\. 
Nam.e & Signature 
· cmhi304 €? lcUl\60. CQM 
Email . 

·Address . 
&rs) 4ol -084D 

Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Reguest for Environment Review - Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rig_ht of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
... Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E g_as pipeline withoUt industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. AU 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
tragedy is fresh in our minds. . 

.-Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely !nadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

~ The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup wm impact both 
public health and safety. . 

- The proj~ site's proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. · 

· ,. The structures would create a north-facing_ solid wall bloc~ing_ significant public vistas 
. from Bernat Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols wfil be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

Sincerely, 

(Ii:/(~ 
Date · ~ame & igpature L~ ~ 

CC litr>-e c.L1r_/1[3 ~ -t.dcf5VJ1 
Email . 

Address 

Phone (optional) 
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July; 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA ~4102 

Dear Supervisors • 

. Urgent Request for Environment Review" Our safetv and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on hvo lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, Safety hazards. 

These include: 
,., Construction by a private developer over a 26'' PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and properly. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag_edy is fresh in our minds . 

.. Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
·have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new.homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles. and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

' The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

- The proiect site•s proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

~ The structures would create a north.facing_ solid wall blocking sig_nificant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are .specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we e:xpect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are .transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

l 

Phone (optional) 
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July1 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review - Our safety and even our Jives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street ri@t of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening; safety. hazards. 

These include: 
- Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
tragedy is fresh in our minds . 

..-Hazardous traffic conditions at the corner of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. rwo garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents wilf beJorced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

1 The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. · 

- The proj~ct site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

,, The structures would create a north-facing_ solid wall blocking_ significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open.-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety.Board and Pipeline lnfonned Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed ·ror all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible· City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. · · 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved.for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight-are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the trafficlparking issues are 
addressed. 

/ 6 I _;§--;/1:17/U· o"i 
Address 
~!/ti-tfl -~IP-B 

Phone (optional) 

4611 

tflt·t'y 61'. ,?O//.> 

Date/ 



July, 2016 
· Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors1 

Urgent Reqµest for Environment Review - Our safety an~ even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental rev~ew; however .this particular plot of land, encompassinS: 6 lots and a street rig_ht of way, poses 
significant, potentially tife-f!lreatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
,,,. Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property •. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
tragedy is fresh in our minds. · 

,-Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be. rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking on a sti:eet where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

, The project's lack ·of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup wm impact both 
public health and safety. 

- The pro1ect site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

# The structures would create a north-facing_ solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and PipeU~e Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that shoul.d be followed for an land use near pipelines, and we expect-assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols win be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and ail appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved forlhis undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the trafficfparking issues are 
addressed. 

;;iko/b 
Date 

Email Pti6Jle{o6tional) 
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July, 2016 
$oard of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisc6, CA 94102 , . 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review~ Our safety and even our lives are at stake . 

. Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmenla1 review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rig_ht of way, poses 
significant. potentially llf~threatening1 5afety haiards. 

These include: 
,.. Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline.without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential Joss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag.edy is fresh in our minds; 

,,Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of F.olsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parl<ing. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 

. unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_· on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, anq visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

_ The proiect site's proposed steep street presents a sig,nificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

, The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning·~ 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use riear pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City ageneies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveioped and vulnerable hillside. We also reqµest that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

Name & Sig.nature 

Email 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hali, San Francisco, CA 94102 

. Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review M Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rig.ht of way, poses 
significant, potentially life.threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
.... Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E g.as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~dy is fresh in our minds . 

..,H3Zardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom aod Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. rwo garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. . _ 

1 The project's lack of planning for garbage, reeycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

_ The proj~ct site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
, and a liability issue for homeowners and the City . 
.. The structures wpuld create a north-facing soJid wall blocking significant public vistas 

from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for au land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also reqµest that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. · 

Sincerely, Rlt y (J. IJ5ffl 

~~ ~m& Signature Address 

Email Phone (optional) 

4614 

ij1s- c 1f'r-4b/r 

Date 7-?---2tf' 



July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francis.co, CA 94102 

Dear SUpervisors, 

Urgent Reguest tor ErJvlronment Review - Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rig_ht of way, poses 
significan~ potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
""Construction by a private developer over a 25n PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidefines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bru.no 
trag~dy is fresh in our minds. · 

... Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways ~urrently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents Will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehictes, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the stre~t, blocking 
access to many homes. 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. · 

- The proiect site's proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

,, The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open~space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in . 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also req_uest that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issu~s are 
addressed. · 

Sincerely,· 

'Jifl.t){..~ <.\'ttff1"1 
N_ame & Signature 
n1l!o(~jtlt1-1~ S.7@ 

Email 

... 

Jot ff(.E;N11S'.S ~ 
Address 

'ffs- - ol ~ - 'feto 7 

~I& 
Date . 

_Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

· Urgent Request for Environment Review - Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rignt of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
- Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~dy is fresh in our minds . 

.. Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
h.ave no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severE'.IY inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivefy trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the Qase of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

- The. project site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

; The structures would f;teate a north~facing_ solid wall blocking siunificant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipelirie Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence. from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

Phone (optional) 

4616 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors·, . 

Urgent Request for Enviro~ment Review - Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two tots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom .Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental' review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rigJlt of. way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
- Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E .g_as pipeline without industry 
~commended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~dy is fresh in our minds.· 

.. Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways eurrently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking on a street where space is already 
severely in~equate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the. base of the street. blocking 
access to many homes. 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

_ The proj~ct site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

4' The structures wauld c;:reate a north-facing solid wall .blocking_ significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurar:tces 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies tht;t.t these protocols win be thoroughly 
adhered to. · 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure t.hat citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete envirqnmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

I 31 /V'..V1I1~~ ~Iv( ,;6I,,_,,1.t 
. ~ame. & )li9.'}.?ture0 \>" . 'i.(oJ · {,,.. \-- Address "' t.( ,~ _ r.., /. 2 
. h t.rt~1 r.. JO cvf vbv. ,,. _t.-j,.i...;.}.;;...$ _ __,._l./ __ " __ b_1..,;_t._./_ 

· Email Phone (optional) 

Date 
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•. luly, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Halt. San Francisco, CA 94102 

· Dear Supervisors, 

Ument Request for Environment Review~ Our safetJ! and even our Jives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing. 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening1 safety hazards. 

These include: 
... Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E 9.as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resL1lting in the potentia1 loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
tragedy is fresh in our minds . 

.. Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driVeways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors Will be forced to park at the base of the street. blocking 
access to many homes. 

1 The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

_ The proiect site~s proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability i~sue for homeowners and the City . 

.. The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land.use near pipelinest and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citi;zens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside, We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are· 
addressed. 

( ~.\ 
. ame & SignatU(e ' 

. :Jt'lfLa(\ 
1 _ Address 
.\A. <S"U • CcfVll\. 

~~~~~~~~~~~-

Email Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Halt, San Francisco, CA 941. 02 

·Dear Supervisors; 

Urgent Request for Environment Review - Our safetv and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this parttcular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-.threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
"' Construction by a private developer over a 26n PG&E g~s pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
.trag~dy is fresh in our·minds. 

· ... Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer 'of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-stre.et parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
t.lflUsable. Residents will be forced to search parkinQ. on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. · 

- The project site's proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

"' The structures would create a north;.facing solid wall blocking_ sig_nificant public vistas 
from Bernat Heights Boulevard along the open--space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be follqwed for all tand use near pipelines~ and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies·that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

· This is your opportunity to keep your prqmise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental revi~w is undertaken and all ;;:ippropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also req_uest that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. · · 

Sincerely, 

f: <6CJ ~ :J · LtD .'P ~ ~~ 
~ame & Si nature . Address . j ~chl1Mtti.lf s/,c.5/a/,£,~ WS-t;'lf-<dfQJf 

· Em . . · Phone(optional} (~r ~ 
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Date: 

Board of Supervisors 

Dear Board Members, 

Request for Environment Review - Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical. 
exemption from environmental review, however this particular plot of land,' en".Ompassing 6 lots and a 
street right of way, poses significant, potentially life-threatening, safety and problems. 

These include: 
Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline without industry 
recommended safety protocol in place and made public, resulting in ihe potential loss 
of life and property. AU safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and 
shared with residents. The San Bruno tragedy is fresh in our minds. 
Difficult-to-manage traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. 
The projects have no on-street parking, and on~street parking wm be eliminated from 2 
more houses. {And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicle$, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, 
blocking access to many homes. 
The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impace 
both public health and safety. 
The project site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and 
residents, and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 
The structures would create a north"facing solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific NTSB and Pipeline Information and Protection Act protocols that 
should be followed for all land use near pipelines" and we expect assurances from you that 
these will be met. · 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to the keep the citizens of San Francisco safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and aJI appropriate safety 
measures are in place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped section of Folsom 
Street and the adjacent properties. We also request that the safety measures anq oversight is 
transparent to ihe impacted neighbors. 
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July5, 2016 

Board of Supervisors 
City Hall 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

I am writing with a strong request for an envirollm.ental review of the two 
constructions lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street in San Francisco. These sites 
have been given a categorical exemption from environmental review. 

This plot ofland, comprised of 6 lots and a street right of way, present significant 
safety hazards including, the one of most concern to me, which is ...... . 

the construction over a 26. lnch.PG and E gas pipeline without industry 
recommended safety protocols in place. 

In addition, the heavy equipment and truckS that will be used in construction will be 
extremely difficult and dangerous to navigate, blocking emergency 
v-ehicles to all homes and properties north o~ Chapman Street 

There are specific NTSB and Pipeline Informed Planning Alliance protocols that should 
be followed far all land use near pipelinesf and we expect assurances and evidence 
from you and the responsible Cit;y agendesthat these protocols Will be thoraugh{y 
adhered to. 

Please take the opportunity to keep San Francisco safe by requiring· that a complete 
environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any <;onstruction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable . 
hillside. 

Jtl~ (lli~an~ 
SfrRoscoe St 
San Francisco, CA 
94110 

July 5, 2016 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

D~ar Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review - Our safety and even our Jives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental rev-i.ew, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rig_ht of way_, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening) safety hazards. 

These include: 
- Construction by a· private developer over a 26" PG&E gas .pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place. resulting in fue·potential loss of fife and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~dy is fresh in our minds . 

... Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The. projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to $earch parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery _trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the b~e of the street, blocking 
access to ~any homes. · 

s The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

- The project site's proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

,. The structures would create a north-facing_ solid wall blocking sig,.ificant public vistas 
from.Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park: 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipeli~es, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This. is your opportunity to k~ep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also reql,lest that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffIC/parking issues are 
addressed. 

Sincerely. 

u~~ 
Address 

Email · Phone (optional) 
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Board of Supervisors 

Dear Board Members, 

Request for Environment Review - Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical 
exemption from environmental review I. however this particular plot of land, encompassing 6 lots and a 
street right of way, poses significant, potentially life-threatening, safety and problems. 

These include; 
> Constructlon'by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline without Industry 

recommended safety protocol in place and made public, resulting in the potential toss 
of life and property. All safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and 
shared with residents. The San Bruno tragedy is fresh in our minds. 

> DifficulH<rmanage traffic conditions at the corner of Folsom and Chapman Streets. 
The projects have no~ parking. and on-street parking will be eliminated from 2 
more houses. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, 
blocking access to many.homes. 

> The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling. and compost pickup will~ 
both public health and safety. . 

> The project site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and 
residents, and a liablllty issue for homeowners and the City. 

> The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Berna\ Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific NTSB and Pipeline Information and Protection Act protocols that 
should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances from you that 
these will be met 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to the keep the citizens of San Francisco safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety 
measures are in place before any construction is approved for tllls undeveloped section of Folsom 
Street and the adjacerit·properties. We also request that the safety measlires and oversight is 
transparent to the impacted neighbors. · · 

•••••••••••••••• j; 
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Date: 

Board of Supervisors 

Dear Board Members, 

Requestfor Environment Review- Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

· Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical 
exemption from environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing 6 lots and a 
street right of way, poses significant; potentially life-threatening, safety and problems. 

These include: 
> Cons~ction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place and made public. resulting in the potential loss 
of fife and property. All safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and 
shared with residents: The San Bruno tragedy is fresh in our minds. 

» Difficult-to-manage traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. 
The projects have no on-street parking, and on-street parking will be eliminated from 2 
more houses. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes) Delivery trucks, 
constructioh vehicles, and visitors wiU be forced to park at the base of the street, 
blocking access to many homes. · · 

,,,.. The projecfs lack ofplanning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impace 
both public health and safety. 

> The project site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and 
· residents, and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

> the structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific NTSB and Pipeline Information and Protection Act protocols that 
should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expec~ assurances from you that 
these will be met. 

This is your opportunity to k~ep. your promise to the keep the citizens of San Francisco safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety 
measures are. in place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped section of Folsom 
Street and the adjacent properties. We also request that the safety measures and oversight is 
transparent to the impacted neighbors. 

Sincerely, 

I r+'\ .1(ce.rtw, 
Name & Signature 
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Date: 

Board of Supervisors 

Dear Board Members, . 

Request for Enviro.nment Review· Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have·been given categorical 
exemption from environmental reviewt however this particular plot of land, encompassing 6 lots and a 
stfE?et right of way, poses significanti potentially life-threatening, safety and problems. 

These include: 
l> Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline without indusby 

recommended safety protocol in place and made public, resulting in the potential loss 
. of life and property .. All safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and 

shared with residents. The San Bruno tragedy is fresh in our minds. 
l> Difficult-to-manage traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. 

The projects have no on.-street parking, and on-street parking will be eliminated from 2 
more houses. (And, there is.the potential for 4 additional new homes) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, 
blocking aceess to many homes. 

> The project•s lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and:ic.ompost pickup will impace 
both public health and safety. 

)» The project $ile'$ proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and 
residents, and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

>· The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific NTSB and Pipeline Information and Protection Act protocols that 
should be followed for all lant{ use near pipelines, and we expect assurances from you that 
these will be met. · 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to the keep the citizens of San Francisco safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety 
measures are in place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped section of Fofsoni. 
Street and the adjacent prop~rties. We also request that the safety measures and oversight is · 
transparent to the impacted neighbors. 
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Date: 

Board of Supervisors 

Dear Board Members, 

Request for Environment R~iew- Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at3516 and 3526.Folsom Street have been given categorical 
exemption· from environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassirig 6 lots and a 
street right of way. poses significant, potentlally life-threatening, safety and problems. 

These include: 
l> Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place and ma(f e public, resulting in the potential toss 
of life and property. All safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and 
shared with residents. The San Bruno tragedy is fresh in our minds. 

l> Difficult-to-manage traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. 
The projects have no on-street parking, and on-street parking will be eliminated from 2 
more houses. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, 
blocking access to many homes. 

)> The project's lack of planning for garbage. recycling, and compost pickup wiU impace 
both public health and safety. 

)> The project site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and . 
residents, and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

>- The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific NTSB and Pipeline Information and Protection Act protocols that 
should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances from you that 
these will be met. 

· This is your opportunity to keep your promise to the keep the citizens of San Francisco safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety 
measures are in place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped section of Folsom 
Street and the adjacent properties. We also re uest that the safety measures ~d oversight is 
transparent to the impacted neighbors ; 

~~~ ,~Di4L~2> S\ o7cob-Zo/l 
Name & Signature Address Date 
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[Date: j.,~ b, ~~(-. 
Board of Supervisors 

Dear Board Members, 

Request for Environment Review .. Our safetjr and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical 
exemption from environmentat reviewr however this particular plot of land, encompassing 6 fots and a 
·street right of way, poses significant, potentially life-threatening, safety and problems~ 

These include: 
~ Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline wlt!1out industry 

recommended safety protocol in pJace and made public, resulting in the potential toss 
of life and property. All safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and 
shared with residents. The San Bruno tragedy is fresh in our minds. 

};> DifficulHo-manage traffic conditions at the corner of Folsom and Chapman Streets. 
The projects have no~ parking, and on-street parking will be eliminated from 2 
more houses. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of 1he street, 
blocking access to many homes. 

> The project's lack of planning for garbage; recycling, and pompost pickup will~ 
both public health and safety; 

J:a' The project site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and 
residents, and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

> The structures would create a north~faclng solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open .. space park. 

There are specific NTSB and Pipeline Information and Protection Act protocols that 
should be followed for alt land use near pipelines, arid we expect assurances from yo.u that 
these wm be met 

This is your opportunity ta keep your promise to the keep the citizens of San Francisco safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review ls undertaken and a1rappropriate safety 
measures are in place· before any construction is approved for this undeveloped section of Folsom 

. Street and the adjacent properties. We also request that 1he safety measures and overaight is 
transparent to the impacted neighbors. 

Sincerely, 

/ttJ 'it/{; ltbl!PJf ~ 
Name&Si Address · 



Date: 

Board of Supervisors 

·Dear Board Members, 

Request for Environment Review- Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction ort two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical 
exemption from environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing 6 lots and a 
street right of way, poses significant, potentially life-threatening, safety and problems. 

These include: 
Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline without industry 
recommended safety protocol in ptace and made public, resulting in the potential loss 
of life and property. All safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and 
shared with residents. The San Bruno tragedy ts fresh in our minds. 
Difficult-to-manage traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. 
The projects have no on-street parking, and on-street parking will be eliminated from 2 
more houses. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes) Dertvery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, 
blocking access to many homes. 
The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost piekup will impace 
both public health and safety. . 
The project site's proposed steep street presents a signific~nt threat to drivers and 
residents, and a liability issue tor homeowners and the City. 
The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernat Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. · 

There are specific NTSB and Pipeline Information and Protection ACt protocols that 
should be followed for all land use near pipeliness and we expect assurances from you that 
these will be met. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to the keep the citizens of San Francisco·safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety 
measures are in place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped section of Folsom 
Street and the adjacent properties .. We also request that the safety measures and oversight is 
transparent to the impacted neighbors. 

Sincerely, 

MwrAl~e '() otecla · 
Ni?:::t~v~ 

2.9 IJo~ola(J//r 
Address ( Cj'!f lJJ./ 

7- 7c If; 
Date 
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Date: 

Board of Supervisors 

Dear Board Members, 

Request fo~ Environment Review .. Our safety and even our lives are at Stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categoricaf 
exemption from environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing 6 lots and a 
street right of way, pos~s significant. potentially life-threatening, safety and problems. 

These include: 
Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline without industry 
recommended safety protocol in place and made publi~ resulting in the potential loss 
of l~fe and property. ATI safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and 
shared with residents. The San Bruno tragedy is fresh in our minds. 
Difficult-to-manage traffic conditions at the corner of Folsoi:n and Chapman Streets. 
The projects have no on-street parking, and on-street parking will be eliminated from 2 
more houses. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes) Delivery trucks, · 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, 
blocking access to many homes. 
The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickUp will impace 
both public health and safety. . 
The project site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and 
residents, an~ a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 
The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
fr9m Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are ·specific NTSB and Pipeline Information· and Protection Act protocols that 
should be followed for ~II land use near pipelines, and we expect assuran~s from you that 
these will be met. · · 

. This is your opportunity to keep your promis~ to the keep the citizens of San Francisco safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and an appropriate safety 
measures are in place before any con~ction is approved for this undeveloped section of Folsom 
Street and the adjacent properties. We also request that the safety measures and oversight is 
transparent to thy..\mpacted neighbors. 

. i 
l 

I 

e & Signature , 

to /V 1J Ft Lr >l 
~ -1-h g t'V\~nOAJ 
~ f\ (tcah u.Sctth 4629 



Date: 

Board of Supervisors 

Dear Board Members, 

Request for Environment Review - Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction 9n two fats at3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical . 
exemption from environmental review, however this particular plot of land~ encompassing 6 lots and a 
street right of way; poses significant. potentially life-threatenin9t safe1y and problems. 

These include: 
Construction by a private developer over a 26"' PG&E gas pipeline withOut industry 
recommended safety protocol in place and made public. resulting in the potential loss 
of life and property. AU safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and 
shared with residents. The San Bruno tragedy is fresh in our minds. 
Difficult-t<rmanage traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. 
The projects have no on-street parking, and on~street parking will be eliminated from 2 
more houses. (And. there is the potential for 4 additional new homes) Delivery trucks, · 
construction vehicles1 and visitors Will be forced to park at the base of the street. 

· blocking access to many homes. 
The project's lack of planning for garbaget recycling, and compost pickup will unpace 
both public health and safety. 
The project site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to ,drivers and 
residents, and a liability issue for homeOwners and the Ciw. 
l}le structures would create a north-facing so)id wall blticking signi~cant public vistas 
frOm Bernat Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific NTSB and Pipeline Information and Protection Act protocols that 
should be followed for an land use near pipelines, and we e:Xpect assurance$ from you that 
these will be met. 

This is y.OUr opportunity to keep your promise to 1he keep the citizens of San Francisco safe by 
requiring tttat a complete environmental review is undertaken and an appropriate safety . 

. measures are in place before any ci>nstruction is approved for this undevelope(i section of Folsom 
Street and the adjacent properties. We also request that the safety measU..es and oversight is .' 
transparent to the impacted neighbors. 

Sincerely, 

Q-\ y\t·t\,~ C . N\.{ l.lfo ·111/J&. 
Name & Signature. Address Date 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review- Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, er:icompassing_ 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, Safety hazards. 

These include-: 
.. Construction by a private developer over a 26,, PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
- safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~<fy is fresh in our minds • 

...-Hazarqous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom anq Chapman Streets. The projects
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents wiU be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (Md, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

, The projeCt's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public -health and safety. _ 

- The proiect site's proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents,· 
and a liability i$sue for homeowners and the City. 

~ The structures would create a north~facing solid wall blocking_ significant public vistas _ 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open~space park. 

There are- specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we exPect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

· This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco ·are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before ariy construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also reqµest that 
_the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. -
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review~ Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given <;ategorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rig_ht of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
,,. Cor:-struction by a private developer over a 2s~· PG&E gas pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must b~ transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~dy is fresh in our minds. · 

.-Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable·_ Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street Where space is already 
sever~ly inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery. trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access· to many homes. . 

1 The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and corqpost pickup will impact both 
pubHc health and safety. . 

- The prolect site's proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers ahd residents, 
and a liability i$sue for homeowners and the City. 

, The structures would create a north~facing_ solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline lnfonned Planning 
· Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 

and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols win be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. Wa also req_uest that 
the safely measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the trafficlparking issues are 
addressed. 

7- s·-1~ 
Name & Signature Address Date 

Email Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco1 CA 94102 

Dear Superv1sors, 

Urgent Request ior Environment Review - Our sat~ and even our Jives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3$16 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental rev.iew,. however this particular plot ·of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening1 Safety hazards. 

These include: 
"'Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E g~s pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag_edy is fresh in our minds • 

... Hazardous traffic conditions aUhe comer of Folsom and Chapman streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking.. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a streetwhere space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new hom&S.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors wilt be forc;ed to park at the base of the street. blocking 
access to many homes . 

... The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

-. The proiect site's proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability i$sue for homeowners and the City. . 

* The structures would create a north-facing_ solid wall bto.cking .significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
·and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 

'- adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens Of San Francisco are safe by 
· requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
·place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

3(or5 fQLSJr7 Sl .. 
Address 

Phone (optional} 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for EnVironment Review - Our safe!¥ and even our live§ are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rig_ht of way, poses 
significant. potentially life.threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
"'Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E: g~s pipeline withQut industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents.' The San Bruno 
trag~dy is fresh in our minds . 

.. Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors wilt be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access lo many homes. 

, The project'$ lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup wiU impact both 
public health and safety. 

- The proiect site'.s proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. · 

# The structures would create a north-fac.ing. solid wall blocking $ignificant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these profocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens Of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable .hifiside. We also reqµest that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. . r/ 
S

. . /_ /'----/ ,-? 
in9~11ely I , •.•.. /. • ./ /_..· 

··-·--· I ..,,. I ·, /,/ ·-... -- I / / w..-u· 
·-· - ~' fr:.:? - -· /'1. 

(~ :~1~;;···', 6 /~l/Lfe~;/ 
Ud~~ ; Cl:h.?~ . ~· P-4-

? 

;JPP1/;::0~.br<? 
Address · Date 

,l'.· /' 
Email C' I./ ,,; / ..-1 

_::;:,C/Zc~-r. uy· Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 
:-) 

Urgent Request tor Ertvironment Review - Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two tots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a· street right of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatenin9t safety hazards. 

These include: 
#Construction by a private developer.over a 26J' PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting hi the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
tragedy is fresh in our minds . 

...-Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park atthe base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage,. recycling, and co~post pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

- The prolect site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

~ The structures would create a north-faci~g_ solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

' 
There are specific. National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 

Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. · · 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undert~ken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction Is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also reqµest that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

Sincerely, 
. /'. .. 

-~,. 1~~-<· 

Address 

f:;vr Jµt. ~T" -1f)//f 
Date / 

1 

. -.Ia# & _Sign~ture , 
~~~·h~o~J~0__:::a;:...:...:A.....,_..._._-..::._:.+~=..:::i:~·u'Vl1. ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Email Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request tor Environment Review~ Our sat~ and even our Jives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given· categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however .this particular plot of land, encompassing 6 lots and a street rig.ht of way, poses 
$ignificant, potentiaUy 1ife-threatening1 safety hazards. 

· These include: 
.,, Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline Without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, .resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~dy is fresh in our minds . 

... Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. rwo garages and 1he driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parkir'l9. on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.} Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blool<ing 
access to many homes. 

1 The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and ~afety. 

- The proiect site's proposed steep street presents a siunificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

~ The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking significant puhlic vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that,stioulq be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

-, r· ..._. -1 
sinceretyU/l I \ / 

/i.} /l j l .. 
\ / )!..../ L.ri I ./ 
""-~·/ ... V\.,.// 

i I 

Tl s /!'b 
Date f / 

Email Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors · 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review - Our safetv and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These. include: 
... Construction by a· private developer over a 26" PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. AU 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~Y- is fresh in our minds . 

..-Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a streetwhere space is alreadY: 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehiclE?S, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

·, The project's lack of planning for garbage. recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

- The proiect site's proposed steep street presents ·a significant threat to dnvers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeoi.Nners and the City. 

, The structures. would f.:reate a north-facing solid wall blocking_ significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocc>Js that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assu~ances 
and evidence from you and the responsible Cify agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is ~pproved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 

addressed. ~· .t1 .,,, -·· · 
.·? / f I~ 

/ l ,,.. .,/ .j,l, ff.) 
Sincerely, / (1 «i/{/_,.,:,)M. (l{-t:·LY v,,. 

I //;,--.. ..-~· ' I -
,~.j 1 < fi /r:- L t: 1.--- Ii 1-c11 :-i .<""o_ /. c,A/-Je; f i 2 1
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1.., .-Jl·r 1 r/ii.- J y 'J\.../ 7.."J, :;-Of{.. 

I · I 
.\Jame & Signature , .· -~· .. ,,. -· Address . c..· Date ·1 

-
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Email Phone (optional} 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review - Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rig_ht of way, poses' 
$lgnificant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
$" Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential foss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
tragedy is fresh in our minds. . 

.. Hazardous traffic. conditions at the comer of FolsQm and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. · 

' The project•s lack of planning for garbage, recycling~ and compost pickup will impac;t both 
public health and safety. 

~ The proiect site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability i$sue for homeowners and the City. 

A The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernat Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. · 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any coristruction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also reqµest that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

1~2 .. 0.fl' 
Date 
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July,2016 
Board of SUpervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review· Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rig.ht of \{'lay, poses 
significant. potentially lifewthreatening, Safety hazards. 

These include: 
""Constructi9n by a private developer over a 2.6" PG&E g~s pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential lOS$ of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
tragedy is fresh in our minds. 

,, Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on~street parking. rwo garages and file driveways curr~ntly used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents wi.11 be forced to seatch parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
constrl.tctioo vehicles, and visitors wiQ be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

I The project•s lack Of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup Will impact both 
public health and safety. · 

~ The proiect site's proposed steep street presents a· sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

; The structure$ would create a north-facing_ solid wall blocking_ significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-spaCEl: park. 

There' are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies thatthese protocols wiJl be thoroughly. 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also reqµest that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffiC/parking issues are 
addressed. 

Sincerely, 

/ ~--M~ ·l.,.J l. f2 f { ~ vJ vf' l-1.t. .n-· 7- ) - I Co 

~ame Signature Address Date 

Email Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Han, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors. 

Urgent Request for Environment Review - Our safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review~ however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
- Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E g~s pipeline without industry 

· recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno · 
trag~dy is fresh in our minds . 

.. Hazardous traffic conditions at the -comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusc~ble. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
cdnstruction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost piCkup will impact both 
public health and safety. · 

- The project site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. . . 

, The structures would create a north-facing solid wall blocking siQnificant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be fol~owed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols wm be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for thiS undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

Sincerely, 

;fp-:'£~~d &f)t:j II ~t2rvl· 

Email 

! I; /L J';;{' / ,( ,f-.-
1 ... 7 /: .. ./ d,r,./i .;::, 

Address 

Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

' Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Bequest tor Environment Review - Our safetl/ and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review. however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street right of way_, poses 
significanti potentially life-threatening, Safety hazards. · 

These include: 
,., Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E gas pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~dY. is fresh in our minds • 

.-Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes~ 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling,. and compost pickup wili impact both 
public health and safety. · 

~ The project site's proposed steep street presents a sigµificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City . 

.. The structures would create a north...facing_ solid wall blocking sig_nificant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park.. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 

. adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and aft appropriate safety measures are in 
place before. any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillsjde. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parltjng issues are 
addressed. 

Sincerely, 

·t · L?· l ~~ 
Date 

4641 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Han, San Francisco, CA.94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review - Our safety and even our livAA are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rigJit _of way, poses 
significan~ potentially life-threatening, safely hazards. 

These include: 
,,, Construction by a-private developer over a 26" PG&E g~s pipeline without industry 

recomm.ended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag_edy is fresh in our minds, 

.. Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where spac~ is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors wilt be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

1 The project's lack of planning for garbage, rer;:ycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

- The prolect site's proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents. 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

~ The structures would create a north-facinQ solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Allianee protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from: you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols wlll be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is unc(ertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable· hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures· and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors ~d the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

Sincerely, 

1-~-1&,· 
Date · 

Phone (optional) . . 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Rf¥luest for Environment Review - Our safetv and even our lives are at stake. 

Constrµction on two lots at 3516.and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rig_ht of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazard$. 

These include: 
.,.. Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. AU 
safety guidelines and oversight must be tr~:insparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag~y is fresh in our minds. 

,,Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-str~et parking. rwo garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking. on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. · · 

- The proiect site's proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability i$sue for homeowners and the City . 

.. The structures would create a north-facing_ solid wall blocking_ sig_nificant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

The~ are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alli.ance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and wa expect assurances· 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols win be thoroughly: 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hiDside. We also request that 
the safely measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. · 

Sincerely, 

<\.1_ o \) ,r\t&.\Mu~ t.(2 .. lJ .vv "' d ~ S't ~t l! l-(/ tO 
Date l / (p / / (p Jarne & ignature 

co.,t.a !tV\Qi'\e i o..hoo.co1tl\ 
Email 

Address 
ttt.; -121.o {>Coss 

Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent R!!QUest for Environment Review - Our safetv and even our lives are at stake. 
' 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental r-eview, however this particular pJot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rig_ht of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening; safety hazards. 

These include: 
"" Construction by a private deve!oper over a 2s•• PG&E gas pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. Atl 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag,edy is fresh· in our minds • 

..-Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

; The project's lack of planning for garbage, tecycling, and compost pickup will impact both · 
public health and safety. 

- The project site's proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and ~esidents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. · . 

~ The structures would create a north-facing_ solid wall blocking sig_nificant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be ~ollowed for all land use near pipelines~ and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San-Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a·complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriat~ safety measures are in 
place before any construction ls approved for this undeveloped· and vulnerable hillside. We also request that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issu~s are 
addressed. 

Sincerely, Ru:fh ~fru> 

&al..~~ 
Name & Signature Address 

Email Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
"Board ofSupervisors . 
City Hall, San Francisco. CA 94102 

Dear supervisors. 

Uraent Request tor Environment Review- Our safetv and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been giyen categorical exemption frof(l 
environmental review •. however this particular plot of land,, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rig_ht of way,_ poses 
$igriificant. p6terifially life-threatening, Safety hazards. · 

These include: 
• Construction·bv a private developer over a 26:i> PG&E gas pipeline without industry 

recommended safety proto.riol in piace, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. AU 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with re5iderits. The San Bruno 
trag~Y. is fresn in our minds. 

e. Hazardous traffic ~onditions· at ·the comer of Folsoin and Chapman ·streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential tor 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles. and visitors wm be forced to pai'k. at the base of the street. blocking 
access to many homes. . 

@ The project's lack of planning for garbage, ·recycling, and compost piCkup will impact both 
public health and safety. . 

e.The pro~ site's proposed steep street presents a si@ificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. · 

• lhe structures would create a north-facing_ solid wall blocking sig_nificant public vistas · 
·from Bernat Helghts Boulevard alollQ the open-space park. 

There are speqific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning . . 

Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelil)es;. and we expect assurances 
·and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review· is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction Is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also req_uest that 
lhe safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/partdng issues are 
addressed. 

Sincerely, 

7~ 'f. Ip 
Date 

Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors. 

UrgentBeguest for Environment Review .. Dur safety and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and. 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption froJ11 
environmental review,_·h<>Wever this particular plot of land,_ encompassing_ 6lol$ and a street rig.tit of way •. poses 
significant. potentially life-threatening, Safefy hazards. 

These include: _ 
•Construction by a private developer over a 26)' PG&E g_as pipeline Without industry 

rec::ommended safety prot«ol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San .. Bruno 
trag_edy is fresn in Qur minds. 

(.i'Hazardous-traffic conditions· at the comer of Folsom and Chapman streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking .. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be "forced to search patking_ on a street where space is already 
severely ihadequate. (And. there is 1he potential for 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors wiH be forced to paik. at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. 

-e. The project's ·1ack of planning for garbage~ recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

· e The pro~ site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residentsL 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

~ The structures would t;reate a north..facing solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
ftom ·aemat Heights Boulevard along the open-space park.. 

There ate specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land ~near pipelir:ies._ and we expect assurances 
·an~ evidence from you and the respons1b1e·city agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly, 
adbe~_d_to. 

This is your opportunify to keep-your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that ~ complete environmental review ·is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We atso reqµest that 
lhe safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neigtibQrs and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

IS'-5.3 5"'~b ~ 
Address . 
~'tu 2l:r PU.ti 

Date 

Phone (optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OFSUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-~526 Folsom. Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over1 near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 ~_the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no-pavement or street cover protects this pipeline- it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Jdentifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

· This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. -The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank. among the steepest in the world-· too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public satetv hazards be . 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusuar circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Date 

105 GAWAVf)5F q'{}/V 
Addre~s . 

_Yl!Oi~'4'J, e>Jq YIS@ C9J. ef)t\f:>tty. ed IA. 
· . Email -

(t, sb) %b ~ - 55/o q 
Phone number {Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Suppott Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA'') Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx.'1 involvinfJ a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom ~treet in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26'' 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno . 

. Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation acfMties are the malorcause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly ~ifficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world- too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

Tue SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only •. saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you 1o support the Bernal Heights CEQ~ Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. · 

u~ 
Signat1;.1re . 

Printed name 

Address 

Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, · 

As a San Francisco resident, r urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 

Francisco. l ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 351 &-3526 Folsom Street in Berr,ial 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the: same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no ·pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation actiVities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipeHnes in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for°its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 

particularfy cfrfficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction. vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this 9rea. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep} it will 

rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails ~ that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Signat~re Address 

Printed name Email 

7 / Z--/( b 
Date Phone number (Optional) 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent. Request for EnVironment Review - Our safety and even our Jives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land._ encompassing_ 6 lots and a street right of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, Sa.fety hazards_ 

These include: 
.... Construction by a private developer over a 26" PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting in the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag.edy is fresh in our minds. 

, Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to seareh parking_ on a street where .space is already 
severely inadequate. (And1 there is the potential fOr 4 additional new homes.) Delivery trucks, 
constr,Uction vehicles, and visitors will be forced to park at the base of the street, blocking 
access to many homes. . . 

, The project•s lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

- The proiect site's proposed steep street presents a significant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

,. The structures would create a north"facing. solid wall blocking significant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open~space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be (ollowed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly· 
adhered to. · 

This is your opportunity to keep your promise to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any construction is approved for·this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also req!Jest that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

Sincerely, 

7/r/filff!3 
Date N::J:: Signature , · 

Email ~ c j ~· t . lci,,..._c. 

Address 

Phone (optional) 
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July, 2016 
Board of Supervisors · 
City Hall, San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Supervisors, 

Urgent Request for Environment Review~ Our safetv and even our lives are at stake. 

Construction on two lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsorn Street have been given categorical exemption from 
environmental review, however this particular plot of land, encompassing_ 6 lots and a street rig.ht of way, poses 
significant, potentially life-threatening, safety hazards. 

These include: 
,. Construction by a private: developer over a 26'1 PG&E g_as pipeline without industry 

recommended safety protocol in place, resulting i~ the potential loss of life and property. All 
safety guidelines and oversight must be transparent and shared with residents. The San Bruno 
trag_edy is fresh in our minds . 

.. Hazardous traffic conditions at the comer of. Folsom and Chapman Streets. The projects 
have no on-street parking. Two garages and the driveways currently used will be rendered 
unusable. Residents will be forced to search parking_ on a street where space is already 
severely inadequate. (And, there is the potential for 4 additional new·homes.) Delivery trucks, 
construction vehicles, and visitors will b.e forced to park at the base of the street, blocking . 
access to many homes. 

, The project's lack of planning for garbage, recycling, and compost pickup will impact both 
public health and safety. 

; The proj~ct site•s proposed steep street presents a sig_nificant threat to drivers and residents, 
and a liability issue for homeowners and the City. 

,. The structures would create a north-facing solid wan blocking sig_nificant public vistas 
from Bernal Heights Boulevard along the open-space park. 

There are specific National Transportation Safety Board and Pipeline Informed Planning 
Alliance protocols that should be followed for all land use near pipelines, and we expect assurances 
and evidence from you and the responsible City agencies that these protocols will be thoroughly 
adhered to. 

This is your opportunity to keep your promi.se to assure that citizens of San Francisco are safe by 
requiring that a complete environmental review is undertaken and all appropriate safety measures are in 
place before any constru~tion is approved for this undeveloped and vulnerable hillside. We also reqµest that 
the safety measures and oversight are transparent to the impacted neighbors and the traffic/parking issues are 
addressed. 

:t(s/1~ 
Address Date 

Phone (optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

· Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Franciscp resident, I urge you to prioritize ou·r public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption C'Ca1Ex") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be acce5sed by a proposed steep_ street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26'' 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no -pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt Excavation activities are the major cause of aecidentaf ruptures on gas · 

transmisSion pipelines in'the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergenC¥ vehicles, delivery trucks,' and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in. the worfd M too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. , 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design crit~ria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies . 

..Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 

addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
· unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Printed name 

rlJafit-
te 

. \!::n, . - I A CJ--
. __1_k2 vV oe> ~ JI_ 

Address 

Email 

~ 

Phon~ number (OptionaO 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS-

· Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 1f!th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge y9u to prioritize our public safety over the rush~to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an· appear of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption {"CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street.in Bernal 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipefine·-it is 
only covered by dirt. Excayation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult :access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten.stuck In this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle acces~ and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure qood g9vemance prevails - th.at known and potentiaf public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents haee.en. 

f urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Printed name 

Date 

Address 

d-eJch~mol~V--f ~ CJ/vi~Z \ "6DfY> 
Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc9 resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. l ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Streetin Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, nel;lr, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

' 

. Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no -pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Exctlvation activities are the major cause of accjdental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilty area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersect~on. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and 12otential public safety hazards be 
addressed throygh established Ct;QA protocols f?e~re any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this consir1-1ction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Address 

Printed name Email 

Mc'h2~/b 
~ate Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatExAppeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public s~fety over the rush~to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption f'CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 -the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no-pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activiiles are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission Ripe{jnes in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
be.fore construction begiris is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks. and construction v~hicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate fUture mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead"end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. . 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevaHs - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights. CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Oat Phone number (Optional) 

4655 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD .OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge y9u to prioritize our public safety over the rush~t<rbuild in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26'' 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 ~ the same type that blew up in San Bruno . 

.Unlike other .gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pieelines in the United States. Identifying and m·itigating public safety street issues 
before construction beglns is plain commcm sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street wlth·no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents h;qppen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

sin~~·~V 
· · Signaiure 

\<°'-Mn I eeo fSGI f e ~ 
2-t>t 

Address 

\r k:tJL \ > ev=] HO @ C6 rnc.ecs+, V'e +-
Printed name Eman 

Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

· Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you' to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. ! ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA'') Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516~3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission prpelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
.. before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hllly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will. 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep. it Will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles.- It is proposed as a dead~end street with no~turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection.-

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
·addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmen1al review. 

Sincerely, 

Printed name 

Date - Phone number (OpUonal} 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July.19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, l urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx"} involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 -the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover pr~tects this pipeline- it is . 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction bagins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mjniwdivision of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be access~d by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with 'no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents hapgen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

72A .YLzf 
Signature ·Address 

To \Iv\ 83ER$C» L{) 

l
Printed name 

·7 --i-/ 1 G 
Email 

1
oate ' Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, l urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush~towbuild in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516~3526 Folsom Street ii:i Bernal 

· Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26° 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 ~ the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Un1ike other gas transmission pipelines in SP, no pavement or-street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating pubUc safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, deUvery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have goUen stuck in this· area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
. have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a ·proposed street so steep, it will 

rank among the steepest in the world~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

v~hicles. It is proposed as a dead"end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 

down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safefy issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 

addressed through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Ex.emption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review . 

. Sincerely, 

Signature 

J2frcler rs. rl2~ 
Printed name 

7fa..fk6 
Email 

'I&ateT . Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supp.orl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge. you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

.Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26° 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 ~ the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no-pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirl Excavation activities are the ma[orcause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmissfon pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common $ense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 

particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles .. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses wilt 

1 have no on~street parking. The development w!H be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be . 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. · 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEOA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. . ' . 

Sincerely, 

~~~ zoq Erfl¥te? .gr .. >t cA· q4((0 
Address 

o MU ~lA.:\ZJC@EffV(~ L "(!() tvS 
Printed name Email 

Phone number (OptionaQ 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS · 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of .our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Franciscp resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San · 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption- ("CatEx") involving a new housing. development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal · 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that.blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - rt is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the mator cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sens~.· 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on~street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, It will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, .saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - thaf known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols b~fore anjr accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA categorical Exemption ·appeal on July 19th. there are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review; 

Sincerely, 

76 ri::>eJes 6t '· §Ji,, &eto0--c1.a CA 9~/Jo 
Address 

Printed name Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Suppol1 Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-:-to-build in San 
Francisco. t ask that you support an appeal of a CA Envir<:inmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Height~ is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development.will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and_ many regular . 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety .issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 

addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

> 
I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal o!'l July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction projetj. that necessitate environmental review. 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge _you to prioritize our public safely over the rus,h-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("GatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516K3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - _it is 
only covered by dirt Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow-streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development wm be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. 1t is proposed as a dead-end street with no~tum~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

_The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
. addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support-the Bernal Heights C?EaA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

7lS- C'(Z1}<.S <;.f. s~ ~u~0seol (/ir .<"(l(l\t> 

Sigl"?ature Address 

ef}.. )v/ ~\) "r\f'~ Cu'r--v/, l?vtJt s@7~:I {;;A 
Errian Printed name 

1 /ZJ t~l &-
Date Phone number (OptionaO 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you ~upport an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CaiEx") involving a new housing development at 3516,-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street.: directly over, near, and arouna the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no -pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it ls 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public ~~feW: street issuj 
before construction begins is plain common sense. . ~ ·-
This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have· gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end sire.et with no~turn-around at top. Vehicles wilt have to back· 
down into a blind intersection. 

'\ 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential pubHc safety haiards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before snv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Slgnature 

.5f-c-t~~ ?._~I~ 
Printed name 

-z/;v/6 
Z rlate · .... 

».·.· ··· .. 

.5rttJ 2 'f>'-4.. 5f J? 5 F,· CIJ- .CZ//11 c/. , 
Address 

:::&rkC<.Pf-rc .v~~<J~~~ -~ 
Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community Is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisep resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. l ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categoneal 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep· street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult a'?cess issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini~division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 

. rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street wit.h. no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back. 
down into a blind intersection. · · 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria.only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other ~F governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails- that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEOJ:'. Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Signature . Address 

<ttr~~ ~l~ Ns~ l·~ t-0-f~ 
Printed name Email 

1.'V 1 <c 
Date Phone number (OptionaQ 
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LETTER TO THE .SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Stipporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, 1 urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorjcal 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109:. the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no-pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is · 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles . 

. Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep1 it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles witl have to back 
down into a blind intersection. · 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed throygh established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circ;:urristances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

s:~u(Y~ 
Sign~i\'re 

~~Ir CLV ~\:: 
Email 

Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernai HeiglJts CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco .. f ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly·over, near, .and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type thaf blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas ·transmission pipelines in SF, no ·pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Eicavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 

· rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails ~ that known and potential public safety hazards be 
· addressed· through established CEQA p_rotocols before any accidents happen: · 

l urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Email 

Date Phone number (OptionaQ 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush.:to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516--3526 Folsom Street in Bernal -
Heights to be accessed by a propos~d ?teep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines In SF, no ·pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation actiVities are the majQr cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

Thi~ hilly area of B~mal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ummate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with n_o-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department ~pproved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed ~hrough established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

f urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstan~s in this construction project that necessitate. environme.ntal review. 

Address 

Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Hei~hts to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas T~ansmission Pipeline 109 - the same .type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures an gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense.· 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest f n the world " too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end-street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by oilier SF governmental agencies. 

Pfease ensure good governance prevails'." that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CE:QA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Prin ed name f 

· 7~(~0 l f 
Oat Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Suppott Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, J urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. f ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed .bY a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 ~ the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
. only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the mafor cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses wm 
have no on-street parking. The development wm be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

l urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

qq110 
Signature Address '· 

5An!olr"fl TocA~ 
Printed name Email 

Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER.TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights -CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you· support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical . 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a.new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
tratismiss;on pipelines in the United Stat~s •. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow str~ets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have r:io on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, lt will 
rank among the steepest ;n the world" too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehic!es Will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria oniy I saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please- ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential eublio safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you 'to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
· unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Since~~ 
qlf llV 

Address 

. p (e_ ~tq s \.co 
Plinted name Email 

? /i- /[6 
Date Phone number (Optionaf) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety ~four community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you $upport an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA'1 Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516~3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street~ directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 

· PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects thrs pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental roptures on gas 
transmission pipeHnes in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is kriown for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delive,.Y trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The d~velopment wm be accessed by a proposed stre·et so steep, it will 
r~nk among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-aroun~ at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. . 

Please ensure good.governance prevails - that known and eotential public 5atetv hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

. . . 
I urge you to support the BernaJ Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

. unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review .. 

1Sq /llJoult?'<:~ s1 1~ W'crnc&o 971/o 
Address 

Email 

Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
·The safety of our community is at stctke 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. l ask that you ;support. an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA') Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street M directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pip,eline 109 M the same type that blew- up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 

only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the mafor cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission_ pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins Is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult <;lccess issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicle.s. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division -of six houses wit! 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead.:end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. -

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. -

Please ensure good governance prevails~ that known and potential public safetvhazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necess~tate environmentql review. 

Sincerely, 

C .. )~· 
Signat1:1re ( 

Chv1~~1lt-te_,,. J) .14/~SStrtrJto 
Printed name 

DatJ 

131 t:~ls~ 
Address 

Email 

Pho11e number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA'} Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") invotving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no ·pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipeJ;nes in the United States. ldentifyjng and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Severa! fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development wm be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It ls proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top .. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

· The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safefy issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Signat';lre Address 

$ SA1..-A$KC) 

Printed name Email. 

7 /L ft~ 
Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-tcrbuild in San 
Francisco. t ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption {"CatEx") involving a new housing development at·3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around 1he vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

· transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles . 

. Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in th is area_ The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles_ It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 

down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria.only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety haza'rcis be 

addressed through established CEQAprotoco/s before anv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQ~ Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Cflf JI D 
S1gnat~re . Address 

Printed nbY~ ~ 
Date , Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatExj involving a new hOusing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26h 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the ma;or cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pigefines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating pubHc safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area_ The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will· 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 

down. into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
'\ 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Signa1.1;Jre Address 

A\£)( C.\JUY\~~s cl~'ts ·~°"'-~ ~v-r--~\.(faYvl 
Printed name 

1cf:-l \lo 
Email 

Phone number (Optional} 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx.'1 involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26'' 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or.street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
pubtic safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails ~ that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through-established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on J~ly 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that neceS;Sitate environmentaJ review. 

Address 

Printed name 

1/lfr-1~ 
Date Phone number (OptionaQ 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San. 
Francisco. l ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516~3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street:- directly over, nea.r, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street c6ver protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation actMties are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. rdentifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction beglns is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
h~ve no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
-rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It ls proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circui:nstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

' Printed name 

Date 

91) f!t4Jf(f.( 
Address 

Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal ·on July 19th 
The safety of our community ;s at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of Ci CA Environmental Quality.Act ecEQA") Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep stre~t - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 ~the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - if is 
·only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipeline's.in.the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult ·access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery 1rucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in -this area. The ultimate future mini-dMsion of six houses will 
have no oh-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed· street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 

down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design.criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails~ that known and potential public safety, hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Address 

Email 

2/2 /;t 
, I 
Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

· Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx.'1 involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street~ directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini~division of six houses will . 
. have no on~street parking. The development ~II be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency· vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Departm.ent approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by .other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safetv hazards be 
addressed through established GEQA protocols.before-any accidents happen. 

r urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. 'There are. 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that'necessitate environmental review. 

Address 

Printed name · 
~vln~~ock~h~ _p.}r_ t:-

Emai1 

D t L Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members • 

. As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask tllat you support an appeal of a CA Environmentaf Quality Act (''CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption {"CatEx'') involving a new Musing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and.around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

·This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create . 
· particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The t.11timate future mini-division of six houses '1'\(ill 

have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The Sf Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public :safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. . 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights·CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
. unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~:: v~ ~ 
·Printed name ~ 

Address 

Em'ar~~@ 1f6o. cfav 

· Pho.ne number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD-OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Qualify Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing ·development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United states. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. -

This hiJly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
parficularty difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by oij)er SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance p_revails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQAprotoools before anv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal oh July 19th. There are 
. unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San FranGisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to.:.build in San 
Francisco; I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption eeatEx") involving a new. housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
-only covered by dirt Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public \safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 

· rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles wUl have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails • that known and potential public safetv hazards be 

. addressed through established ~EQA protocols before any accfdents hafwen. · 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th .. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

f31] ~ r;f-. 
Address 

~~k.-t~~~L. '-JYL 
Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The _safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush4o-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") invofving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near1 and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maforcause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed b)". a proposed street so stE;iep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Departmerit approved the construction permits based on design criteria· only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies· .. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safetv. hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental reView. 

Sincerely, 

~~ ~--A-dd-re-:_<t'_Z._5_~ __ 1_. __ S1,_F._~,.._q_Lf_I 3 LJ-

:;;' Tt.J";_t'I lr/a.s- h / "!J WY\ . 

Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July.19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize· our public safety over the rush-to~build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEX') involving a new housing development at 351 &3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
HeigJlts to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

_ 

·PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmissiory pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

.transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult acce~s issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses wilt 
have no on-s.treet parking_ The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will . 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

. vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design crite~ia only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencie$. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols befo"re any accidents happen . . 

I urge.you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There.are. 
_unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Phone number (Optional) 

4685 



· LETTER TO .THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street~ directly over, near, and around the vintage 26'·' 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 10·9 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Urilike other gas transmission pipelines in SP1 no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the mafor cause of accidental ruptures· on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States~ Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction be.gins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Serna! Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
· have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 

addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents. happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Signature Address 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prior~tize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
· Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act (1'CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no ·pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt Excavation activities are the ma[or cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common.sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it wm 
rank among the steepest ;n the world~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 

down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only; saying 
puplic safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safetv pazards be 
addressed through establish~d CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Address 

Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

. Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a propo.sed steep street~ directly over, near, and around the Vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no -pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before constr:uctlon begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow' stre·ets that create 

particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses wiit 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world w too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 

down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by ot.her SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails ~ that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that neeessitate environmental review. 

Address 

q /d r1jrJ€Jt.Jw'\fJt /. UJu_. 
Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality A.ct ("CEQN) Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a n'ew housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 

only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is krwwn for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
pa.rticularty difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate Mure mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no~turn~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. · 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails ~that known and potential public safetV hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before· an'{ 9ccidents happen. 

J urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

ft!tJ:CSUJ. SI 5r 'tllffo7 
Address 

\ f f!ff\ &s (tJIL frV 1 fL--. 
'CJ Printed name 

IN e-W:}~ -::>vfi v 'S "'-'@. '( ~ , CeJ\1,..-
Ema1 

1 h--((--fu 
Date \ Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Suppoit Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
fhe safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, l urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush~to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Stree1 in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street· directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 ~the same type that b!ew up in San Bruno. · 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no ·pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United states. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction .vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultima.te Mure mini-division of six houses will -. 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world -too steep for emergency.vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehic!es will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and eotential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

J urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~ Sig;~ 

~}\J~ ~~ 
Printed name 

Date 

Address 

Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Suppott Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake · 

Dear Board Members. · 

As a San Francisco resident, 1 urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. l ask that y'ou support ah appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Aci ("CEQA') Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing .development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street iii Bernal . 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

I . 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before constructlon begins is plain common sens·e. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
ran!< among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles .. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no~turn-around ·at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a.blind intersection .. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety iss~es would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevaHs ~ that known and eotential public safetv hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA grotocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

-·--·-. 31 

(r 

Print~d name 

Address _ f 

f1~ Ji).. kb <\a\'\ w ;\ \ [ l\\,-:\ QClk--o-· . c, 
Email . 7 

+411 Ct joate 1 Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July _19th 
The safety of our community is a_t stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Ex.emption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed s1eep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating publio safety street issues 
bef~re construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on:-sireet parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank amo.ng the steepest 1n the world - too steep for emergency vehicle a?cess and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria onry, saying 
public safety issues would be.addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

f urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusu.al circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review: 

Sincerely, 

~naure Address 

p1;) I ,co .5 )8'Ytl'/l/rA-'-C1C\ __________ _ 
Printed name. 

1/1 / 1 fj 
Email 

Pate Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA catEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, · 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act «<CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption {"CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516~3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that btew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline -: it is 

only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipeJ;nes in the United states. Identifying and mitigating publfc safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 

rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails H that known and potential eublio safety hazards be 
addressed through estabHshed CEQA protocols before any acCidants happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA categorical Exemption appeal on JuJy 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

/ Signat~ire Address 

Printed name Email 

D te . / ·Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516N3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
~G&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipeHnes ;n the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, deli~ery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed· street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too .steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no;...tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQI;\ Categorical Exemption appeal on Jufy 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this constru<?tion project that necessitate environmental review. 

Signature Address 

· S <AL- Q£tJ C.UNP)l'\J\ 
Printed name Email 

ZI ~-fit:; 
Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. l ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act \CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("'CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E. Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 ~ the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike ether gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas . 
transmission e/eelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development wilt be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it wm 

. rank among 1he steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end· street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

Tue SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
pubJic safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be. 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Address 

Printed name Email 

7-/1 -/6" 
Date · Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS · 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

·As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality.Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" · 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same· type that blew up in San Bruno. 

, Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street covecr protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 

· before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehfoles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking: The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will . 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 

addressed through established CEQA erotocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on .July 19th. Th_ere are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

rinted name 

Date 

'2.& C> <AN.) Olf .. Avi---#"b'D,Z. 
1 
(f (f\ 9'tllo 

Address 

Email 

Phone 11umber (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Suppott Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear ·saard Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I .ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelfnes· in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

Tflis hilly area pf Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehictes, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have·gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world- too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only,·saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. · 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 

addressed through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen_. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal-on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances·fn this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Printed name 

1!2]\lP 
Date 

/ l 
I' 

1 

Address 

Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD· OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco residentr I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption ("GatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26 11 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline.109 -the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it ts 

only covered by dirt Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmiss;on pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before. construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hrlly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 

particularly difficult access issues for emerQency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 

rank among the steepest in the world~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The Sf Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any acCidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical .Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

a11z A-mens Sf- > F C/Lf II 2-
si9flt~re Address 

He, o l L 4"' v- 1 "' s /anj;.;s e W'/tqC...._ c-~ 
Email 

Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, t urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an aPPeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption ("GatEx') involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that cr~afu 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six house~ will 
have no on-street parking. The development wlll be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among t.he steepest in the world- too s~eep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 

down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good govemance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. · 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that nec~ssitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

:7anat':1re Address 

Na.Ja_,,lU 0// 
Printed name Email . . 

7. 2. If.:, 
Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to pri9ritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption f'Ca1Ex'') involving a new housing development at 3516~3526 Fofsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major.cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. ldentifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult aci::ess issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses wiU 
have no on-street parking. The development wilt be acces~ed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles .. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental ag~ncies. 

Please ensuro good governance prevaifs - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Signat':ffe Address 

\( ~t ~-£ v ; " e 
Printed name Email 

Date ·Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
F.rancisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx"} involving a new housing development at 3516~3526 Folsom Street in Bern_al 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - ~he same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, ·no pavementor street cover protects this pipeline - it rs 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipet;nes in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense . 

. This hilly area of Bernal. Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery tn,icks, and construct~on vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world • too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards.be 
addressed through established CEQA erotocols before anv accidents happen. 

t urg!? you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

1YIZ7 
Signature Address 

A . &et'k-&h+i?12--4/. 
Printed name Email 

7-2·-2f;ff 
Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake . 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to ·prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. l ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx") involVing a new housing development at 3516~3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109-the same type that blew up fn San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in Ole United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety. street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known. for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-divisfon of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. Jt is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. . . . 

Please ensure good governf!nce- prevails - that known and potential public safetv hazards be 
addresse.d through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th .. There are· 
unusual circums1ances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

efu·arJYrJ 
Signat~re Address 

C~( Aflr NAterirf; 
Printed name Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
' The safety of our community i$ at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, t urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
· Francisco. I ask that you support an app.eal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516~3526 Folsom Sireet in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no ·pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
partrcularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini~division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will .have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies; 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and eotential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

I urge yo.u to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this yOrtstruction project that necessitate environmental review. 

· Sincerely. 

Address 

Email. 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safe'ly of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize.our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act (uCEQA") Categorical 

. Exemption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516~3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights tq be accessed by a proposed steep street~ directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no -pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 

only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maiorcause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pie_elines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 

' before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hil!y area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits·based on design criteria onry, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevaiis - that known and potential public safetvhazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

CJM~A~ lo44 2 t ~~ Au?... Sf= CA °¥\--\l- f 
Address 

Cu.tz.ole.. l . fu. (f (L 
Printed name Email 

Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights C~QA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

· As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask ihat you support an appeal of a CA Environmentaf Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Ex.emption ("Ca~Ex") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage.26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 1_09 "the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover proiects. this pipeline -iit is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among ihe steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good go_vernance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents ·happen_ 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Address 

Email 

Date Phone number (Optiona~ 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you· support an appeal of a CA EnvironmentarQuality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516~3526 Folsom street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this plpeiine - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before constructl<>n begins is plain common sense. 

This hill{ area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area; The ultimate future mini-division of six houses wiU 
have no on-street parking. The development.will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues woutd be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safetv hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. . 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Address 

Email 

Date Phone number (Optional) 

4706 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask 1hat you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQN) Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new ho~sing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a propose.d steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26'1 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other-gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pip.eline - it is· 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
hav~ no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it wiil 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - thal known and potential public safetv hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical EXemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

,~ ,. . 
.. I 

r r fJfo~<L. A 
Address Signat~re 

IP\(A j; ttrva~ 
Printed name Email 

l/.~ / / 6 
Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in. San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("GEQA'1 Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposec;I steep street~ directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" · 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no -pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation acQvitk;s are the major cause of accidental ruptures on q~s 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini~division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking: The development will be accessed by a prqposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~epd street with no~turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back . 
down into a blind intersection: · 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits b~sed on design criteria only, saying 

. public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protogo/s before any acc;dents happen. 

f urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA categorical Exemption appeal on July j 9th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Address 

Printed name 

. 7 h-!1fe 
Date Phone number (OptionaQ 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supp<?rt Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to--bui!d in San 
Francisco. I ask that you supp.art an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up _in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in °the United'States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights iS known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicle$, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 

have no on-street parking. The development will be- accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 

rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a .dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based-on design criteria onfy, saying 
public safety issues woufd be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safetv haz~rds be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Berna[ Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~I~ /'fo ib_v/'U >!-
Signature· Address 

b e f /c ;8 \JJ h /teb6 Ne 
Printed name Email 

·1):2: I I 6 
Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF-SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members1 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-buHd in San 
Frantjsco. f ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Ex.emption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516~3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is· known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed stree1 so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the wo(ld - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevaHs - that known and potential public safety hazards be· 
addressed through established CEQA profocofs before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Phone number (Optional) 

4710 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

. Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintag~ 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no -pavement or street cover protects this pipeline- it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on qas 
transmission pipeJ;nes in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehrcles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. · 

. . 
The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria onfy, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~ b\c'-J.1~ ST- S\=cA 0 tl-i \ \@ 
Address 

Printed name Email. 

. , 
Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS · 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
_The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 

Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmenfaf Quality Act (''CEQA") Categorical 
- Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Stree1 in Bernal 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pa~ement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. · 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and c0ngested narrow streets that create 
particular!y difficutt access issues for emerg_ency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicfes. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

Tile SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF g_ovemmental agencies. 

please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safetv hazards be 
addressed through estabJ;shed CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this'.·constructlon project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

lL~ 
Signature 

]o~h~1 vvrf1~ ~ 
Printed name 

<J.\.Y \ ~ 'l-
Date Phone number (Optional) 

4712 



LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our pul:>iic safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. f ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"} Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no ·pavement or street cover protects fhis pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public ~afety street issues 
before construction begins ls plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
.rank among the steepest f n the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It.is.proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 

down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only; saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA ·protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~ . r'/s-~r.'41-11.Jd, ~.('tt 7f1z1 
Address. /. 

Printed name 
.rkc ~ ~~.J-CV>'> 

Email 

7 /z/1it' 
Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Suppott Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th· 
The sat~ty of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. f ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
ExernpUon.("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near1 and around the vintage 26'' 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109-the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelfnes in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dii-t. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. ldentifyin·g and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world- too steep for emergency vehicle.access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed a~ a dead-end street with· no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure gooct governance prevails - that known and potential public satetv hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circums1ances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~ J77-;'fJi Sf, Sf= tt'll!J3 
Address 

oftad1aind'C~ q ~ C{d1?l 
Email 

Signatl:lre 

. 7}f:t VI)) 5/McfJ-!V) 
Printed name 

·7/2-//h 
Phone number (Optional) 

4714 



LETTER Tb THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
· The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an _appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-~526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the mafor cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating. pubnc·safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of.Berna) Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction v:ehicles. 
Severar fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini~division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The devel'opment will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for ~mergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before· any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Email 

Date " i Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush~to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"} Categorical 
Exemption r'CatEx"} involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26'' 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heighfs is known for Its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
pa!iicularly difficult acces~ issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks;· and construction vehicles. 
several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses wiil 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, ·1t will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

Tue SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria onfy, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazsrds be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Signature Address 

Printed name Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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-LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. i ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental. Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

. Exemption ('CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed .steep street - dir~ctly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas . 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hltly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several. fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development wifl be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it wilf 
rank among the steepest in th$ world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. · 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria.only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public satetv hazards be 

addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Address . Signature 

<{era vi>o-J ~E"~ 
Printed name Email 

. Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Franciscp resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. J ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act (''CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption ecatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by ,a propo$ed ste~p street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other g~s transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins ls plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty a.nd congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no ·on-street parking. The· development wiU be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles wHi have to back 
down into a blind intersectlon. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
pubric safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance.prevails- that known and potential publiosafetv hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents hapf)f?n. 

I urge. you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusuat'circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Emai! 

Phone number (Option~!) 
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LETTER TO THE SF.BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our. community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a--san Frar 1cisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush~to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA u) Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx') involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street" directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the· same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street'issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles.· 
Severa! fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by_ a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-tum-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

Tue SF Planning D~partment approved the construction permits· based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addre$sed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Piease ensure good governance prevails M that known and potential public satetv hazards be 
addressed through estabHshed CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

l?irlly, 
jl 

'\ ~ S-ig-n-at-~-re---:-----~-
Address 

Printed name Email 

Lfe 7/thL, 
Date · Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community. is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption \CatEx"} involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this prpeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the ma;or cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street' issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particufarly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. lt is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA ·protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQf\ CategoricaJ Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

.~/ 

date I 

Address 

Em;,)1°' V; f A-~ )A /..oo. C8'--

&~0 ._5<j-r-r;<J19 
htr )\ C L~ J) la; A-=f"~J.t vt-J.) 

Printed name 

3)2r}[0 
Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

. Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exei:nption ("CatEx") invoMng a new housing development at 3516.~3526 Folsom Street in Bernal . . 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the sa·me type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the ma;or cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and. mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks; and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
Clown into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construcfion permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before- any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQ/:\, Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances In this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Printed name (/.VI Email 

(b 

·oate Phone number {OptionaO 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights-CEQA GatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, ·1 urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") categorical 
Exemption {"CatE:x") involving a new housing deve!opmenfat 3516-352$ Folsom Street In Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 .. the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike .other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline ~ it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the mafor cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. rdentifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles. delivery trucks, and.construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini~division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access arid many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. · 

Tue SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressee/ through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

r urge you to support the Bernar Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on Jufy 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Address 

Date . Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appe~I on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 

Exemption ("CatE:x') involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - dir~ctly over, near, and around the vintage 26" · 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 -the same type that blew up in San Bru.no. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in Sf, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities ·are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United states. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the wodd - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-arounq at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safetv hazards be 
addressed through estabfished C£QA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~t\ 
?£D()x~l41A M JOJ\'\!Qnltsfo ~ qjuo 

Si Address 

Printed name Email 

'\\~\,v 
Date Phone number (Optional} 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPJ;RVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community ls at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public s~fety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption {"CatE:x") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed _by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 ~the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

·Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covere·d by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruetures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. ldentifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hHly area of Bernal Heights ls known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucJss have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for· emergency VElhicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with noAurn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure aood governance prev9ils - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before snv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~!~ Address 

Email 

Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 

Francisco, I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act (~CEQA'i Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vintage 26n 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks1 and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 

rank among the steepest in the world M too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will· have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

!he SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA 'protocols before any ?ccidents happen. 

I urge you to suppor:t the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Signature Address 

\ SAAifk,S-h@ vtfo'kM~ 
Printed name Email 

'1-)·~\0 
Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD-OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Soard Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I ~rge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco" I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption {"CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. ldentifyrng and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construcfion beglns is plain common sense. 

This hilly area o.f Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be. accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many re~ular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria onfy, saying 
public safefy issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CE.QA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQf\ categorical Exempiion appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate envir-0nmental review. 

"2- F((SN~ s;f 
Address 

s-i;-~ of- 14-f (V 
Signature ,~ 

Cfle-~l~ J~\d;3 
Printed name 

7Lf I/ 6 
Date/ / 

~=~ \l9_5 ~~~In Cg( a kicJ _ 
Phone number (Optional} r1 ~ 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Support Bernal Heights· CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Franclscp resident, I urge you. to prioritize our public safefy over the rush-to-build in San 
f rancisco. ! ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categolical 
Exemption ('CatEx"). involving a new housing development at 3516~3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near. and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas tre?nsmission pipelines in SF, no pavemenf or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas · 

transmission pipelin_es in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction b~gins is pta.in common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles wiU have to back 
down into a blind intersection. · 

The SF Pfahning Department approved the construction parmlts based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would _be address_ed by other SF governmental agenci~s. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known ancl potential pubiio safety hazards be 
· addressed through established CEQA protocois before anv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal-Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal_on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances _in-this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Adpress 

Printed nam Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

. As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing devefopment at 3516~3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
H~ights to be accessed by a proposed steep street~ directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
.PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 M the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF; no ·p~wement or street cover protects this pipeline - if is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of acoldental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before constructle>n begins is p1ain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult aGCess issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 

rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potea.tial gubfic safety hazards be 

addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents haeeen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are ' 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessit~te environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Phone number (OptionaQ 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

SuppoJt Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Oear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge yi;>u to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appear of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx''} involving a new housing development at 351 &-3526 Folsom Street in Bernat 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it. is 
only covered by dirt Excavation actfvJ1fes are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before constructlon begins ls plain commo·n sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles1 delivery trucks. and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-divil)ion of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. n1e development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it wlll 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~end streetwith no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance·prevails - that known and potential publiq safety hazards be 
addressed throygh established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

f urge you to support the Bernat Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~ Address 

j~ ·l ~bs iLQ_ ~ot""°'-U .(>vVI 

Printed name Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Suppott Bernal Heights CEQA · CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisc.o resident, I urge y€;>u to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516~3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

Helg~ts to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activitfes are the major cause of aqcidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipefines in the United States. ldentifyihg ~nd mitigating public safety street issues 
before constructlon begin~ is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congest~d narrow streets that create 
particurarty difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery 'trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future minlwdivision of six houses will 
have no on-,street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will · 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~end stree~ with no~turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved 1he construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other SF govemmenial agenci~s. · 

Please ensure good governance 11.&.vai/s - that known and potential public safetv hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Signature Address 

~~ 'B(s\A\cr 
Printed ·name Email 

Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA Ci!!tEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake ' 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. t ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ecEQA") Categorical 

Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near,. and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipelfne 109 - the same type th.at blew up in San Bruno . 

. Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no ·pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. EXCfJvation activities are the ma;or cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipefines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before constructlon begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several tire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-t.urr:i~?round at top. Vehicles· wilt have to back 
down into a blind· intersection. ,. · .. , · · · 

·The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only. saying 

public safety issues would be addressed by other. SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 

addressed through established CEQA protocols' before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Printed name 

Address 

'{\f\(irt'l~-ti\~0 ~~l. ~ 
Email · 

Signature. 

~,.c__tA~d ~*~ 

Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Bqard Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you .to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
: Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
·PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike ·other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by d!rt. Excavation activities are the mafor cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United states. fdentifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The 4Jtimate fu1ure mini-division of six houses wilt 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 

rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end stree·t with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Pfanning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 

addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. · 

Sincerely, 

·= '2-1 4 '"? l ~ .-,;;(_ /1-o-t . S'f: 9 <)-/< < 
Address 

Printed name 

Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San_ 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Ex.emption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal . 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlik~ other gas transmission pipelines in ·sf, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. ·Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Berna! Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mirii-dtvision of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street With no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction 'permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF QOVernmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potentjal public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents haPPen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Printed name 

01r-O;;--/~ 

Date 

·"S5" C/f1 CA-~tD wA Y 

· Address 

Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF. SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmenial Quality Act ("CEQA'} Categorical 

Exemption e'CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed ~teep street- directly over, near, and around ihe vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109-the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike othet gas transmission pipelines in SF, no ·pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating pub He safety street Issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of BemaJ Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficurt access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Pfanning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other Sf governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potenfisl public safety /Jazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents harwen. 

I urge you to suppprt the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~ Address 

Printed me Email 

·7/A/ lb 
Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Suppott Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Qualfty Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("GatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 261

' 

PG&E Gas Transmisston Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike.other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no -pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the .maior cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the- world- too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn~around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

, The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through ·established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the 13emal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

ki.OlHk ' = 
{~ Signat~re Address 

0, W; HI Ouvf\0 
Printed name Email 

1/ a-/ \(Q 
Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. l ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"} Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Stree1 in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep _street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 ~ the same type that _blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt Excavation actiVitfes are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense.. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck. in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will . 

. have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

public safety· issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails ~ that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

t urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical f;xemption appeaf on July 19th. There are 
·unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

2.4313 M\r~'M~ A<\Je.. 1Sa\". DJHKic;V?
1 

cA 
Address '14-f tz.. 

Printed name Email 

Date Phone number (OptionaQ 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of o.ur community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, l urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
f rancisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Ex.emption ("CatEx") invofving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around tne vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that bl.ew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike ether gas transmission pipelines in SF, no 'Pavement or stfeet cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying a.nd mitigating public safefy street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This ~illY area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
r:;mk among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~end street with no.:.turn-around at top. Vehicles will have fo back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues 'would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good gove-mance prevails - that known and potential public %1fefi( hazards be 
addressed through established CcQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Address 

Printed name . 
~-,.,; 1,,. c "' \.""' et~ o tr'.,,,-L Lp ~ 

Email · 

Date Phone number (Optional) 
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. LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Suppo1fBernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, 1 urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask thatyou support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quaiity Act ("CEQA"} Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. · 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 

transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back . . 

down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. . . 

Please ensure good governance prevails ~ that known and potential public safety hazards be, 

addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. . · 

I urge you to support the Bernat Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on ·July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. . . ' 

Address 

f;\\t?S,11l\)1)@}1&\ ~ . ~ 
Email. ' 

Phone number{Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th. 
The safety of our.community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our publiG safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you :Support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatE:x'') involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, n~ar, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in Sf, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 

.only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the ma;or cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 

\ 

before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construCtion vehicles. . . 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street-parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. Lt is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensu@ good governance prevails - that known and potential public safetv hazards be 
addressed through estaQllshed CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 

unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Pnnted name 

Date 

I OS- (pr+lu ncl ftvu , &m Frt1ncl&oO 
1 
Ut '1 ~Ir o 

Address 

Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-buHd in San 
Francisco. l ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exem~tion ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516~3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street- directly over, near, and around the vint~ge 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 -the.same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no ·pavement or street cover protects this pipefine - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini~division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed b-y a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-:turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety is~ues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmentaf review. 

Sincerely, 

Address 

Printed name Email 

Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE.SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our co!11munity is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush~to-build in San 
Francisco. I as!< that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("GatEx'') involving a new housing development at 3516·3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street~ directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Uritike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only cov.ered by dirt. Excavation activities are the ma/or cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the Uaited States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The uitimate future mini-diVision of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development wlll be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction per:mits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safetv hazards be 
·addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQf:\. Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circlimstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

0 ..;; 

Signature -Address 

W ·,\St' n. ~15{ fgea tJ (.,. < l >"'\: ( l ~O {?) fJ l'1 t<. ,/. L1J --4-

Printed name Email 

Date Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF -BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal · 
Heights 1o be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline ·109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas tr~nsmission pipelines in SFi no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline-: it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation actMties are the major cause of accidental ruptures on qas 
transmission pipelines in the United states. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plaln common senser 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 

pubfic safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are ·. 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

· Signature 

r.~~~lt. .e 
~ Printed name 

. Ju.~·)./ ~· % 

Address 

~vrfe4 <;f ~Sr; 9l/i10 

~ers/JN l L/G ~ ~ac,· f .e~ 
E ii U 

/tf 

Phone number (OptionaO 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Supporl Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal.on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members1 

As a San Franciscp resident, I urge y9u to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

Heights to .be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipefin~s in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction beg}ns is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street' parking. The development wil) be .accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~end street with no~turn-around at top. Vehicles·wm have to back 
down into a blind intersection. · 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevajfs - that known and potential public safety hazards be 

addressed throyqh estabfished CEQA protocols before any accidents haRPen. . 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental r~view. 

Sincerely, 

3 f- b /jD~[f-ti e Sf~_ 
Address 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS· 

Suppolt Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a San FrCJnciscp resident, I urge you to prioritize our public ~fety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. r ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental QuaUty Act,C'CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ('CatEx") involving a new housin·g development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street~ directly over. near, and around the vintage 2611 

PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. · 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation actMties are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines ;n the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues ' 
befote construction begins is plain common sense.. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 

Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development Will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
ran.k among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no~turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. · 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure goo<J governance prevails - that known and potential public safety hazards be 
addressed through established·CEQA protocols before anv accid£?nts hapqen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusu~! circumstances in this construction project 1hat necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Gt~~ 2.gct . f1vJ,.or~c"l'-- a . r r= 9 '--/ (I [J 

Signature . Address 

Printed name Email 

·~ 

.o~ Phone number {Optlonal) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF· SUPERVISORS 

Suppott Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

·As a San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush~to-build in San 
Francisco. I ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption ("CatEx") involving a new housing development at 3516~3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 
Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly over, near, and around ·the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission Pipeline 109 ~the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no -pavement or street cover protects this pipeline - it is 
only covered by dirt. Excavation activities are the major cause of accidental ruptures on das 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
befOre construction be.glns is plain .common sense. 

This hilly area of Bernal Heights is known for Its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, d·elivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have gotten stuck in this area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so steep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world - too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 
vehicles. It is proposed as a dead~end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles will have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and 12otentia/ public safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before anv accidents happen. 

I urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project that necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

~re 

~~ (17\ bw;\\f'l 
Printed name 

111. i · I (. Vt 
Date 

Address 

®9XC1 LJ, qurn \() e <JID a1'1 . [Jl)'I/\ 
· E all 

lt1~ .1B1 (o3.'j1· 
Phone number (Optional) 
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LETTER TO THE SF BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Support Bernal Heights CEQA CatEx Appeal on July 19th 
The safety of our community is at stake 

Dear Board Members, 

As a·San Francisco resident, I urge you to prioritize our public safety over the rush-to-build in San 
Francisco. f ask that you support an appeal of a CA Environmental Quality Act (''CEQA") Categorical 
Exemption (''CatExj involving a new housing development at 3516-3526 Folsom Street in Bernal 

Heights to be accessed by a proposed steep street - directly _over, near, and around the vintage 26" 
PG&E Gas Transmission PipeHne 109 - the same type that blew up in San Bruno. 

Unlike other gas transmission pipelines in SF, no pavement or street cover protects this pipeline·_ it is 

only covered by dirt. Excavation activfties are the major cause of accidental ruptures on gas 
transmission pipelines in the United States. Identifying and mitigating public safety street issues 
before construction begins is plain common sense. 

This hilly area of Berna! Heights is known for its twisty and congested narrow streets that create 
particularly difficult access issues for emergency vehicles, delivery trucks, and construction vehicles. 
Several fire trucks have goiten stuck in t_his area. The ultimate future mini-division of six houses will 
have no on-street parking. The development will be accessed by a proposed street so s,teep, it will 
rank among the steepest in the world~ too steep for emergency vehicle access and many regular 

vehicles. It is proposed as a dead-end street with no-turn-around at top. Vehicles wiil have to back 
down into a blind intersection. 

The SF Planning Department approved the construction permits based on design criteria only, saying 
public safety issues would be addressed by other SF governmental agencies. 

Please ensure good governance prevails - that known and potent;al pubfic safety hazards be 
addressed through established CEQA protocols before any accidents happen. 

l urge you to support the Bernal Heights CEQA Categorical Exemption appeal on July 19th. There are 
unusual circumstances in this construction project 1hat ·necessitate environmental review. 

Sincerely, 

Signa1ure Address 

b h.er-~ ~\'eiv\S-~Ck '~ 
Printed name Email 

Date Phone number (Optional) 
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July 5, 2016 

Ms. Angela Cavillo 
Clerk 
San Francisco Board of Supervisors 
1 Dr. Carlton Goodlett Place 
City Hall, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

RE: Appeal of CEQA Categorical Exemption Determination 
Planning Case No. 2013.1383E 
Building Permit Application Nos. 2013.12.16.4318 & 2013.16.4322 

. 3516-3526 Folsom Street ("Project Site") 

Dear Ms. Cavillo: 

I am the owner of 3516 Folsom Street and the applicant for the referenced building 
permits, which are the subject the subject of this appeal. I am writing to request 
that Supervisor David Campos, an officer of the City and County of San Francisco, 
recuse himself from acting on or voting on the above matter. 

As you may know, Supervisor Campos owns a home located at 401 Chapman Street, 
which is within 500 feet of the Project Site. 

Pursuant to Section 3.206 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, "No officer ... of 
the City and County shall make, participate in making, or seek to influence a decision 
of the City and County in which the officer ... has a financial interest within the 
meaning of California Government Code Section 87100 et. seq. and any subsequent 
amendments to these Sections." 

Government Code Section 87100 states that "No public official at any level of state 
or local government shall make, participate in making or in any way attempt to use 
his official position to influence a. governmental decision in which he knows or has 
reason to know he has a financial interest." 

Government Code Section 87103 states that "A public official has a financial interest 
in a decision within the meaning of Section 87100 if it is reasonably foreseeable.that 
the decision will have a material financial effect, distinguishable from its effect on 
the public generally, on the official, a member of his or her immediate family or on 
any of the following: (b) Any real. property which the public official has a direct or 
indirect interest worth two thousand dollars ($2,000) or more." 

California Code of Regulations, Title 2, Division 6 sets forth the regulations of 
California's Political Reform Act and Sections 87100 et. seq. 

46130002/579525v2 
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Regulation 18702.2(a) provides a list of circumstances under which the reasonably 
foreseeable financial effect of a governmental decision on real property in which an 
official has a financial interest is material. The list of circumstances includes 
construction of, or improvements to, streets, water, sewer, storm drainage or 
similar facilities that would: · 

• Change the development potential of the official's parcel ofreal property 
(Regulation 18702.2(a)(7).) 

• Change the income producing potential of the parcel of real property 
(Regulation 18702.2(a)(8).) 

• Change the highest and best use of the real property in which the official has 
an interest (Regulation 18702.2(a)(9).) 

• Change the character of the parcel of real property by substantially altering 
. traffic levels, intensity of use, including parking, of property surrounding the 
official's real property parcel, the view, privacy, noise levels, or air quality, 
including odors, or any other factors that would affect the market value of 
the real property party in which the official has a financial interest. 
(Regulation 1870 2.2 (a) (10).) 

• Involve any decision affecting real property value located within 500 feet of 
the property line of the official's real property, other than commercial 
property containing a business entity .... (Regulation 18702.2(a)(11).) 

• Cause a reasonably prudent person, using due care and consideration under 
the circumstances, to believe that the governmental decision was of such a 
nature that its reasonably foreseeable effect would influence the market 
value of the official's property (Regulation 18702.2(a)(12).) 

The FPPC, in its August 2015 Guide To The Conflict of Interest Rules of the Political 
Reform Act, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit A, states that a material financial 
effect is assumed if the above maters are present. (See pages 7-8.) These laws, 
regulations and principals were applied as recently as June 21, 2016, in Oakland 
when its Civil Grand Jury found that City Council President Lynette Gibson 
McElhaney broke state and city ethics laws by interfering with the approval process 
for a S~unit development planned for a lot next door to her home. See, Exhibit B. 

The Appellants have stated in their Appeal Letter, dated June 3, 2016, that there are 
at least 19 "facts" that would result in damage to and diminution of value to 
neighboring residents. Many of the signers of the Appeal Letter live on Chapman 
Street, the same street that Supervisor Campos owns a home on. Supervisor 
Campos' interest in his real property would incur the same alleged impacts as those 
identified by the Appellants. His "injury" or "damage" is not similar to the public at 

46130002/57952Sv2 
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large, but rather is a locaHzed impad that mtgbt ~ffect, if at all, only the •neighbors in 
the nearby vicinity qf the project site. · · 

Based on the facts set forth herein, and the applicable conflict ofinterestfaws and 
reglilat!ons, .Supervisor DaVid Campos has a dear coriflkt offnterest in this matter 
and he should immediately i~eciise himself from taking any action qr participating in 
a,nyvote involving the Project Site, 

If.forsorhe reason Supervtscir C.a:rp:pos wflltiot be recusing himself on an matters 
and votes involving the Project, please let me knnw imniediately. 

Thank you; 

. . . . .. . . . 

C{:~ Supervisor DaVid Campos .•. ·.• 
GtyAttqrr1,eyDen11is J-Ierrera .. •. 
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Exhibit A 
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Recognizing Conflicts of Interest 
A.·Guide to the Conflict of Interest Rules ofthe :Political Reform Act 

Fair Political Practices Commission 
.Augu~t.2015 
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Conflicts· of Interest. 

Thi,s: gµid~ is pi:ovi¢.ci 9y tb,e E<:iir.foliti¢al Practices Commi$sion (FPPC)as a general overview of a pubilc offidal'sobfigations: 
under: the.conflict of interest rules provided: f6rfa.tM :Pofaical Refon:p Act (the Act); 1 rt is in,te)lded to. he1J:H:he :user spot ·situations 
ru;iQ. issue,s that may giy~ rise to ·\i con:flict .. The gllidc will p.tQvide answer~ to some of the. mote 90ID.mQ.1;1' que~tions: 

' ,, 

• Whl1tls a· conflict 9fin):eresttmder the Act? 
•.• Who rn.ust pe vigiJanJ about <:;onflicts of mt~rest? 
•• WhatJn:epaµtio.n.s ca;n bi::; tak;en fo prevent conflicts? 
• A con:i;lic.t ofinterest exists1 what now? 
•: Whetefo go for.help? 

A word of cauti6n .-•officials should not rely solely qn this gµide to e;nsute. ¢o:tnpUance With the A,ct~ but. should also consult the 
staJµfes.0fthe:Act, fueFPPC'.sregula,ti9nS:; @di:fn.ecessa:ry~ si;;i::;klegaladvjce, 

WhatJ~. a. conflict Qf inter.est und.~r th~ .A.ct? 

lri 1974, the -voters enacted the P-01itical Refo.r.t:n Act.2 IP. <idopting ·the Act~: the voters :i;ecogui,zed tha,t confligts ofinterest if): 
.goveto,me¢al. deciSiQ:n-;maj(fu.g by public. oJficialsposec:l ~ :significant 4~:µger, , · 

~'the people flhd and.declar.c;i.. .• 

a) .State and local government should se:rVe·th~needs ancLrespondto the wishes .of all.citizens· equally, 
withoiitTega:t;d to their wealth~· · 

b) Public. officials, whether elected. tit: appointed,. should perfonn their duties. in an irrlpart1a1 manner1 free 
· ft.Orn bias caused bytheh· own fina.ti9.ia1 interests. or the flnab;ciaJ interests ~fpersons: who ha.ve S\lpported. 

'th"' ' "3 ' e:rn .. ;. 

lJnderthe Act~ a public official will have a :statutory conflict of foterest with n~gt;Jtd to a particwar gove:bJJJient decision ifit is 
foreseeable thattlie outcomeo.fihe d.eeision will:have a frnc:incfal'ip1pact on.the offfoial'$ personal.fmm:i,ces· o:rother :fi,nan:cfol .. 
b;i,tete$£.s.4· Jn StJ.Ch .ca.St% tb,ere .i~ a.tislc. Of biased d~cision~makilig, that i;ould sac1jfice ;tb,e'.plibJic's. fu,te):est in, fayqr ofthe Qfficiru1$, 

·private :financial futerests; JD.fact; preventing conflicts: ofintex.est:was Gf' su.ch vital imporianc,e:to the voters: that the Act not unly 
'prohibits acmal biaitfo deoiSfo1Mnakfu.g but also ''.seeks to fotes .. mll .. , the appeatfillceqf posl)ibieJtupt<?pfieties."5 

. · 
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Conflicts of Interest 

Who must be vigilant about conflicts of interest? 

Public Officials~ The reach of the Act's. con±Uct of interest Il11es: is cortrt:ricmly misunderstood .or understated. The .Act applies tq ali . . . . . . . . .... . . 6 
•
1pu.blic officials," which is defined as "every :tnembet, officer, employee or coriSultarJ.t of a state or local government agency.'~ 

It is .universally recognized that certain elected public officials; such 1;1Si city councilmem:bers, city ;managers and c;~ty attorneys; lTI,Ust 
refrafu from deoisfon.,;mak.ing where a conflict of inter.est exists. These persons hold high-level positions of trust in government. 
However; tb.e·Actr s conflictof inter.est prohibition reaches milch fui+ther than high-level state and local· officials. The Act1 s conflict of 
il:iterest discL'osure and· disqilalifiCatiort: roles apply fo thousands of local and state public: employees ap.d officials. worldng tbroµghout 
California. · . · . 

Tfi~ Public'. Th.e Actrelfos. on indivjdual citizens to ).nonitor the decision~maldng oftheir elected and appointed repre:s.entatives .to 
identify whether they have a conflict of interest with respeot to:a :spedfi.c dedsion, .Much,ofthe enforcement of the: Act1 s conflict .of 
ititerest'provisiotrs:is.bas.ed on Citizen complaints.7 

· 

What precautions cart.be taken to prevent conflicts of interest? 

In order to' prevent a conflict of interest, a public of:ficfal ·should:. 1) .identify anc;l fully disclose the finandal interests thatmay cause a 
conflict; 2) understand the different types of financial interests, that m.ay he. the basis fo:t; a conflict;. and .3) consider whether the 
decision's :ef:fecto11 the qfficfats fiuancl:aHhte:i;est is reas9nably foreseeable and material.. Each step is. discussed ih greater detail 
1;elow. 

1 •. Idel1tify <:tnd fully disclose the fi11andal interests that rnay cauts¢. a, conflkt 

Pµblic. Officials:. Then,1o'st:llnportfi.,nttl;ring'an,offidal cap, do to corn.ply withfuis'lawisto·tecognize th.e types of interests fromwhich. 
a .conflict of interest .can arise. ::By iearning to_ teco gri,ize. these-interests, an official will be able to sp_ot potential problems and se.ek he~p 
from the agency;s legal counsel.ot fro1n.theFPPC.. 

In. fact,. officlal~ ·can take' steps io pfotectihemselves a)J.d the pub lie. from conflict ofW,terest decisiQns well in advance of making a 
specific go:Yeriiniental de.cision. The· Act requires that public officials a;t:)li,Ually disc16se. their financial interests on a·F onn 700 
(Statement of Economic. Interests). This is a requirement .because: the voters wh6 enacted the law recognized that an ii.nporla11t purpos.e 
of the Act was to. ,~n$.1:t,re adequat¢ disclosure~ 

2. 
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.conflicts oflnterest 

"Assets and income of public offipfols w.hic.h may be !llaforiallyaffected httMir officfal actions should be 
disclosed and in 1tppropriate qircUlll.stari:c~s tb,e officials should be disqualified :from actip.g in q:rder that confli()ts 
ofinteriest mayJ:)e ~aVqide(i. "8 

·· 

The financial fu:terests discfose_d include many ofthe interes.ts tl:la:t £onn, the basis Jor a conflict ~drequil'.e disqualifi9ation undedh~ 
Act, No ¢ne ha.s ;a col'.l,fl~c,t qf il:ite:i::est under the Act on general principles ot because, of personal bias regarding.a person or subject~ 
conflicts illlcter the Act are ba$ed on f111an¢.ial inter~sts. By thoroughly completing the Fann 700, the official is o:n notice of the type of 
:fuianciaJ in,terests he or she holds t}lat _rp_ay cause .a cpnfljc;t ofinterest. If the pffi:oialhas n<> interests tb,afgov1::u;r:pnental de9isions ¢an 
f111attcially affect, the ,official wili not h~f\f e· a coir.flict of fnterest.. 

The,Pµblic: Reqfilting officials f() pµbliely Qls9lose the;i:t ;financial interests allows the ge:p.~:r:al ptfblic to mo;11jtw· ~ offi<;<ial~s coli4iict. 
J:o:.Q;th~ wot<is,.anyin,clividµalAit~zen•panobtain.a-copy.ofthe_Fonn.700.filedbytheirlocaiorstate:·of:ficfal.to.d.etermine<whethetihe 
officiaihas a conflict ofintere.st with r.es;pect to a specific deciSion, This sei·ves as an important enforcement mechanism fch: the-Act's 
(]isgua:li.fii::<l#on. re-quireme-nts .. 

2~. Understand th~···dlfferei1ttypes·offfr1ancialintei·«~$ts fhatm~:.y be th¢·basts f.oratofiflkt~ 

Th¢re•are·.fivetypes•Ofipterests9
· that mayresultin dlsqualification:· 

., BHsf1~ess}ttvestitzem,. Empl()J'"tent or ivlanagemetit. An: official has a fin:ancial mtete$tll1 a busines_s 
el).tiJ;y in wJ:licJ.+tl:i_e of.ffoia1~ or fl.:i_e official's S,pouse, registet.ed domestic partner, ot dependent children .or 
an ageut has :invested $~,000 or itr;or~. 10 An official also has, a financial interest in a .business: e:o,tity for 
t\ihl~h-the official is a director, of;ficer,:partnei;, tn+stee, employee, or holds any position ofmanageme11t. . . . 

•• f1eqi ]'rop-erty. An official has afinancial iP,teres.t in real pr99e.rty in Whioh the official, or the offici;:i,1'$. 
spou$e, iegistered .C!-omestic pari::r;J,er, o:r dependent children~ or an agent has invested $2, 000 ormor~j and 
·f!;lsp in,<ce~'t4m.i~ft;>ehold intei-ests oftet,rns ofmore than a month.( excluding.,a,month".to~month.le.ase.Jtnd 
leases f()t teUJ1$;0f 1.e_s_s, t4art/i_ PlontJ:i,);11 

4' $ources of lnc(J1ne., An offiqialhas a iln:ancial intexe~tii:iJ:1nyqne, whether an individual oran 
o~gamzit:tiort1.:f!,omwhom.the officialhasreceived(or.fromwhom thenmdialh11-s.been prom,ised) $5-00: 
ot ip.c;;te b:i incQtn.¢ wi;thin 121nonths p1'iorto the dedsion, A.''soutce of.hi come" itic11.1des .a conili1unity 
prqpe1j;y interest fo. the spouse's or registered; domestic partner; s. i:t,icome, Therefo:re, a person fr.om 

$ 
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Conflicts of Interest 

whom the official's spouse or registered domestic partner receives income of $1,000 or m:ore; such that 
the official's oorru:ttunitypropercy share is $500 or mote, m:ay also be.a source.of a conflict ofihtetest.12 

In arj.dltion, if the spouse} regist~red<lomestic· partner or dependent children own 1 b percent of more of a 
business, the bfficial is considered tb be teceiving "pass.,tbrough income?' front the business's clients .. IIi 
other words, urnier such circumstanc~, the business 1 s dki;uts ma.y be (;(QliSid.¢red so wees of income to 
the officiaias well, · 

e Gifts .. An official has a financial interest in ·anyone~ whether an individuafor an organization, who has 
given gifts to the ·official that total $460 or more 13 withll1 12 months prior to the decision. 

• Personal Fina1ices. An official has a financial interest in decisions that affectthe official's personal 
expenses; income;. assets; or liabiilti~s, as well as those of the official's· immediate family; This is known 
as the "personal .financial eff~cts" tuk 

QuickTfp: 

.Not all of the financial interests that may cause a conflict of interest are disclosed on a: Form 700: A good exampfo 'is- ·l;Ul. officiaPs home •. 
It 'is common for financial effects ort art official's home to trigger a conflict of interest. Officials are not, however, required to disclose. 
th$i,rhome ontb.eForm700.1 · ·· 

3 ~· Conside1: whether the decisimfs effectm1 the offidal' s fxna11dal: interest is reasonably 
forese.eable and material.· 

The next steps all foot!$ o;n ):he specific governmental decision in question. At the heart of deciding Whether an official has a conflict of 
interest 1n a speCific decision is determining whether an effect on the financial interesfis reasonably for.esee.iJ.ple (mighttealistfoi;illy 
happen or iStoo tern.ate a possibility) and is material(fli::tancially importantenough),;:beterr:trinlngwhefher a decision's effects Ii.Te 
for_eseeable artd materialwill depend, ·onthe·nafure of the specific decisio11 :and the relationship .of the offfoiaPs :interest to the effects of 
the govemment~L d.ec1sions. · · . 

:4 
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Conflicts of Interest 

IS IT REASONABLY FORESEEABLE?14 

Is it a realistic possibility that the decision will actually affect the official's financial interest or is it too remote or theoretical? Two 
alternative tests answer this question depending on whether an interest is explicitly involved in a decision. 

·Ail Irit~~esiis. Explidtly inVoived iriHa J)ecisiori If: 

1) The interest is a named party in or the subject 
of a governmental decision, or 
. . 

2) · Tbe decision involves the issuance, renewa:l, · . 
approval, denial or revocation of any license, 

· permit, or other entitlement to, or contract 
with, the interest, or 

3) The decision affects the real property of the 
official as described in Regulation 
l 8702.2(a)(l )-(6). 

If Not Explicitly Involved in the Decision 

All other decisions, other than those above, are 
considered not explicitly involved in the 
decision. 

5 

: .. ·:.Theri · 

'Ii is re~sort~bl; fote·s~~able that the decision wiii h~ve · 
.·a material financial effect on the interest. 

Then 

If an interest is not explicitly involved in a decision, 
the financial effect on the interest is reasonably 
foreseeable only if the effect can be recognized as a 
realistic possibility and more than hypothetical or 
theoretical. A financial effect need not be likely to be 
considered reasonably foreseeable. However, if the 
financial result cannot be expected absent 
extraordinary circumstances not subject to the public 
official's control, it is not reasonably foreseeable. 

"'"-""""""""'""""""'"'""'_"_"~" 
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Conflicts of. Interest 

''I' QuickTip~ 
. For purposes, of being vigilant to avoid conflict ofintC)r,c;st decisions, keep the general n+le fu mind~ if the fmandal effect can 
. be, recognized as a rea1isti¢ possibility' and more.than hypothetical or theoretical; it is r¢aso:nablyfoteseeable. 

IS IT MATERIAL? 

The .FPPC ha:s adopted various rules (general and specific) for deciding what kinci& of fin,aucial effect$ ai;e important enough to trigger 
a co;n:filct ofipier~st :Generally, fot each of ±he five jnterests set forth. abov~, a separate materiaiity .standarct exists. The following 
charts reflect the materiality standardS that apply to each type ·of interest: · 

ll 1) 

2} 
3) 
4) 

. 5) 

6) 

T) 

Interests in Busi11ess.Eritities1s 
(Jncl'Udin~investm,eb.ts in, e1nployment ot positions with, or income froin business entities) 

lf Business Explicitly fuvolved ==.Financial Effect. Assumed tp. be :Material :·:::· '· ''::,,,:.:i~.,C:Ki·'·'f:A' .,.,., .. {·.:··: .. .,, ·'d .. ·:.·M"·''''~:··t.: :;..._;.;·.1··· :if. i ··.·• 
, ·~ ,PP. ss.1me .. ·.,,,a .e1rn , .·.··, ..... 

itf:B11sihess Not Ex'I} liCtti~tI1n1 o'tveci; : 

.Initiates the pro~e~by ~ling an applfeatl~. clrum, app®J; or request for other .~~~~/~;~~~J.~QJl\~~~~~~i~tl~~} 
government action; . . . . . . . ~-o • &ff ~,S~ )$, .m~tt;r1~i if a:pni(i~11~. ;;: ' , 

A .material financial .effect is assUined if the business: 

~!~:O;"!~~.~~~:r:J;:~~~~:°W:~~:;!.~~~;;;;cy; . . f .!~t~ll~i~f l°Jl~'it1~',.:l11i>., 
:rs the named mru;mfacrurer Jn a pui:tha&e. on:ler of f:lllY product purchased by the .official's i3s~f~~~~P~QJ(;X$),M~~f.il~}R. \~~tIB?:~;c:·i; '. 

_ .. -.; ..... (lec1s1on·.,S: .. fina11c1al effect.· cc.·.···;· 1 ' • 

fti(N~~~~ 
Is otherw1se 'subje:ct to. an action the offi¢ii1; s age:nc. y takes, the effect of which is directed /:.l .. );.-;j; ·:).·.· ;~·:_i:' •. 1:!''. [.·JI. ~ti··,.·.:.:; 1 ~.~.:•. 1.\;Wli~~ll,~li1:r:;~:t 
solely atthe business entity in which the officialh~s an interest · -:Te..··'" ' ··· • ' •·•··• ·

1 

• · • •••·•• ······- ' ' ' 

NOTE:· Ill all dther circunistancesi the ;busin¢~s iS considered not .explfoitly inyolv,e.d ip_ 
the decision an(l. the 'financfal effect is not ass1Jl)1ed ti;),be::rnaterial.' 

b' 
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Interests in Real.Propecty16 
N01'E~ There. a,r;e diffor~n,tm~te.rlaJity.~tq.n,c1ards .cl~peQding onwhetherit J~ ®·ownership or leasS!h()lc:Unter:e.st, 

Ownership Interests .in Real Property 

The deciSfon: · 

J) Jnvqlves ac:loptj.i,?.g or amendi~g a general or specific ,Pl~i:r:ij·tlJ.a:t::lnciufu?s;the offt~ial''~ 
property; 

,2) J)etetm.in.~$ the property's zoning or r~zoni1;J.g? annexati()J.1.;Qt de,.;a®exation, ·Qt mcl1J$.IoUitH!t 
exc1usiqn from any city, .<:;ounty} q~strict~, Qr o:the:i: local gqver:nment subdivision, -or other 
boundaries (other tharr.·a zo+ring CLedsion applicable to a;u pr.op.em¢S dc;s~guat~d'. iit:that 

. . 

category)? 
:3). Imposes, n~pyaJs, ,or.mpc;lifies any taxes} '.fe.e$, -cir assessmei;its that applyto the property; 
A:) Authorizes the sa1e, pm¢hi:ise~ oi:lease .ofth\:i p+qperty;. · ·· · - · 
S), Involv(:l% :the issuance~. denial ot revocation ofa license, pe@.it or othe:t: l@d. J.l,s~ ¢P:title:r:i;r~.pt 

au:thorjzing a specifi.c use of or i.Jnprovementto the pr.operty .o;c miy variance. that ehangeB .th~ 
petmitted.:use of; or r,estri:Gtions,:p4loed onit; ·· · 
NOTE: For.a. fmancial effect resulting from a gove.l.Jllllental ·dedsfoli regardingjJe1'1llits .ot 
lic(lnses. iss:uedto ·the of:Ucial's busine~.s. e.ntity when opetat_ing, M tb,e. o;fficial's i-eal prope:dy~ 
#w mate1:iality stan4ar4s unciet R¢fil!fatiou lR702. l. appJ.icabl~ to 'bm;iness'1entities'Wl)uicf · · · 
apply 4i:stead.., ' 

6)' hivolyes ·constnictiqn of, or .improvements toi streets~ water~ sewer~ .storm cira:lnag\'.l or sin:iilat 
facilities., and the property :in: whkh the qff1cial has an inter.est will receive new· :di' fu:iproved. 
servic.es. thiit a:r.e dis\ing-Wshable from inip1·ov<:in.ie11ts and seryLces that ate ;p:rovid.~d;tQ or' 
receiyed by ·other simila:dy situated properties in the. officiaV £;jurisdiction qr tl.le official.will 
othemvise receive a disproI?~JrJ:io:o:ate benefit Qtid~trin1:¢nt hytli:e decision~ 

7 
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The: decision: 

1) Chap.ges the developmep.t potential of th.e real property; 
2) Changes the income.;producingpotential of the real property; 

NOTE: :tf the real pj~opeey contains a business ·entity, including rental property, and the 
hatu.te· of the bµsfu~ss entity:L~emaffis µnchangeq,. the materiality sta,nda,rds tµJ,qe,t:R.egµl~tjon 

i1 .3) 

18702,1.applicable to busiliess entities would apply instead.. · 

Ch@ges tne highe~t ®d best 1Jse of the· parcel ofreal property in which the . .offi'Cial has a 
ffuan:Cial inietest; 

4). Changes the character of the,par~el ofrealproperty by substantia11y alteting.traf:Uc levels or 
intensity of :use, inclu:din,g pi;i:rklllg~ of property surroµlldlng the official's real property parcel, 
the view, privacy, nbise. levefa, OI' alt quality~ incfo.ding odors, or .any other factors that W0111.d 
.affect the market vaiu.e ofthereal property parcel· in which the official has a financial. 
interest; 

5} Affectsreal :property.valueJdcated within SQQ.feet of the officfa.l's property line. However, if 
therealprope:ri:y is commercial ptopeftY and contains abusinei;;s entity, themateria.lity _ 
standards Un.der R,egulatfo111S702. l •.applicabJe to business entities would apply instead; 17 

-6} Causes a reasonably prudent petson, using due care and· cbrisidetatlon under the 
circumstances, to believe thatthe· gove:ttunental d.ecision was of suc.b-4 nature•tlia~ i~s 
teasonably foreseeable- effect would influence tJ,ie:;marketvalue of the official's pr9perty. 

Leasehold Interests hi Real Property :ts 

Tlie, decision: 
I . .. . 
l) Changes thetetn:Linati.'on~fo_teofthelease; 
2) I11c~·eases or decrea:sestb.e potenti.;'llrental value of the property; 
3) Tucteases ot decreases the. rental value. of the property, arid. officfal has iight to sublease it; 
4) Changes the. Qf;ficial' s actual or legally allowabLe u.se ofthe'teal prope1ty; ot 
5) htrpacts the: o:fffoiaP s use and enj o-Yment of the real property. · 

8. 
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·sources of Income 
NOTE:· There are differentst(3.P.datds depe;n.diµg if focome isJor goods and servtces or the sale ofpersonal otrealpr.o.perty. 

ln¢ome Received for Goods .and Services ':ProVided in the Or<llna·rytourse ofBusiness, inciucfirtgaSafary19 
~!l!tl!i\&jl@i!!J!IMA!!:~J!~J!l!!!i!!i111M~l!!lil\~~~~ 

The sou,rc;e.pf:fucpme..1$: 

1) A claimant, ~pplicap,t. r¢spo11dent, c011tracti.ng party,. or is dtherwise nam¢d or iden,tifie.CL a,$ the 
sµbj ~,et_ ofthe.proceeding; 

2) An individual anP, the individual will b.e financially affected under the standards applied to art 
·. · .pf:ficia1;5.u R.:egµlation 1B702,5, or the. official kriows orJias reason to know thaUb,e in di vi.dual 

h8iS. an.mteresi i:ti a business. entity or re_al property that will be :financially affected under the 
st~nd.ard.~ applied to thpse. :finaneiatintl'rests m Regulation 18702. l or 18702.:2, teSpectfvdy; 

'.i). A nc:tnprofi.t that will :rec::e.i.ve a me.a,su:rable fihi:l~cial.bei:re.fit or loss, ot the. offidal knows of has 
reas,on toJm.ow that the nonprofithas ·a,µ foterest in.realproperty that wi11 be .fin_a:tlcfal1y 
caf;feote:ci uµder tlie standards a,pplied to a teal property interest in Regulation 18702:2;. ot 

4) · A bu.$in.ess. entity aud the. b:µsiness will be . .financially aff ect¢d under t:lie sta:fldci.J:d.s <lpplied .to a 
· b:rtsihessfaterestfu:Re~atlonJ.8702.:L · · · · 

IPF9.IIJ,f!JrtlIJ'.i:tJi,e.$aJ~•of _f eJ;'so.µfil9t ~~al.Prpp~rty· qf t}J,<:!. Official pr. th~ .. ()ffi.,ial's S!Jous~. if Cqti,i¢urtity }lropeqy:zq, 

J;l;i,e 'offi.ci~Lknows,:Or has reasonto know thatthe. s.ource. of ili:come: 

i) Is .a. clahn,aµt, a pplieant, respondent, contractingparty, .or Is oth~rwise nai:ne{f pr id,~ntified asthe 
s,µqj~9f of~eprpceeditigi · - -· 

2) .. Has an interest ina bµ_sir).ess eptity :tb,arw.m be ,financially a,ffected :UJ1der the staudi:t,rds 8:P.Plied to a 
fuan,dalTu.terest.inRegulatlon.187Q2.);or· 

,:U Bas an interesf.ip..realpropetty that will be financially affected under the standards .applied to· a 
:financiaUuter~s,t>inR.egu;laJiou.18:704',2, 

9. 
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Sources of GiftsZ;t 
(lrtcluding Gifts 'from Individuals, Nonprofits, and Business Entities J 

J::he .sotµ'ce is.: 
J ~) A claimant, applicant, respondent, cont:r:actingpar.ty,.9ris o:therwisenamedoridentlfied·as :the 

·· ,subject 6fthe proceedmg; · 
,.

0
,;"'"

1
'''"'' 1 2) An i11dividual .. w.liowl.ll1:ie.financiaily affecteduncierthestandards applied to anoffiofa.lin 

Regulatipn 13702:5~ or the official knows or lJ.a.s reason to know that the. individual has an ±nterest 
in a business entity or real propeity th&.t :'0(~11 be financially aff ec.te.d tmdet the .s.tandards a,ppliE!d to 
tl;tos~ m.terests InRegulatfol;lJ8702.1or18702~2, respeGtively; 

3} An 'Q.011proftt>th\:Lt wiflreceive a:..m.eastr<ibk frna:ricial benefito:r: loss, or the officiallmows or .has 
reasonto lmoW.thatthe.nonp'J.'b.flthaS:an,intetestfo tea1 property that will be flliancially affected 
lln.der the stancfu-ds applied to a fii.1andalinterest in Regulation 18702~·5; or 

4) A bµsmess ·entity will bedlua.ui::iallyaffecteci un.der the stuiciards in Regulation 18702.l .. 

interests in Personal Ftna1n::e$~~ 
(Including the Personal Finances oflmmedic;ite Family Members) 

The official (JI: the officfaPs immediate. fai;n.ily mem.bet wiH receive anieasurabfo:Wiancia:l 
benefit or ioss frbin the decision·tuiless• it is nommai; intonsequentfal, ot insignificant.· 

I QuickTip:: . 
T.here fil'.e ;riian)':Jules and ±na:ny·exceptions (so numero.uswe caii't discuss them all here): At a: big picture fovel, remember: 

e In m.ost cases, if the financial interest is directly or expllcitlyinvolved in the decision, the materiality standard is met This fa because 
an interestthat. is directly or explicitly invo!ved in a gpverrimen:tal deoisfon:presents a more obvious conflict 

• O+i the other ha.nd: ift:P,e .fina:neial mterest is not. dl.rect.lY or ex:pilcitiy itlvC>lved, the l?JJ,iteria:lity sta~1dard is genera.l~y based on a 
reasonable per$i.:ni .standard, · · · 

10 
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4 .. Cons~d~t whether an e~teptfortappli~s" 

Once an o:fficiaihas deteririined:that h~ or she has. a conflict ofinterest in. a particular decisiqn;,the o:fficial can.examine ifan exception; 
permits the officiaF sJ?artiCipaticin despite th¢ co)lflic±, N'.~t. all GbAflicts of intere.st preV©nt the official fr:om.fawfiillY taking patt in the. 
~ovemn:ient ded;sion.: ·· · 

• The Public Grinerall,y Ex.cepti(Jn:23 Even if an: qfticial otherwis$ .has a conflict of interest; the. official is not disqualified from 
the. participating in the dedsion if the ~'public geJJ.erally" exception applies., This public generalJ:Y exception applies when the 
:fu+ancfaleffect on a public offi,cial o;r the official's interestsis indistirtguishabfofrqm Us effect on the pu,bll~ generally: 

NOTE: the "pttblic generally" ·exceptitm i11qst be' :considered with. care •. An offieial may not Just assume that it appli~s. There 
i:ire mies for idet.J.tifying the specific segments oft]le general population wit!+ whlch the of:ijcic;il must ¢o:tnpare the official's 
frn.anoi~J mter~st~ arn;l spe9ifi,p :rules for';decidii;lg whether the ;fmancial .impact wiU 11niquely affeotthecpublic official a~ 
c.o:tnp ared to the public ge.rier~ly • .Agall;i.i official$ sh.otlld con.tact their· agen<;y co'.lti1.s,e1 ot the .FPPC concerning ·these specific 
'rules~ ·· · 

~: LegtJ.lly Jf:eqU.ite.d to J?ctr_ti.~ipgte.it4 Evenifan .offici'gl ,has a clisqmiJµying cP:PJlict of interest, is the participati911)eg~Uy 
required? Jn certain rare, ¢ircUiru?tmices, ·an offidalmay be called upon to take part in a deciSion despite the fact that the: official 
has a disqualifymg.confllct <;if interest This. "legallyxequired partidpation';·rtile a,pplies qnly in ¢eriam very specific 
.oil:cµm,stfl.nces fa which ~the: government agency w.ou1d be paralyzed, or. i..mable to act TJ;ie F';RPC or the g.genct•$ coutisel :tp.UE;'t: 

~enerally make this deterp.1inatfon, and will instruct th.e: official on howto proceed.. ·· 

1\ .. cgnfJ.ic.t ofint~re~t ¢}fists,wl1~tuow? 
Once .ah o ffici:;tl det¢imines tbat they have. a conflict pfirit~re$t and: that an_ ~XC.epti.oIJ. qo es n,qt:appl y7 the official must disqualify from 
all .o.f tl;i~ ;follo'.\Affu,g:;25 

~· .Making.the governmentcddecision. A.public offi.dal makes: a govermne:tttal .d¢cision lf±be .offidalauthorizes or directs aJ:ly 
action, VbteS, .a:ppofuts. a;p_erson; obligates or, qom®ts J:ris Ol' h.e1> agen.qy to ·any .c.omse of a.ctio:ri; ot·enterS: into any. contractual 
~gr~eiJlent on behi;iJfofhls or Mt age;Ucy, 

11 
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e Participating in maklngthe governmental decision.. A public official participates in. a govermu~ntal decision ifth.e official 
provides information, an bpinion, ora.recommendation for the purpose of affectirigthe decision without sigiiificant futervening 
substantive review:~. 

• Influen,cing lhe.goverri11iental di?cision, Aptiblfo official u:ses hfa ·o:r her official positl.on tp influence a govemmental decision. if 
he or .she: contacts ·or appears 'be:fore (l) ;M.Y offichrim his or her agency or in. $ .. '$.geticy s.ub]ectJo the authority or 'budgetary 
contro.1 of his or her agency !or the pur:P,os¢' of affectlhg a decision; or (2) any o;fficii:i.J'W.. ap.y ot:Q,er gov¢tnmel;l,t~ge:tJ,cy for the 
purpose of affecting a deci@:>n, andtlle puh1io of:ilcial ;acts or;purports .to a,ctwithfo ms or her authority or on hehalro:f.his or 
her agency in 1'ilaking the c.ontact · · 

Ce:rtain. officials (induciing city council members, pla,nning (::ort:Unissiciners; and members of tl.:i.e boards of' supervisors) ·have a 
mandated manner in which they must disqualify fro11t a d.~cision:26 T.b.~y mustp:tWHcly'identify in detail the· interest that creates the 
conflict; step down ftcYrit the dais;· .afid must then leave the room. Th¢' official mtistid!3rttify the interest following the announceme.nt of 
the agenda item fope discussed or voted ll.pon~ but before eitb:eflhe d.'iscussfon,,or vqte cO,ll;J.IJ.W:t;lCes. 

If the decision.is to fuke·pface during a closed session, the identificati9n of the :ffuab.oialjnte:rest mustbe mad.e during the public 
meeting:prior-to the closed session 'bb.ti$ linrited to a decla,tatiop:that the official lias a conflict ofip.te:i;:est. The ffuancial. interest that is 
the bas:fa for the conflict need.not be <llsclose.d, The .of:fidaitnay notbe.present during cbnsid.erafio:ri:oftlie closed. session item and 
n:iay not obtain .or: review any nonpublic info:trrtation regarding the. de.cision. 

There a;i:e linrited· exceptj_q)ls that :allow a public, officialto partfol.pate even when a ccinfiictis present, such as partlcipatlng,as a: 
member of'the: general publlG;., speaking to the pres,s, or' discussing one'.s own governmental employment. The exception$ are limited 
.andfact-:specific,andma.y reqµit.e .ad.Y.fo.e fi:Qritthe·a$en:ti$ co1msel otthe FPPC. 

. . . 

Fi.nal thoughts 
Generally speaking, here are the keys for public officials to meet their. o bliga.tlons under the Act's conflict of ii'.1,terest laws: 

• · Know the purpose. of the law. whlch .is to prevent bi~ses, actµal and apparent, that result from the financial :interests, .ofthe 
decision-mi:i.kers. 

e Le(l.m to spot potential trouble. early;, Understand whj,9)1 financial interests could give rise to a conflfot of interest. 

i2 
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,. Understand the "big picture'' of the tules. Fot e4'ainple),mow why the· l'l.iles• distinguish between explidtly involved 
.interests, and:why the:tmbli6 ge11erally ex:ceJltion,·e:xists:. 

•'- R~aJJ7;y tire impqnance of tlJ.e facts. J)ecjdingwhetl;ler an officialb.~.s a .disq4al.ifyi1lg con;fli9t of in,ten~st depeP:<ls just~s 
much.-· if hot more - on. the facts P.fthe p11rtiplllar 'sitIJa:tloii as it does on fu.e law.. ' ' 

o Do:tJ.'t .tcy to .memorize .all of tne ,sp.eqi:fic conflict of intere.st rules .. T]J.e. rules are detailed, ar).dtJ;ie penalti~s: ;for yiblating, 
them.are Ai~:flcaIJ,t. Rathet1 1ookthe tules up or ·ask·abo:µt the partfoular.rµles a;gplicable to a: given case~ 

• Ask for advfoe. lbs. availabl~ from fhe agenc.y' s lega1 co:unsd ~d fr.otii the FPBC. 

Wber~tQg9 for help? 

·13 
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1 The Political Reform Act is contained in Government Code§§ 81000 - 91014, and all statutory references are to this code. The FPPC 
regulations are contained in§§ 18110 - 18997 of Title 2 of the California Code of Regulations, and all regulatory references are to tllis source. 

2 Enacted through Proposition 9 at the June 4, 1974 Primary Election. 
3 § 81001. . 
4 § 87100. 
5 Witt v. Morrow (1977) 70 Cal. App. 3d 817 at 822-823: "Morrow asserts it is unconstitutional to automatically disqualify a public 

official from participating in decisions which may affect the investments of an entity which pays him .... However, the whole purpose of the 
Political Reform Act of 1974 is to preclude a government official from participating in decisions where it appears he may not be totally objective 
because the outcome will likely benefit a corporation or individual by whom he is also employed." 

6 § 82048. 
7 § 83115. 
8 § 81002(c). 
9 § 87103. 
10 Under§ 87103, an official has an "indirect interest" in real property owned by a business entity or trust in which the official, the 

official's immediate family, or their agents own directly, indirectly, or beneficially a 10-percent interest or greater. 
11 § 82033. 
12 § 82030. 
13 The Commission adjusts the gift threshold on January 1 of each odd-numbered year to reflect changes in the Consumer Price Index. 
14 Regulation 18701. 
15 Regulation 18702.l 
16 Regulation 18702.2(a). 
17 Particular facts can rebut this presumption depending on advice given by the FPPC. 
18 Regulation 18702.2(b). 
19 Regulation 18702.3(a). 
20 Regulation 18702.3(b). 
21 Regulation 18702.4. 
22 Regulation 18702.5. 
23 Regulation 18703. 
24 § 87101 and Regulation 18705. 
25 Regulation 18704. 
26 § 87105 and Regulation 18707 applicable to persons holding positions specified in § 87200. 
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)akland councilwoman broke ci1y, state rule!\, report says - SFGate 6/22/16 4'.51PM 

SUWCRIBE: 

Oakland councilwoman broke city, state rules, report says 
Rache! Swan l on June 21, 201u 

268 

.Pnoto;:Miciia.,1$hor\, Spe<;ia) To t~e Chronide 

:$uy Photo 

Oakland City Gounqil Presiden.t Lynette Gibs.on McElhaney speaks during a press i:;pnferen:qe at"the Oakland Museum ofCalifornla, in ·Oakli;ind, 
cA Friday; .Aplil 22, 201.6, 

,; Oakland city cornicilwoman brcike state an,d dty (ffui<;:s rules by interfet~ng ·wifu tbe approval pto¢e$s for a five..:ui1it 

i..vvvn hcn1se development planu~d for~a lot ne:Xt doort(J her home, acc;.qr(ijt1:gfo a ~hiJgrandju.ry report relea$~d 

T:ue;sdav: 

ttp:l.f.msfgateccomf-bayarea/article/Oa:kland:...councilwi:m:ian-broke,-city..:st!\te-ru~s"]851f267.php eage i of 8 



P./22116 4:51 PM 

Th¢ touncilwontap: 'ina:ppropriately )iiiielded her position ®Cf used; ¢ity resourc~~ to G,on:tatt a .departn1enthea:d ta argue,. 
her obj ecu6ns and ¢?,11S'e a. te,.evaluatlort that$talled fh~ p:r;ojectjc~9¢9tgr11gto the r~porl qfthe Alameda. Cott:tl:ty gra:nd 
jwy~ Although tl:ie reportcfoes non1arµe .fue, ~ounc:ilvyo)llah,· a,s()trt~~ y,'1fu kri,mvledg~ of the grandjury·probe 
identified her as dfy Col1J1cif Presiciei,1t L'yn~ft¢ (}ips9~ l\fcEib.aµey~ and city dbcutrrents show the address oftb:~ 
project lot as 530 32p.d St; in West OaJ<lan:c( which is next cioor to McElhaney's home. 

Tlfo interference l:}yth~ coti1)cilwoma,JJ.led fo i:;e,veral revisions wicf do'Wnsiziilg ofthe building plans, and th¢ project 

was approve'cLin,2t>'i4, 4ccotd:i11gto thereporf, But tjJ.e prqjecfh~rs p_otbeen: huUt; ~ilSfoad? th~ properly own;e:r i$ 

off m;ing the lot for sale.~ 

;'the Ptopetty :o.wnet :rs :con~E;tp.ed .fuat further ~.atties wit:& the .qity 1n:ay P~P1+:1,'Whlfo a1f empting to optain .Pe:tuu;h~ ancl 
·constructing thet9VWJt()µse'ptoje¢t;;,,· the report states; ('WitnessesJ:Q tI:m gnmd. jury testifieelthat devefope:rs ~1'e 

·'' : .,.. .. . . 

!¢luetai1t.tQ p:iirc11as~i;he.pfoperty·db,efpthe 'CQWlCil rnen.1$er's.foterferen~e." 

«As publfose.i'v'iWtS, elected offi<ei?lti are ptBcfoded from seeking· to ittflueµce a dedsfrin iii i~hlch they have a financial 

interest,'1 the grandju,ryrep9rtst~tm:L 
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lakland councilwoman broke city, state 'rules, ,report says -SFGate 6/22/16 4:51PM 

proximity of the tuwu house project to her residence and the likelihood that her privacy would be adversely impacted/' 

_,position to project 

The saga began in J annaTY 2014 as the property owner, whots notidenti:fied in the report, wasin the.mi<lst 9fworkinis 

with the c1ty planning deparhnenton· a design for the five-tmvnhouse project wlth downtown views. in a part of 

Oakland long stanr,edJot'developinetit The property awner·was contacted by.a "ne:xt~d.oor neighbor who stated that 
his Mfe was an Oakland City CQitiicil±netnbet and: futther stated that he and his wife would be working to stop the. 

project if the d.esigi.i was 110.tchangedto their Hking/ according to the report. 

Shortly.afterward, fhG report ;states.; the, coundlwonian contacted Oakland Planning and Building :bepa1tinent chief 

Rachei El~n to coin plain about the hn:vn h.0:us.e project. Itsa)'s Fl}J:ln visite.d thelo:t, decided the design was subpa:i: 

anQ. pressuted th~ pr()perty-owne:t to make seve:r.al U10Clificatiom~ to mollify the councilwornan ao.d her husban_d. 

Elynn also init~lfocf h~:r:self ;:i,s a pofotne:r.spn .foII the, project aJid utged. the pr.operty oWlietto subnritthe tev.ised plans 

fo the CQ:t.incilwonran n,nd q'lJie:r ):lejghbors Pefo,r~ i;firning them m tO the ¢ii:jl, the l?eJ?.OI't stated. 

~'; ·1 l READ FIJl..,L., ARTIC!-E: I 
I_..,___,_....,.......,.. _____ ~N':":""""'"-:""~~-. ---~ 

- ~heJ ~wan I Oaklarg:f gepq/tE:lr 

Promoted Stories 
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City Hall 

BOARD of SUPERVISORS 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 

San Francisco 94102-4689 

·Legislative File No. 

Tel. No. 554-5184 
Fax No. 554--5163 

TDD/TTY No. 544-5227 

PROOF OF MAILING 

160676 - Public Hearing - Appeal of Categorical Exemption 
from Environmental Review- 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street 
Hearing Notices - English - Spanish - Chinese 

Description of Items: Hearing of persons interested in or objecting to the 
determination of categorical exemption from environmental review under the 
California Environmental Quality Act issued by the Planning Department on 
March 26, 2014, for a proposed project to allow the construction· of two 3,000-
square-foot single-family residences on two vacant lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom 
Street. (District 9) (Appellant: Ryan J. Patterson, on behalf of the Bernal Heights 
South Slope Organization, Bernal Safe & Liveable, Neighbors Against the Upper 
Folsom Street Extension, Marcus Ryu, and Ann Lockett) (Filed June 3, 2016). 

I, John Carroll , an employee of the City and 
County of San Francisco, mailed the above described document(s) by depositing the 
sealed items with the United States Postal Service (USPS) with the postage fully 
prepaid as follows: 

Date: July 5, 2016 

Time: 11 a.m. 

USPS Location: Repro Pick-up Box in the Clerk of the Board's Office (Rm 244) 

Mailbox/Mailslot Pick-Up Times (if applicable): N/A ---------------

Signature: ----e~~..4h=-__:===--=c=:=....~=.:..-..:>.,, _______ ~-------

Instructions: Upon completion, original must be filed in the above referenced file. 
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Carroll, John (BOS) 

t=rom: 
nt: 

. o: 
Subject: 

Categories: 

SF Docs (LIB) 
Tuesday, July 05, 2016 3:18 PM 
BOS Legislation, (BOS) 
Re: Hearing Notice- Categorical Exemption from Environmental Review Appeal - 3516 and 
3526 Folsom Street- July 19, 2016 

160676 

Documents have been received/posted by the San Francisco Public Library. 

Thanks, 

Frank Vaughn 
Government Information Center 

From: BOS Legislation, (BOS) 
Sent: Tuesday, July 5, 2016 2:06 PM 
To: SF Docs (LIB) 

Cc: BOS Legislation, (BOS) 
Subject: FW: Hearing Notice - Categorical Exemption from Environmental Review Appeal - 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street 

··1[y 19, 2016 

Good afternoon, 

Could you please post the below-linked hearing notices for public viewing at the library? 

Regards, 

John Carroll 
Legislative Clerk 
Board of Supervisors 
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
(415)554-4445 - Direct I (415)554-5163 - Fax 
john.carroll@sfgov.org I bos.legislation@sfgov.org 

* . d€.<:;- Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors c;ustomer Service Satisfaction form. 

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation and archived matters since August 1998. 

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and 
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying 
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit ta the 
Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not 
redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a 

nber of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members 
ne public may inspect or copy. · 

1 
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Carroll, John (BOS) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

BOS Legislation, (BOS) 
Tuesday, July 05, 2016 2:07 PM 
SF Docs (LIB) 

Cc: BOS Legislation, (BOS) 
Subject: FW: Hearing Notice - Categorical Exemption from Environmental Review Appeal - 3516 and 

3526 Folsom Street - July 19, 2016 

Categories: 160676 

Good afternoon; 

Could you pleas!= post the below-linked hearing notices for public viewing at the library? 

Regards, 

John Carroll 
Legislative Clerk 
Board of Supervisors 
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
(415)554-4445 - Direct I {415)554-5163 - Fax 
john.carroll@sfgov.org.j bos.legislation@sfgov.org 

·• IE.f:J. Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form. 

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation and archived matters since August 1998. 

Discfosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and 
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Persona! information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying 
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the 
Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available·to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not 
redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a 
member of the public elects to submit to the Board ond its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members 
of the public may inspect or copy. 

From: Carroll, John (BOS) 
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 1:55 PM 
To: fabien@bluorange.com;ryan@zfplaw.com 
Cc: Givner, Jon (CAT) <jon.givner@sfgov.org>; Stacy, Kate (CAT) <kate.stacy@sfgov.org>; Byrne, Marlena (CAT) 
<marlena.byrne@sfgov.org>; Sanchez, Scott (CPC) <scott.sanchez@sfgov.org>; Jones, Sarah (CPC) 
<sarah.b.jones@sfgov.org>; Cooper, Rick (CPC) <rick.cooper@sfgov.org>; Gibson, Lisa (CPC) <lisa.gibson@sfgov.org>; 
Starr, Aaron (CPC) <aaron.starr@sfgov.org>; Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC} <anmarie.rodgers@sfgov.org>; Kline, Heidi {CPC} 
<heidi.kline@sfgov.org>; Ion in, Jonas (CPC} <jonas.ionin@sfgov.org>; BOS-Supervisors <bos-supervisors@sfgov.org>; 
BOS-Legislative Aides <bos:..legislative_aides@sfgov:org>; Calvillo, Angela {BOS) <angela.calvillo@sfgov.org~; Somera, 
Alisa (BOS) <alisa.somera@sfgov.org>; BOS Legislation, (BOS) <bos.legislation@sfgov.org>; Carroll, John (BOS) 
<john.carroll@sfgov.org>; Jalipa, Brent (BOS) <brent.jalipa@sfgov.org>; Lew, Lisa (BOS) <lisa.lew@sfgov.org>; Horner, 
Justin {CPC} <justin.horner@sfgov.org>; Range, Jessica (CPC) <jessica.range@sfgov.org> 
Subject: Hearing Notice - Categorical Exemption from Environmental Review Appeal - 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street - July 

19,2016 

1 
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Good afternoon, . 

The Office of the Clerk of the Board has scheduled an appeal hearing for Special Order on July 19, 2016, at 3:00 p.m., to 
' "ar an appeal of the Categorical Exemption from Environmental Review under the California Environmental Quality Act 

: the proposed projects at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street, filed by Ryan J. Patterson on behalf of the Bernal Heights 
South Slope Organization, Bernal Safe & Liveable, Neighbors Against the Upper Folsom Street Extension, Marcus Ryu, 
and Ann Lockett. 

Please find the following link to the hearing notices for the matter: 

July 19, 2016 - Board of Supervisors - 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street Appeal 

I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the link below. 

Board of Supervisors File No. 160676 

Thank.you, 

John Carroll 
Legislative Clerk 
Board of Supervisors 
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
(415)554-4445 - Direct I (415)554-5163 - Fax 
john.carroll@sfgov.org I bos.legislation@sfgov.org 

e 
.... ,, Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form. 

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation and archived matters since August 1998. 

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and 
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying 
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. Alf written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the 
Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not 
redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a 
member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members 
of the public may inspect or copy. 

2 
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Carroll, John (BOS) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Categories: 

Good afternoon, 

Carroll, John (BOS) 
Tuesday, July 05, 2016 1 :55 PM 
fabien@bluorange.com; ryan@zfplaw.com 
Givner, Jon (CAT); Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne, Marlena (CAT); Sanchez, Scott (CPC); Jones, 
Sarah (CPC); Cooper, Rick (CPC); Gibson, Lisa (CPC); Starr, Aaron (CPC); Rodgers, 
AnMarie (CPC); Kline, Heidi (CPC); lonin, Jonas (CPC); BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative 
Aides; Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS); BOS Legislation, (BOS); Carroll, John 
(BOS); Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS); Horner, Justin (CPC); Range, Jessica (CPC) 
Hearing Notice - Categorical Exemption from Environmental Review Appeal - 3516 and 3526 
Folsom Street - July 19, 2016 

160676 

The Office of the Clerk of the Board has scheduled an appeal hearing for Special Order on July 19, 2016, at 3:00 p.m., to 
hear an appeal of the Categorical Exemption from Environmental Review under the California Environmental Quality Act 
for the. proposed projects at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street, filed by Ryan J. Patterson on behalf of the Bernal Heights 
South Slope Organization, B.ernal Safe & Liveable, Neighbors Against the Upper Folsom Street Extension, Marcus Ryu, 
and Ann Lockett. 

Please find the following link to the hearing notices for the matter: 

July 19, 2016 - Board of Supervisors - 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street Appeal 

I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the link below. 

Board of Supervisors File No. 160676 

Thank you, 

John Carroll 
legislative Clerk 
Board of Supervisors 
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
{415)554-4445 - Direct I {415)554-5163 - Fax 
john.carroll@sfgov.org I bos.legislation@sfgov.org 

• • 

dl.~ Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form. 

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation and archived matters since August 1998. 

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and 
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide person of identifying 
information when they communicate with the Board ofS1.1pervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the 
Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not 
redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a 
member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members 
of the public may inspect or copy. 

1 
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BOARD of SUPERVISORS 

City Hall 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 

San Francisco 94102-4689 
Tel. No. 554-5184 
Fax No. 554-5163 

TDD/TTY No. 554-5227 

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT the Board of Supervisors of the City and 
County of San Francisco will hold a public hearing to consider the following appeal and 
said public hearing will be held as follows, at which time all interested partie$ may 
attend and be heard: 

Date: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 

Time: 3:00 p.in. 

Location: . Legislative Chamber, City Hall, Room 250 
1 Dr. Carlton 8. Goodlett, Place, San Francisco, CA 

Subject: File No. 160676. Hearing of persons interested in or objecting to 
the determination of categorical exemption from environmental 
review under the California Environmental Quality Act issued by the 
Planning De.partment on March 26, 2014, for a proposed project to 
allow the construction of two 3,000-square-foot single-family 
residences on two vacant lots at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street. 
(District 9) (Appellant: Ryan J. Patterson, on behalf of the Bernal 
Heights South Slope Organization, Bernal Safe & Liveable, 
Neighbors Against the Upper Folsom Street Extension, Marcus 
Ryu, and Ann Lockett) (Filed June 3, 2016). 

In accordance with Administrative Code, Section 67.7-1, persons who are unable 
to attend the hearing on this matter may submit written comments prior to the time the 
hearing begins. These comments will be made as part of the official public record in this 
matter and shall be brought to the attention of the Board of Supervisors. Written 
comments should be addressed to Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board, City Hall, 1 Dr. 
Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244, San Francisco, CA, 94102. Information relating to 
this matter is available in the Office of the Clerk of the Board and agenda information 
relating to these matters will be available for public review on Friday, July 15, 2016. 

DATED/MAILED/POSTED: July 5, 2016 4775 

Cf~ 
V Angela Calvillo 

Clerk of the Board 



City Hall 

BOARD of SUPERVISORS 

1 Dr. Cart ....... B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 
San. Francisco 94102-4689 

Tel. No 554-5184 
Fax No. 554-5163 

TfD!TIY No. 5545227 

NOTIFICACION DE AUDIENCIA PUBLICA 

JUNTA DE SUPERVISORES DE·LA CIUDAD Y CONDADO DE SAN FRANCISCO 

SE NOTIFICA POR LA PRESENTE que la Junta de Supervisores de la Ciudad y 
Condado de San Francisco celebran3 una audiencia publica para considerar la 
siguiente apelaci6n y dicha audiencia publica se celebran3 de la siguiente manera, en 
tal memento que todas las personas interesadas pod ran asistir y ser escuchadas: 

Fecha: 

Hora: 

Lugar: 

Asunto: 

Martes, 19 de julio de 2016 

3:00 p.m. 

Camara Legislativa, Sala 250 del Ayuntamiento 
1 Dr. Carlton 8. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA 

Expediente Nlim. 160676. Audiencia para personas interesadas · 
en. o que se oponen a la determinaci6n de exenci6n categ6rica de 
una revision ambiental segun la Ley de Calidad Medioambiental de 
California, emitida por el Departamento de Planificaci6n el 26 de 
marzo de 2016, para un proyecto propuesto que permite la 
construcci6n de dos viviendas-unifamiliares-de-3,000-pies
cuadrados sobre dos terrenos baldfos situados en 3516 y 3526 de 
la Calle Folsom. (Distrito 9) (Apelante: Ryan J. Patterson, en 
nombre de Bernal Heights South Slope Organization, Bernal Safe 
& Liveable, Neighbors Against the ·upper Folsom Street Extension, 
Marcus Ryu y Ann Lockett) (Presentado el 3 de junio de 2016). 

1f Angela Calvillo, 
Secretaria de la Junta 

FECHADO/ENVIADO/PUBLICADO: 5 de julio de 2016 
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BOARD of SUPERVISORS 

City Hall 
1 Dr. Carh.......t B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 

San Francisco 94102-4689 
Tel. No 554-5184 
Fax No. 554-5163 

. TID!ITYNo. 5545227 

.::3ifflf$~1iJ~jflWJ" 

B;WJ: · 20161¥- 7 .F.I 19 BJ!'OO~ 

~tm: l'"lf 3 ~ 

~: $~ , iz:5*~ 250 ~ , 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San 
Francisco, CA 94102 

•m= ~jfiil 160616 ° ~§R®'Jl~~&:JtJ-.±Jt~:Jn-:i:][~-tgfifm®!J3j 
~ffil ( :5T.3Uf:fL:!nFolsomif.f35165m5fD35265m) J:J~~mft1filf.l~3 • 000 
lJL)J'~R.!¥J.¥-*!}!11iir{±~E!'giJEfiiifJErm?fff'Ft±r1F~ru:El~~t!<E!'g~ 
SU ( 'fi) ~~ (categorical exemption) l¥1*5EEl'gJl~ ' Jft;J][)R-)E~f:& 
:fJ! 11J[1f['[$:%1't£$·J (California.Environmental Quality Act) • ffim 
iIT~:ln201¥f.3B2687J~ff!JB'g 0 (1-JM~~) (LWFARyanJ. Patterson' {i; 
~Bernal Heights South Slop·efili~~ ' Bernal Safe & Liveable ' &:JtFolsom 
1%J ...t~t~BkJ~lI1 , Marcus Ryutz;&Ann Lockett) C:ln2016£f:.6 .F3 3 BB 
m:x) 0 
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BOARD of SUPERVISORS 

June 10, 2016 

File No. 160676 
Planning Case No. 2013.1383E 

City Hall 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 

San Francisco 94102-4689 
Tel. No. 554-5184 
Fax No. 554-5163 

TDD/TTY No. 544-5227 

Received from the Board of Supervisors Clerk's Office one check, 
in the amount of Five Hundred Sixty Two Dollars ·($562), 
representing filing fee paid by Zacks, Freedman, and Patterson, 
for appeal of the CEQA Categorical Exemption Determination for 
the proposed projects at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street. 

Planning Department 
By: 
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Carroll, John {BOS) 

~ .. om: 
nt: 

10: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Good afternoon, 

Carroll, John (BOS) 
Friday, June 10, 2016 5:02 PM 
ryan@zfplaw.com . 
Givner, Jon (CAT); Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne, Marlena (CAT); Sanchez, Scott (CPC); Jones, 
Sarah (CPC); Cooper, Rick (CPC); Gibson, Lisa (CPC); Starr, Aaron (CPC); Rodgers, 
AnMarie (CPC); Kline, Heidi (CPC); lonin, Jonas (CPC); BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative 
Aides; Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS); BOS Legislation, (BOS); Carroll, John 
(BOS); Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 
CEQA Categorical Exemption Appeal - 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street -Appeal Hearing on 
July 19, 2016 

The Office of the Clerk of the Board has scheduled a hearing for Special Order before the Board of Supervisors on July 
19, 2016, at 3:00 p.m. Please find linked below a letter of appeal filed for the proposed project at 3516 and 3526 
Folsom Street and an informational letter from the Clerk of the Board. 

Appeal Letter-June 3, 2016 

Clerk of the Board Letter - June 10, 20i6 

I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the link below: 

Board of Supervisors File No. 160676 

.rnk you, 

John Carroll 
Legislative Clerk 
Board of Supervisors 
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
(415)554-4445 - Direct I (415)554-5163 - Fax 
john.carroll@sfgov.org I bosJegislation@sfgov.org 

• il!it'1 Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form. 

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation and archived matters since August 1998. 

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and 
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public ore not required to provide personal identifying 
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submifro the 
Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not 
redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a 
member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members 
of the public may inspect or copy. 

1 
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BOARD of SUPERVISORS 

June 10, 2016 

Ryan J. Patterson 
Zacks, Freedman & Patterson 
235 Montgomery Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94104 

City Hall 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 
San Francisco 94102-4689 
Tel. No. 554-5184 
Fax No. 554-5163 
TDD/TTY No. 544-5227 

Subject: Appeal of California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Determination 
of Categorical Exemption from Environmental Review - 3516-3526 
Folsom Street 

Dear Mr. Patterson: 

The Office of the Clerk of the Board is in receipt of a memorandum dated June 8, 2016, 
from the. Planning Department regarding their. determination on the timely filing of your 
appeal of the CEQA determination of categorical exemption from environmental review for 
the proposed projects at 3516-3526 Folsom Street. 

The Planning Department has determined that the appeal was filed in a timely manner. 

The appeal filing period closed on Monday, June 6, 2016. Pursuant to Administrative 
Code, Section 31.16, a hearing date has been scheduled for Tuesday, July 19, 2016, at 
3:00 p.m., at the Board of Supervisors meeting to be held in City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. 
Goodlett Place, Legislative Chamber, Room 250, San Francisco, CA 94102. 

Continues on next page 
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3516-3526 Fo1$0m Street Project 
Appeal - CEQA Cat Ex 
June 10, 2016 
Page 2 

Please provide to the Clerk's Office by noon: 

20 days prior to the hearing: names and addresses of interested parties to be 
notified of the hearing, in spreadsheet format; and 

11 days prior to the hearing:· any documentation which you may want available to 
the Board members prior to the hearing. 

For the above, the Clerk's office requests one electronic file (sent to 
bos.legislation@sfgov.org) and two copies of the documentation for distribution. 

NOTE: If electronic versions of the documentation are not available, please submit 18 
hard copies of the materials to the Clerk's Office for distribution. If you are unable to make 
the deadlines prescribed above, it is your responsibility to ensure that all parties receive 
copies of the materials. 

If you have any qwestions, please feel free to contact John Carroll, Legislative Clerk, at 
(415) 554-4445. 

Very truly yours, 

Angela Calvillo 
Clerk of the Board 

c: Fabian Lannoye, Bluorange Designs, Project Sponsor 
Jon Givner, Deputy City Attorney 
Kate Stacy, Deputy City Attorney 
Marlena Byrne, Deputy City Attorney 
John Rahaim, Planning Director 
Scott Sanchez, Zoning Administrator, Planning Department 
Sarah Jones, Planning Department 
Aaron Starr, Planning Department 
AnMarie Rodgers, Planning Department 
Heidi Kline, Planning Department 
Jonas lo.nin, Planning Commission Secretary 
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Carroll, John (BOS) 

From: Jones, Sarah (CPC) 
Sent: Wednesday, June 08, 2016 11 :43 AM 
To: BOS Legislation, (BOS); Rahaim, John (CPC) 
Cc: Givner, Jon (CAT); Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne, Marlena (CAT); Sanchez, Scott (CPC); 

Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC); Starr, Aaron (CPC); Kline, Heidi (CPC); lonin, Jonas (CPC); BOS
Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS); Homer, 
Justin (CPC); Range, Jessica (CPC) . 

Subject: RE: Appeal of CEQA Categorical Exemption Determination - Proposed 3516-3526 Folsom 
Street - Timeliness Determination Req·uest · 

Attachments: 3516-3526 Folsom timeliness determination.pdf 

Please see attached determination that the appeal was timely filed. 

------~--·-----· 

From: BOS Legislation, (BOS) 
Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 2016 9:39 AM 
To: Rahaim, John (CPC) 
Cc: Givner, Jon (CAT); Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne, Marlena (CAT); Sanchez, Scott (CPC); Jones, Sarah (CPC); Rodgers, 
AnMarie (CPC); Starr, Aaron (CPC); Kline, Heidi (CPC); Ionin, Jonas (CPC); BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislc;itive Aides; 
Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera~ Alisa (BOS); BOS .Legislation, (BOS) 
Subject: Appeal of CEQA Categorical Exemption Determination - Proposed 3516-3526 'Folsom Street - Timeliness 
Determination Request 

Good morning Director Rahaim, 

The Office of the Clerk of the Board is in receipt of an Appeal of the CEQA Determination of Categorical Exemption 

from Environmental Review for the proposed 3516-3526 Folsom Street project. The appeal was filed on June 3, 2016. 

by Zacks, Freedman, and Patterson, on behalf of Bernal Heights South Slope Organization, Bernal Safe & 
Livable, Neighbors Against the Upper Folsom Street Extension, Marcus Ryu, and Ann Lockett. 

Please review for timely filing determination. 

Thank you in advance, 

Brent Jalipa 
Board of Supervisors - Clerk's Office 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
(415) 554-7712 I Fax: (415) 554-5163 
brent.jalipa@sfgov.org I www.sfbos.org 

• ll,r:; Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form 

Disclosures: Persona! information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public 
Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required 
to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral 
communications that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all 
members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from these submissions. This means that 
personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a member of the public elects to submit to the 
Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors' website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect 
or copy. 
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SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

June 8, 2016 

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 

Sarah B. Jones, Environmental Review Officer 

Appeal timeliness determination - 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street, 
Planning Department Case No. 2013.1383E 

An appeal of the categorical exemption for the proposed project at 3516 and 3526 Folsom 
Street (Planning Deparbnent Case No. 2013.1383E) was filed with the Office of the Clerk 
of the Board on June 3, 2016 by Zacks, Freedman, and Patterson, on behalf of Bernal 
Heights South Slope Organization, Bernal Safe & Livable, Neighbors Against the Upper 
Folsom Street Extension, Marcus Ryu, and Ann Lockett. 

Timeline: The Categorical Exemption was issued on March 26, 2014. The exemption 
identified the Approval Action for the project as the Discretionary Review Hearing by 
the Planning Commission, as provided for in Planning Code Section 311, which occurred 
on May 5, 2016 (Date of the Approval Action). 

Timeliness Determination: Section 31.16(a) and (e) of the San Francisco Administrative 
Code states that any person or entity may appeal an exemption determination to the · 
Board of Supe:rVisors during the time period beginning with the date of the exemption 
determination and ending 30 days after the Date of the Approval Action. 

The appeal of the exemption determination was filed on June 3, 2016, which is within the 
time frame specified above. Therefore the appeal is considered timely. 

Section 31.16(b )( 4) of the San Francisco Administrative Code states that the Clerk of the 
Board shall schedule the appeal hearing no less than 21 days and no more than 45 days 
following expiration of the specified time period for filing of the appeal. 

Memo 
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BOARD of SUPERVISORS 

To: John Rahaim 
Planning Director 

June6, 2016 

From: rAf /Angela Calvillo 
Vf Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 

City Hall 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244 

San Francisco 94102-4689 
Tel. No. 554-5184 
Fax No. 554-5163 

TDD/TTY No. 544-5227 

Subject: Appeal of California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Determination of 
Categorical Exemption from Environmental Review - 3516-3526 Folsom 
Street 

An appeal of the CEQA Determination of Categorical Exemption from Environmental Review for 
the proposed project at 3516 and 3526 Folsom Street, was filed with the Office of the Clerk of the 
Board on June 4, 2016, by Zacks, Freedman, and Patterson, on behalf of Bernal Heights South 
Slope Organization, Bernal Safe & Livable, Neighbors Against the Upper Folsom Street 
Extension, Marcus Ryu, and Ann Lockett. 

Pursuant to Administrative Code, Chapter 31.16, I am forwarding this appeal, with attached 
documents, to the Planning Department to determine ifthe appeal has been filed in a timely 
manner. The Planning Department's determination shoi.ild be made within three (3) working days 
of receipt of this request. 

If you have any questfons, please feel free to contact John Carroll, Legislative Clerk, at 
(415) 554-4445. 

c: Jon Givner, Deputy City Attorney 
Kate Stacy, Deputy City Attorney 
Marlena Byrue, Deputy City Attorney 
Scott Sanchez, Zoning Administrator, Planning Department 
Sarah Jones, Environmental Review O:ffic~r, Planning Department 
AnMarie Rodgers, Planning Department 
Aaron Starr, Planning Department 
Heidi Kline, Planning Department 
Jonas Ionin, Planning Department 
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Introduction Form 
By a Member of the Board of Supervisors or the Mayor 

Time stamp 

I hereby submit the following item for introduction (select only one): or meeting date 

D 1. For reference to Committee. (An Ordinance, Resolution, Motion, or Charter Amendment) 

D 2. Request for next printed agenda Without Reference to Committee. 

IZI 3. Request for hearing on a subject matter at Committee. 

D 

D 

D 

4. Request for letter beginning "Supervisor inquires" 
'------------------~ 

5. City Attorney request. 

6. Call File No. ,~-------..... , from Committee. 

D 7. Budget Analyst request (attach written motion). 

D 8. S~bstitute Legislation File No . ._I -----~ 

D 9~ Reactivate File No. I._·-----~ 
D . 10. Question(s) submitted for Mayoral Appearance before the BOS on 

~------------~ 

lSe check the appropriate boxes. The proposed legislation should be forwarded to the following: 

D Small Business Commission D Youth Commission D Ethics Commission 

D Planning Commission D Building Inspection Commission 

~ote: For the Imperative Agenda (a'resolution not on the printed agenda), use a Imperative Form. 

jponsor(s): 

Clerk of the Board 

subject: 

Public Hearing - Appeal of Categorical Exemption from Environmental Review - 3 516 and 3 526 Folsom Street 

fhe text is listed below or attached: 

Hearing of persons interested in or objecting to the determination of categorical exemption from environmental 
review under the California Environmental Quality Act issued by the Planning Department on March 26, 2014, for a 
proposed project to allow the construction of two 3,000-square-foot single-family residences on two vacant lots at 
3516 and 3526 Folsom Street. (District 9) (Appellant: Ryan J. Patterson, on behalf of th~ Bernal Heights South 
Slope Organization, Bernal Safe & Liveable, Neighbors Against the Upper Folsom Street Extension, Marcus Ryu, 
and Ann Lockett) (Filed 6/3/2016). 

Signature of Sponsoring Supervisor: (?/~ ~ ~ _cfor _ ___,,_=7------

Ei' or Clerk's Use Only: 
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